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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation considers Hollywood film 

locales rhetorically, as the site of many different kinds 

of community activities and perspectives. In particular, 

my focus will be on locales and mise-en-scene elements 

that replicate certain "chronotopic" patterns of time and 

space organized by our culture in its literature. These 

special patterns, along with their signifying functions, 

were first outlined by Mikhail Bakhtin during the period 

1937-1938. 

As a first step, I begin with a broad survey, 

outlining the salient features of Bakhtin's individual 

chronotopes ancient and modern, and considering 

fundamental connections between these chronotopes and 

classical Hollywood genres of the 1940s. 

I devote my second chapter to the exploration of 

other important theoretical bases of Bakhtin's work; in 

particular," to the belief in the rejuvenating power of 

folk language and the carnivalesque. My argument is that 

the "idyllic chronotope" is given the same position of 

centrality in Bakhtin's discussions of space and time as 

carnivalesque speech genres are in his discussions of 
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carnivalesque speech genres are in his discussions of 

language. The appearance of an "idyllic interlude" in a 

work of literature or in a film can suddenly throw the 

rest of the represented world into moralizing 

"perspective" just as a carnivalesque insult or quip can 

"degrade" a high-sounding speech. 
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My third theoretical problem will be the reception and 

processing of the film text. How does the audience of a 

film apply their socially-formed schema and knowledge of 

the characters' "situations" to a film text in order to 

construct meaning? Here I demonstrate how the 

"highlighting" of a film text with recognizable 

chronotopes can help an audience to form judgments about 

characters and to construct analogies between character 

situations and situations arising in their own 

communities. 

In my fourth and final chapter, I branch out from 

Bakhtin's models to consider new chronotopes as they may 

develop during a particular historical decade. 

Specifically, I examine the representation of the 

"shopping mall" as it appears throughout a dozen or so 

1980s films in order to show how the spatiotemporal worlds 

suggested by these films can be "opened out" into a study 

of teen culture and social mores across the decade as a 

whole. 



INTRODUCTION: FILMS AND SOCIAL CONTEXT 

Part One: Toward a Rhetoric of Film 

Certainly one of the most overpowering 

concepts in contemporary rhetoric, obvious 

in many different disciplines, is the notion 

that a piece of discourse must be judged 

against the situational and cultural contexts 

in which it was produced and in which it is 

being interpreted. 

--Kinneavy, p. 174 

Rhetorical analysis • . • is the effort to 

discover the conventions established by a given 

work or gr~up of works, and thus to trace the 

outlines of the world articulated by it, 

particularly as that world is made open to. the 

audience. 

--Halloran, p. 630-1 

What, exactly, do contemporary rhetoricians study? 

This is an important issue to attempt to settle before we 

can begin to outline a "rhetoric of film." 

9 
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One route that previous attempts to develop a 

"rhetoric of film" have taken is to pursue film-as

language analogies, parsing film clips like sentences into 

shots, scenes, sequences, and "syntagmas" (Metz's "grande 

syntagmatique," Burch's spatial and temporal 

"articulations," or the structural approaches of MacCabe 

or John M. Carroll, for instance). These analyses usually 

include an argument for the viability and grammaticality 

of such structures based upon the perceptions of a 

generalized "spectator," and therefore could be said to 

find their roots in the "psychological" rhetoric of the 

late eighteenth century (Ehninger 132-7). A secondary, 

quite different approach, has been to analyze the 

propagandistic appeals made by the "historical

materialist" soviet film of the period 1925-1933 

(Bordwell, 1985). The latter approach rests on a 

traditional association of rhetoric with persuasion that 

dates back to classical times. 

It could be said that each of these approaches work 

within well-defined parameters established for rhetoric. 

Neither of them reflects an accurate understanding on the 

part of film theorists, however, of what interests 

twentieth century rhetoricians most about written, spoken, 

or symbolic discourse. Such "adaptations" of rhetoric to 

film have been far out of touch with the dominant movement 
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towards what Douglas Ehninger referred to as a 

"sociological rhetoric," which he dates from the period of 

1930 to the present (137). 

"Persuasion" certainly is one motivation that may be 

examined in a rhetorical analysis, particularly if our 

task is to reconstruct the political contexts which were 

among the most vital in Aristotle's day, and consequently 

interested him. Too often, however, our conceptualization 

of the suasive influence of rhetoric has been limited, in 

scope, to the study of "propaganda"; not kept broad enough 

to encompass "all the effects to be produced by the 

language," as Aristotle himself put it. It is to "all 

that concerns thought" rather than to all that concerns 

"persuasion" that Aristotle delineates as the proper scope 

of rhetoric in Poetics--to the way language can be used as 

the ideological instrument of proof and refutation, or to 

arouse our emotions, or to exaggerate or depreciate the 

value of its object (1456b). Rhetoric therefore involved 

the study of language in both everyday and artistic 

"communication," inclusive of, but not limited to, the 

study of such specialized genres as the political speech. 

Rhetoric was also distinguished from the study of the 

"parts of speech" or of the language's phonic elements. 

The study of the purely formal elements of language, apart 

from their practical "usefulness" in conveying thought, or. 
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content, belonged to pursuits other than rhetoric (such as 

our modern phonetics or linguistics). 

Julia Kristeva's association of rhetoric with the 

"ideological content" of language is a modern redefinition 

that seems quite close to the spirit of Aristotle. 

Kristeva observes that "the 'manner of speaking,' as is 

commonly said, is far from indifferent to the content of 

what is said, and every ideological content finds its 

specific form, its language, its rhetoric" (Language 282). 

This statement clearly assumes that there is an organic 

unity between the form and content of the utterance. 

Perhaps the best shorthand definition of contemporary 

"rhetoric" that can be given, then, is that it is the 

study of discourse. such a definition restores the 

boundaries established by the classical pisteis of ethos, 

logos, and pathos, and of the corresponding modern 

"rhetorical triangle" of speaker, text, and audience. It 

is necessary to recall Emile Benveniste's definition of 

"discourse" here as "every utterance assuming a speaker 

and a hearer, and in the speaker, the intention of 

influencing the other in some way" (Benveniste 209). 

Benveniste's definition applies not only to oral exchanges 

of all types, but to written communication that 

incorporates latent speech structures as well. Even in 

the most impersonal specimens of writing imaginable, we 



invariably encounter hybrids between "historical 

narration" and "discourse," according to Benveniste. 

written language may be conceived of as a set of formal' 

structures analyzable in texts only in the abstract, 

because no formal discourse can sustain, throughout, a 

purely objective or "historical" posture in which all 

traces of writer or audience have been erased-

particularly not as we ascend from verb tenses to the 

higher purposive, "ideological" levels. 
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We must distinguish between a "discourse" and a 

"text" in that the latter, according to Ricoeur, is a 

phenomenon of criticism, created when we consider a 

written work as something "autonomous," apart from its 

interpersonal context (Clifford 39). To restore the 

textual transcript of an utterance to its original status 

as a "discourse," either one has to count on having "been 

there" (as both Ricouer and Plato would seem to have it); 

to rely on one's powers of imagination to "identify" with 

the "agent" and his/her now invisible intentions and 

"motives" (Kenneth Burke's dramatistic heuristic); or to 

pursue the discipline of "rhetoric" as it has recently 

developed in order to develop an understanding of the 

discursive dimensions "intrinsic" in the remaining texts. 

This involves the examination of ideological "content" and 

the tropes, latent structures of orality ("speech 
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genres"), and textual conventions that "communicate" this 

context. Beyond this, we may consider the actual use of 

imagery, spatial reference points, or time signals 

constitutive of recognizable speech settings and social 

contexts. A "rhetorical analysis" maps out the 

instrumentalities of any medium (or "means") through which 

social voices are heard, fragmented, refracted, or 

stifled. 

Twentieth-century rhetoric has had to confront many 

definitional problems as a discipline. Under Benveniste's 

definition, for instance, it would be unnecessary to 

stipulate that "rhetorical discourse is discourse spoken 

to an audience" (Halloran 630) or a mistake to consider 

that the analysis of a discourse may consider patterns of 

"textual" elements systematically apart from their macro

level, ideological content. Indeed, there are very few 

"sacred texts" anymore for which a primary status as 

"discourse" and a set of intentions could be denied. 

Studies of the academic context have illustrated the way 

all of our knowledge is mediated and shaped through 

institutional and interpersonal exchanges of language, 

"socially constructed." Literary schools of 

"deconstruction" have made the point that artistic texts 

oppose belief systems and values, not just words and 

characters. Even though most written discourse does not 
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embed situations that are "political" per se, nevertheless 

all written "texts" reassume their discursive dimensions 

under rhetorical analysis: implied social contexts, 

instrumentalities, assumed audiences. 

It is important to note here that a still vitally 

important source for the revisions that have taken place 

in modern rhetoric are recent rereadings of Plato and 

Aristotle (e.g. Lunsford and Ede). Thus, arguments from 

antiquity intended to "authorize" the old definitions, 

while still in circulation among film theorists today 

(Making Meaning 34), have clearly worn out their welcome. 

contemporary rhetoricians have returned to classical 

sources for what the "rhetorical tradition" has missed as 

they redefine their discipline within the modern academy. 

Plato's work, in particular, provides many 

illustrations of the difference between a "text" and a 

discourse. If we recall the myth of Theuth that socrates 

put forward in the Phaedrus (a possible source of M.M. 

Bakhtin's concept of "answerability") what troubles 

Socrates most about the development of the written form of 

language is the fact that it can not "answer" him back. 

Earlier in the same dialogue, Plato grows suspicious when 

Phaedrus attempts to abstract Lysias' speech on love from 

its original author, context, and purpose by passing it 

off as his own, naturally delivered, not recited from a 
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"text" of the speech that Phaedrus has memorized and hides 

under his cloak. 

In both of these instances, Socrates--the self

described "lover of discourse," but foe of the written 

text--expresses misgivings about texts in which we can 

easily detect the following "modern" epistemic assumptions 

about rhetoric: that a work produced by a new agency, 

under new circumstances, and with a new target audience 

(1) has a different purpose; (2) will be listened to (for 

its "parts") differently; and (3) will ultimately have a 

different "meaning" for its audience. If a speaker's 

motives or sense did not come across clearly, they might 

be written allover his or her face, or s/he could be 

interrogated conveniently on the spot. 

Furthermore, Plato's corpus, considered as a whole, 

is demonstrative of the way discursive performances were 

judged according to the rhetor's ability to adapt a speech 

to different settings and participants (Socratic kairos). 

Compare, for example, not only the contrasting styles, but 

the quite different substance of two of Socrates' speeches 

on the same subject--"love"--as we shift from the quiet 

interview under a plane tree (Phaedrus) to the setting of 

a noisy celebration (Symposium). The Greeks regarded the 

environmental features of such rhetorical "situations" 
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that occasion a text as being absolutely essential for an 

audience's understanding of it. 

Aristotle, too, understood the fundamental importance 

of the "situation" to the speech. His basic 

classification of the three "types" of rhetoric marked off 

the different places where he commonly heard language 

spoken publicly--in the law courts, in public assemblies, 

and at political meetings. At each of these rhetorical 

"sites," participants in a public dialogue could be 

expected to share a generalizable set of purposes, as well 

as collections of commonly held values and beliefs: the 

cultural "common ground" necessary to facilitate 

exchanges. Aristotle's subsequent definition of rhetoric 

as "the faculty of observing in any given case the 

available means of persuasion" (Rhetoric 1326-7) draws 

together situation ("case"), text ("means of persuasion") 

and implied audience (the person or persons who are being 

"observed" and "persuaded"). 

Today Aristotle's definition may rightfully be 

regarded as the foundation of the idea of "situational 

rhetoric," though Aristotle himself might have regarded 

the term as one of the characteristic redundancies of 

language twentieth century rhetoricians have had to resort 

to in order to restore the once "natural" connection of 

discourse to the social world. 
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"situational rhetoric" is a term associated with the 

work of Lloyd Bitzer (1968), who defined the "situation" 

as a 

natural context of persons, events, objects, 

relations, and an exigence which strongly 

invites utterance; this invited utterance 

participates naturally in the situation, is in 

many instances necessary to the completion of 

situational activity, and by means of its 

participation obtains its meaning and its 

rhetorical character (5). 

Although self-apparently circular, Bitzer's definition was 

one of the first attempts to restore the social context to 

the utterance, the text to its context. Drawing on the 

work of Bronislaw Malinowski, who had studied the speech 

of Trobriand Islanders, Bitzer hoped to objectify our 

study of the utterance, even though Malinowski had 

examined a specialized type of utterance which consisted 

chiefly of brief speech signals to other group members to 

indicate the progress of a jointly performed activity, 

such as fishing. To remark that a situation "dictates the 

sorts of observations to be made" or that the utterance 

"comes into existence in response to a situation" (5) 

certainly holds true for this type of social event, but to 
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extend it more broadly opened Bitzer's argument up to 

charges of determinism by Vatz and others (Kinneavy 174). 

Even though Bitzer may have been guilty of 

overstating his case, however, we can salvage his argument 

by regarding the "situation" as a important contributing 

influence upon the utterance together with his list of 

other rhetorical "constraints"; Le. "beliefs, attitudes, 

facts, traditions, images, interests, motives and the 

like" (8). The situation could be said to be equally 

"constraining" in the sense that it " • • • precludes 

certain issues from arising while allowing others" to be 

heard (Hunsaker and smith 146). Following Hunsaker and 

Smith, James Kinneavy has pointed out the potential value 

of a situational focus in recentering twentieth-century 

rhetoric studies of a speaker's "ethos" in 

ethnomethodology (Kinneavy 174-5). More recently, the 

ethnographer James Clifford revives "situational rhetoric" 

for discourse studies by adapting Benveniste's definition 

of discourse to read "a mode of communication in which the 

presence of the speaking subject and of the immediate 

situation of communication are intrinsic." Clifford warns 

against readings which "textualize" a cultural event 

against established conceptual backgrounds while losing 

sight of its "discursive," performative contexts (39 f.). 

This work therefore takes the line towards "situational 



rhetoric ll that it is not a school of thought about the 

purpose of rhetoric in general, but an area of 

specialization within the discipline that lends 

objectivity to the reconstruction of "ethosll and permits 

crossover between textual studies and ethnography.l 

In Hollywood films, we often do find the 
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speeches of characters so strongly II determined " by their 

situations that reviving our study of situational rhetoric 

seems appropriate. The dramatic tension of some films may 

even constitute Bitzer's lIexigence which invites 

utterance II in genres such as the melodrama, in which 

subtext rises to the surface and the characters' discourse 

contains despairing reflections upon their affairs. 

Eventually (Chapter III), I will investigate the 

hermenuetic function of these more deterministic film 

"situations," finding them to be an important form of 

textual highlighting. They supply audiences with the 

recognizable reference points that allow them to lIenter 

intoll a film discourse through their experience of the 

world around them and to construct their own 

interpretations of what they see. 

1 Bakhtin, too, referred to his critical praxis of 
supplying texts with contexts, of "situating" the 
utterance, as "philosophical anthropology" (see the 
editors' "Introduction" to Speech Genres, xiv). 
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A lasting legacy of the appearance of "situational 

rhetoric," as I have said, has been to "open" the study of 

the social context of the utterance. Hence "situational 

rhetoric" may be thought of as the analogue of "reader 

response criticism" in that each attacks, and ultimately, 

"opens out," a previously closed formal boundary of 

tex~ual analysis. situational rhetoric allows us to 

recreate the social conditions needed to analyze the 

"speaker's" context ("ethos") just as the study of the 

instrumentalities through which the text conveys ideology 

(e.g. "rhetorical devices," "speech genres") and audience 

analyses ("reader response criticism") have developed 

different segments of the rhetorical "triangle" to 

emphasize areas of study rather than simple "agencies." 

Ethos/social context 

Since the historical "sites" of rhetoric have 

vanished or have changed radically, and we no longer live 

and work in the same public sphere as Plato and Aristotle, 

it no longer seems possible or even useful to generalize 

about rhetoric's "essential character" or fundamental 

"purpose" across all contexts. 2 consequently, modern 

2 Indeed, even if we consider a speech made in an 
analogous context to Aristotle's, such as a political 
stump speech, we typically find that this speech obeys the 
general principles of "evasion" rather than "persuasion." 
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rhetoricians must continually search for new ways to 

center their discussions of discursive "communities" that 

go beyond traditional institutional or economic approaches 

to consider new patterns of signification, and emerging 

values and belief systems. As Miller points out, 

rhetoricians are always in need of more "thick 

description" of specific contexts, social conventions, 

material conditions, political ideologies, and the shared 

experiences and values of the community that inform its 

discursive practices (2-3). For instance, a speaker's 

references to the "American small town" or to the 

"sanctity of the family home" immediately calls up a 

'particular cluster of values and beliefs among members of 

our society, although not in the same manner as they would 

have in 1945. The promises of "community" we hear when a 

political speaker references "frontier values," "small-

Although the media may recreate our sense of the 
"immediacy" of such a speech by bringing it into our 
homes, politicians work against the immediate "situation" 
by expressing views that will appeal to wider audiences 
than those they directly face, by rendering their views 
more "traditional" and less topical through references to 
"timeless" cultural mores, and by incorporating a great 
deal of previously-delivered, pretested material in each 
speech. Far from being characterized by reasons why a 
proposal comprises "the best future course" (as in 
Aristotle's day), contemporary political discourse relies 
more on attacks of the status quo or of opponents. 
Perhaps a "theme" that has lingered to connect the 
political rhetoric of our time is the very general sense 
in which both are projected outward to voters, "sermonic." 
But this is a quality generalizable to all discourse. 
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town America," or a "new world order" can only be received 

with understanding if we are willing and able to cluster 

the scattered imagery into a generalized scenario 

representative of a local political situation. Once 

again, the "thick context" serves us better here than the 

study of the speaker's or of an author's "intention." 

"Intentionality" has been the bane of ethnographers, 

who have often run into the trap of "speaking for" the 

culture, finding what they expect to find by soliciting 

the "native's point of view" towards preselected topoi 

("topics," or subject matter). Film theorists, similarly, 

have tended to establish the "ethos" of a film by taking 

the sum of the agencies who have "produced" it: namely 

"auteur" directors, studios, and stars. 

Good rhetorical criticism, on the other hand, makes 

the same base assumption about art that it does about 

discourse in general. Because the artist cannot be 

interrogated upon the spot, an inquest into his/her 

"intentions" is considered an ill-fated enterprise from 

the start. In the Protagoras, Socrates concludes a long

winded exegesis of a poem by Simonides by remarking that 

such demonstrations are more for show than they are 

sincere pursuits of "meaning": 

No one can interrogate poets about what they 

say, and most often when they are introduced 
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into the discussion some say the poet's meaning 

is one thing and some another, for the topic is 

one on which no one can produce a conclusive 

argument. (347) 

Socrates concludes his speech by urging Protagoras to 

speak for himself and by offering his own services as 

"answerer" in order to help the latter develop his own 

argument about the nature of "virtue" rather than 

attempting to derive one from what the poet "says." 

Like Plato, M. M. Bakhtin is a rhetorician who 

extends the notion of "answerability" to the artist as 

well as to the rhetor. (Indeed, Bakhtin has formalized 

into "theory" much of what is dramatized or found on the 

level of praxis in Plato.)3 This thread is to be found 

in Bakhtin's writing from his earliest known publication, 

3 Similarities can be found in (1) the folkloric 
roots of their thinking (Socrates as aO "carnivalesque" 
figure); (2) between Plato's mistrust of the written word 
and Bakhtin's critiques of formalism; (3) a shared 
hermeneutic, one that insists that all texts must be 
supplied with contexts (4) the shared ideals of 
"consensus" and the dialogue; but (5) the recognition that 
true dialogue does not exist in the world. Both 
conceptualize language as continually being contested over 
and shaped by different social groups with competing 
"intentions," who do not share a belief in demos or 
heteroglossia, and who would wish to control the discourse 
Le., steer it towards either "sophistry" or "monologism." 

Bakhtin's most extensive discussion of Socrates is 
found in Chapter Four of Problems of Dostoevski's Poetics. 
For further discussion of the relationship between between 
dialogue and dialogism, cf. Clark's Dialogue. Dialectic. 
and Conversation (1990). 
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"Art and Answerability," (1919), to one of his last, the 

address to Noyy Mir (1970). In the early essay, Bakhtin 

argues that art must be made to "answer" to life because 

the artist is essentially a person writing, a person whose 

primary responsibility to the art (as to him/herself) lies 

in organizing the science, art, and cultural practices of 

their time into a personally·meaningful unity. In the 

latter address, he remarks that 

Literature is an inseparable part of culture and 

it cannot be understood outside the total 

context of the entire culture of a given epoch. 

It must not be severed from the rest of culture, 

nor, as is frequently done, can it be correlated 

with socioeconomic factors, as it were, behind 

culture's back. These factors affect culture as 

a whole and only through it and in conjunction 

with it do they affect literature (Speech Genres 

2) • 

In this second passage, Bakhtin seems to have in mind the 

specific "agency" of Marxist criticism rather than the 

agency of the author as in the first, but the point is the 

same. Both "agencies" make false claims of primogeniture 

over a work and fail to restore its sense of ethos. 

Bakhtin's close readings of the works of Rabelais, 

Dostoevski, Goethe are all therefore "rhetorical analyses" 
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of these writers in the twentieth century sense. They 

supply the modern reader with the cultural, traditional, 

and experiential contexts within which all of these 

writers wrote, seeking out the important issues and topoi 

of the day rather than guessing at authorial intention. 

At the same time, the books leave questions of theme 

"open" by treating "meaning" as part of a dialogical 

relationship between a "text" and its readers. 

Bakhtin makes no demand that these readers be 

contemporary, or that they must participate directly in a 

writer's sense of "ethos." On the contrary, they bring to 

the text their own horizons of interpretation. He 

observes that the "great" Shakespeare is not the 

Elizabethan's Shakespeare, could not possibly be "squeezed 

back" into that earlier era (Speech Genres 4). But by 

demonstrating to us how the ethos and works of individual 

writers interpenetrate each other, Bakhtin's writing 

allows us to regard all novelistic works as reflections of 

animated social discourses. 

There are many who might be inclined to decry the 

limited role of the individual in Bakhtin's "utterance" or 

of the way the "author" of the literary text is limited to 

attitudinal traces toward topoi that are "given." Art can 

only be said to take a new attitude towards "that which 

has already become reality for cognition and action," 
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according to Bakhtin (Art and Answerability 279).4 On 

the other hand, Bakhtin does take the extreme view of 

lyrical poetry by asserting that it is "monologic," 

emanating out of a single world view, to the point that 

all lyric words must be stripped of their etymological or 

conventional "accents" and regarded as "coinages" 

alchemized by the poet's private symbology. Furthermore, 

in Bakhtin's discussions of discourse and novelistic 

texts, language is conceptualized as consisting of nexi 

through which the individual consciousness can express 

"evaluations" and indeed, "world views" far outstripping 

in range and expressive power the macrostructures 

considered by the formalists (and reminding us of 

Bakhtin's background in German romantic philosophy). 

Through the medium of language, because of its very social 

or communicative nature, individuals are capable of 

becoming world makers or shapers, of refashioning 

conventional topoi according to their own beliefs and 

values, of throwing whole systems of knowledge and belief 

into knowing "perspective." Applying Bakhtin's principles 

to the study of artistic genres can consequently help us 

4 He however continues: "But this is precisely why 
the constituent of novelty, originality, unexpectedness, 
freedom has such significance in art, for here there is a 
background against which novelty, originalty, freedom can 
be apprehended--the recognized and co-experienced world of 
cognition and action." 
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to avoid the errors of formalist criticism, which 

traditionally truncates the "authored" text by imposing 

the barricade of the "intentional fallacy" at one end and 

by occulting the inscription of "meaning" in the text at 

the other, beyond the horizon of its audience. 

Logos/Textual Medium 

The relationship between the rhetorical and the 

sociological has been put into the form of another 

"objective law" by Julia Kristeva: "every social 

transformation is accompanied by a rhetorical 

transformation • • . every social transformation is in a 

certain and very profound sense a rhetorical change" 

(Language 282). 

According to Volosinov in "Discourse in Life and 

Discourse in Art," spoken discourse tends to fall back 

upon the objects in the speakers' immediate or extended 

environment like props to establish a common ground or 

"scenario" for the utterance. Literary works differ from 

social discourses per se only in that they must give 

verbal representation to these normally '~unarticulated 

contexts of life," and must thus produce their own 

"scenarios" (106, 109). 

Literary scholars provide us with a partial 

understanding of such scenarios by placing authors within 
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particular "periods." These approaches are most 

successful when they focus not on neutral stylistic nexus 

points, but instead on the ways "textual features" become 

charged with a similar perspective on the world or a set 

of values (stoicism, love of beauty) or beliefs (in God, 

in predestination, in nothing, etc.). In other words, the 

treatment of "topoi" in a collection of "period" pieces 

becomes the starting point for defining them, whether 

these are present or absent, amplified or diminished, 

treated straightforwardly, stylized, parodied, or newly 

juxtaposed with other material. Because of these 

constantly shifting intonations and perspectives, we could 

say that it is necessary to pursue rhetorical studies of 

the cinema with more rigor. 5 Purely formal analyses, by 

contrast, often fail to distinguish between the "heroic" 

and the "mock-heroic," even if these genres are perceived 

to be "opposite." Within the last few years in film 

studies, we have seen genres spring up that seem like dark 

5 It is important to acknowledge several studies that 
have offered readings of Hollywood feature films (not 
strictly "documentary" films as such) against their social 
(not strictly "studio" or industrial) contexts. This 
field, growing along with academic departments variously 
titled "American Studies," "Film History," etc., began to 
flourish in the late 1970s-early 1980s. It would include 
such studies as O'Connor and Jackson (1979), Davies and 
Neve (1981), Rollins (1983) and Quart and Auster (1984). 
Rollins' somewhat smug Hollywood Historian: American Film 
in a Cultural Context concludes with a long bibliographic 
essay tracing the development of the movement. 
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negations of previous genres, such as the "female buddy" 

film, the female road film, even the feminist western--but 

these differences are not so much changes of "form" as of 

tonality and perspective. 

In order to understand how social topoi are 

internalized into the genre and interpenetrate form in 

such a manner that every narrative or stylistic modulation 

can appear to alter ideology, it is not surprising that 

Bakhtin gives the study of speech genres and traditional 

rhetorical tropes a ringing endorsement in his discussions 

of the novel (Dialogic Imagination 269 f.). These are 

expressly the instruments of expressing and furthering 

content on higher purposive levels than the elements of 

prosody or of New criticism. 

PathoS/Enthymemic Dimension 

At the third end of the rhetorical triangle is the 

implied "audience." Not, again it needs to be stressed, 

the Oedipalized "subject .. of psychoanalysis, the "masses," 

or any generalized "spectator." Such attempts to 

construct positions or literal addressees within the film 

text can result in film texts being used as illustrations 

of theory rather than better acquainting us with the 

actual composition, values, beliefs, and cultural 

practices of film audiences who respond to a film by 
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producing meaning. Theory, when used as "toolkit" or 

instrument of analysis, can complement our observations by 

tracing the power relationships or unconscious processes 

that can influence an audience's thinking (Clifford 23). 

Yet it is important for a rhetorical analysis of film to 

build its base upon actual demographic studies, 

statistical abstracts, sociological findings, and 

historical documents in order to offer concrete support 

for theories of reception. 

Many of the works Bakhtin discusses are from all but 

forgotten literary periods. Either the historical 

audiences of these works are unknown or have vanished from 

our accounts, or the stylistic similarities between these 

works and others make it impossible to distinguish the 

sincere imitation from the parody, the satiric from the 

elegaic. It might may seem quite a leap to make to the 

twentieth century and film; but perhaps not, given the 

reactions of contemporary film classes to 1950s melodrama 

--often hearty laughter instead of heartfelt tears. 

These students are clearly bringing a different set of 

expectations to the work. 

And what about the historical "perspective" a period 

took upon itself, or the "vision" it had of the future? 

The changing values that any audience places on progress 

or retreat suggest ideologically diverse views of nature, . 
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society, and history. Old films may provide a perspective 

that seems too claustrophobic or stultifying to 

contemporary audiences; or conversely, may present us with 

a frontier full of possibilities and heroes that dwarf the 

present. Clearly, our horizon of our interpretation is 

continually being expanded or contracted by different sets 

of expectations. 

I have observed many classes in which foreign films 

were being screened, noting that the instructors often did 

pause to supply a historical "background" for the film the 

class was about to see. This included important dates and 

time-lines plotting out the issues of the filmmaker's day, 

even remarks upon beliefs and social conventions that are 

different from our own--presumably, to curtail 

ethnocentric responses. Rarely, however, would an 

instructor pause to supply his classroom audience with a 

similar context for the (sometimes equally "foreign") 

world that it was about to see in a Hollywood film. Such 

a disparity perpetuates a kind of absurdity: that 

"culture" is a phenomenon experienced by other world 

audiences, but not ours. 6 

6 K.R.M. Short addresses this issue very well by 
pointing out that because openly propagandanistic or 
"message" films make up a very small percentage of the 
world's total output during the period 1920-1950, what are 
usually considered "unexceptional" films have in fact been 
the most successful instruments for conveying ideology. 
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I conclude this section, first, by observing that the 

potential contribution of rhetorical analysis is to treat 

every text as Plato would have approached Theuth: to 

restore, as much as is possible through research, the 

dialogic relationships that once existed between a 

speaker's social context, a textual artifact, and its 

intended audience. For it can be said literally as well 

as metaphorically that by doing so, we reconstruct the 

"world of the text" and gain the common ground for our own 

critical interpretations. Second, I will note that all 

Short illustrates this point by suggesting the ideological 
underpinnings of familiar classical "genres": 

While one knows, often specifically, who is 
trying to sell what in a Nazi film, what of the 
Hollywood product in which there is apparently 
no effort to implore a consensus, but rather the 
attempt is being made to reflect consensus as 
the best means of ensuring box office success? 
The popularity of the Horatio Alger success 
story throughout Hollywood's history points to 
how deeply embedded this concept was in the 
American consciousness and the almost infinite 
permutations which could be produced from a 
simple idea. The Hollywood western is a classic 
definition of Frederick Jackson Turner's 
frontier thesis ascribing the uniqueness of the 
American character and institutions to the 
existence of the ever-moving frontier; the 
gangster films of the 1930s were a not-too
accurate symptom of America's fascination with 
crime and violence in the Prohibition Era--one 
needs only to read the newspapers, magazines, 
and 10 cent pulp novels of this era. If the 
Historian wishes to 'see' what the white 
American consensus was concerning the black 10 
per cent of the population he only has to look 
at the 'Uncle Tom' and 'Black Sambo' in 
Hollywood pre-1939 production (31). 
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previous "rhetorical analyses" to the side, an 

understanding of film as discourse is often absent or 

lacking in analyses. Film texts are more often treated as 

the "products" of "auteur" directors and "sign"-generating 

stars. critics have also tended to rely heavily on crude 

industrial measuring tools in the hopeless task of 

reconstructing the literal "audiences" who once walked 

through the gate rather than pursuing intersections with 

ethnography. 

Part TWo: Hollywood's Models 

of the World 

The value of entertainment films will become 

more evident if we consider them as we do 

popular novels, as cultural documents, rather 

than comparing them with traditional records and 

archival manuscripts. It is precisely because 

such films are made for entertainment that they 

have value for the historian. They tell us what 

made people of other decades laugh or cry, what 

made them forget their troubles, and what they 

believed about their past. The popular movie 

stereotypes of women, Indians, blacks, and other 

ethnic and cultural groups, may tell the 
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historian more than any other source can about 

the subtleties of mass prejudice. And changing 

tastes in movie fare from decade to decade and 

year to year may help us to understand the 

changing values and concerns of people over 

time. 

--O'Connor and Jackson, 

xvii. 

How profoundly Hollywood's values have 

influenced a gullible Public--like myself. But 

why did the public--and especially its females-

so passively embrace the industry's 

interpretations of life? After all, an image-

even one created by so rare an animal as a movie 

mogul--is molded from prevailing audience 

attitudes; indeed, the public determines the 

life or death of a movie. 

--Rosen, p. 9 

The proving ground of most Hollywood films is neither 

their form nor style, but rather their "timeliness." 

The Hollywood industry attempts to insure the 

timeliness of its films by dint of such tools as the 

market survey, the audience poll, demographic studies, 
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advertising, residual tie-ins to popular products, and. 

scripts that focus in upon fashionable social activities 

and "trends." 
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Centering on a film's "timeliness," or its 

opportunistic relationship to its contemporary audience, 

offers an important way of "situating" a film in terms of 

its social context. Indeed, a film that cannot be 

"situated" by an audience in the context of their own 

lives is a film that quite literally cannot be made to 

"mean"; the act of "viewing," like the act of "reading," 

requires the presence of recognizable structures and 

subject matter to be productive. 

Not only does Hollywood prey off the timely and the 

popular, but it also generates popular forms of behavior 

and speech that actively shape American mores, values, and 

beliefs. As Arthur M. Schlesinger has remarked, "The film 

is both an industry that lives by stereotype and an art 

that undermines stereotype." He calls film the "most 

potent vehicle of the American imagination" (~). Clearly, 

the relationship between film and cultural history is 

always a dialogical one. "In most cases it is impossible 

to discover whether films served more to shape popular 

attitudes or to reflect them," write John E. Connor and 

Martin A. Jackson (xx). Other social historians more 
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critical of the industry, such as Marjorie Rosen, have 

reacted against the prevailing sexist and racist attitudes 

projected by film, finding that, more often than not, 

Hollywood lags behind the times instead of offering 

conciliatory or redeeming visions; yet Rosen, too, 

acknowledges the power of film to shape culture. 

The above remarks begin to suggest a line of 

criticism that may reinvigorate our studies of film based 

solely upon genre. The fact that the gangster and film 

noir genres resurfaced recently in the late 1980s, for 

instance (Married to the Mob, Miller's Crossing, Dick 

Tracy, The Freshman, Good Fellas, Mobsters, etc.) is not 

explainable as a spontaneous sentimental reapproachment to 

the genre. It occurred because the time came when 

audiences could employ such distinguishing features as 

aggressiveness, violent retaliation, moral compromises, 

and character decisions in a world-that-revolves-around

money to their own world's gang warfare and "corporate 

violence." In a sense, we have rediscovered the 1940s in 

the 1980s, just as Depression Era audiences were attracted 

to the early pioneer days (O'Connor 98-101), and the 

Depression Era, in turn, provided topoi for many 1960s 

filmmakers (Murray 241). 

Martin Scorsese's Good Fellas (1990) is one of the 

first recent gangster films that is not "of the 1980s" 
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because it throws the criminal raison d'etre of money

grubbing (extended into mass killing, "consumption of 

others") into a different sort of relief by refusing to 

glorify its gangster "heroes." Instead, the true "hero of 

the discourse" is the narrator who has grown disenchanted 

with the heartless Mafia world and tells his story as 

testimony under the Witness Protection Program, framing, 

with his voice-overs, the mobsters' cruder references to 

"whacking" each other. Scorsese's film hence could be 

said to contain a negative "evaluation" of 1980s, and 

cannot be marked down as just another film "of the genre." 

It could be argued that' this level of social 

"commentary" can be accounted for as part of the film's 

form, under the heading of artistic "style"; that what I 

have described in Good Fellas is a meta-film with achieves 

its "realism" by adding a layer of commentary that other 

films of the genre do not; furthermore, that the meta

film, e.g., the films of Godard, are self-conscious 

celebrations of older genres rather than "timely" 

adaptations of them. I believe, however, that this type 

of criticism trivializes the ideological dimensions of the 

film form by circumscribing the universe of discourse in 

which such films may offer "comment." Indeed, 

"commentary," in the auteur studies, is often constructed 

as nothing more than the perceived disaffection and self-
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trade. 
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While auteurist meta-film commentary, sentimental or 

cynical or otherwise, may characterize the treatment of a 

subject by many directors, "timeliness" is a central 

characteristic of all successful Hollywood films 

regardless of quality. For instance, Terminator II might 

not make any critic's ten best list for 1991 (although it 

finished as the highest grossing film of the year), but it 

achieves its popularity through a "timely" updating of 

what is essentially an early 1980s "doomsday" genre. 

I am thinking here of the Mad Max series, Ridley 

Scott's Blade Runner (1982), and apocalyptic films that 

located frightening models of New York City in our not-so

distant future--C.H.U.D. (1984), Escape From New York 

(1981), Escape From the Bronx (1985), After the Fall of 

New York (1985), etc. These films offered grim 

"projections" into the future through contemporary lenses, 

creating distopias compounded of Cold War politics, big 

city crime problems, race wars, etc. Formally, these 

films offered warning "signposts" rather than redemption. 

The glimmer of "hope" at the conclusion, if not altogether 

absent, was usually consigned somewhere to the future's 

future rather than to solutions in the present day. The 

choice of New York city seems appropriate. James 
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Clifford, paraphrasing Levi-strauss, has described the 

artist's "chronotope" of New York as the place of vast 

spaces, a jumble of past and present, and site of "travel 

and reverie" that often "supports a global alleg~ry of 

fragmentation and ruin" (236-44). Throughout the 1970s, 

particularly in popular films like The Godfather (1972), 

Mean streets (1973), Dog Day Afternoon (1975), and Taxi 

Driver (1976) a hard-edged view emerges not just of New 

York City, but by extension, of our society as a whole. 

These pictures of a "family," a "neighborhood," a "town 

meeting," and a "hero of the people" that emerge seem like 

the dark negations of earlier community models. But how 

could pleasant visions of community be projected through a 

model city plagued by the "real" problems of bankruptcy, 

crime, race riots, and homelessness? Would they have been 

perceived as having the same timeliness or realistic 

"edge?" 

Had Terminator II attempted to revisit this era of 

film by offering only this distant ho~e, it would hardly 

have been received with such enthusiasm. But U.S. 

audiences are apparently no longer resigned to the fact 

that there is a nuclear holocaust in their future, and 

perhaps they are bored with the high-tech biosphere worlds 

of the future that have come to resemble their local 

shopping malls. Even popular comedies like the Back to 
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the Future and Bill and Ted series can be said to offer 

relief from the general feeling that our future is "fated" 

by presenting audiences with comic opportunities for 

endless "revision" in the present. 

To take another example of how a too rigid approach 

to genre can be limiting: when scrutinizing the 

troublesome decade of the 1960s in order to "define" it, 

critics typically put forward a list of films that seem 

too generically miscellaneous to incorporate into existing 

critical paradigms. Lolita (1962), A Hard Day's Night 

(1964), The Graduate (1967), Bonnie and Clyde (1967), and 

Easy Rider (1969) are five of the films that show up on 

nearly every critic's list of the decade's "best" (e.g. 

Denby). What strikes me about the above films, quite on 

the contrary, is not their disparity, but their profound 

similarities. They are all great American "road" films. 

They might be classified into flights from the suburban 

home of the 1950s, the picaresque road drama, and 

psychological "journeys" and discoveries of self. Music, 

mistaken identity, sexual exploration, and the twisted 

skein of the Oedipal narrative mark these narratives 

(father-daughter and mother-son liasonsi or in later films 

like Harold and Maude or Road to Salina--both 1971--even 

more bizarre twists). The master trope of the road 

suggests a decade of exploration, although sexual 



exploration is once again perceived through the nearest 

available lens, i.e., through Hollywood's reshuffling or 

juxtaposition of the familial relationships of the 1950s 

suburban home (O'Neill 212-22). 
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1960s "rebelliousness," often rendered in terms of 

the protagonists' being a "runaway," typically results in 

a character's self-effacement rather than real "growth" as 

s/he discards suburban house rules. The ending of the 

1960s road film is characteristically inconclusive, 

leaving the protagonists without a sense for what to do 

next apart from a life of further fleeing and disguising. 

In Godard's phrase, lile moral, c'est Ie travelling" ("the 

meaning is in the movement of the camera"). A dominant 

impression that emerges of many sixties films is that they 

don't sit still but move, cuts are quick or jumped over by 

music, plots are episodic, and intrusive flashbacks and 

flashforwards complicate what had previously been regarded 

as ordinary cinematic fare. Thus, though the mundane may 

remain mundane in essence, it is moved along, and the 

perception of urgency or of the "panicky" impatience 

(O'Neill 219) with which the films rifle through 

conventional topi and plot structures alone make the films 

important artifacts of the decade's wish to speed things 

up. 

The same set of formal features could not be said to 
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apply to a doomsday road film like Mad Max or a 1980s road 

film like Lost in America (1985), because in these, social 

contexts exert different controls over form. The road 

becomes a battleground for survival in the post

apocalyptic world of the future in. the former, or a 

circular affirmation of a materialistic American lifestyle 

for the couple in the latter. The main characters in Lost 

in America buy a trailer and attempt to live the "Easy 

Rider" life, but ultimately decide that it is too hard to 

survive apart from the comforts of the city. 

Film locales carry important ideological associations 

like these. And though studies of settings such as New 

York, the road, or the small town may be found both in 

literature and in film studies, most tend to take a 

"genre" approach or subordinate locales to "plot" rather 

than exploring their rhetorical, discursive dimensions. 

An exception is Emanuel Levy's recent Small Town America 

in Film: The Decline and Fall of Community (1991). In 

this study, Levy not only explores the way the small town 

setting is represented across hundreds of films, but the 

way films of different decades treated small town ideals 

with a range of tonalities, from 1930s' "idealism and 

optimism" to the 1940s' "ambivalence and cynicism" 

(although here Levy appears to ignore the "nostalgia" of 

Capra's films, or the prevailing wind of patriotism that 



blew through the decade after the War).7 The 1950s 

regarded the small town from a perspective of "confusion 

and depression," while the 1960s small town reflected 
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"continuity and change," the 1970s "nostalgia and irony," 

the 1980s, "eccentricity and self-consciousness." 

The disadvantage of Levy's study stems from its 

strength. It becomes increasingly clear from his study 

that the small town became steadily marginalized as a site 

of commentary upon "America" as a whole. Filmmakers found 

new sites at which to ground their visions of "community." 

My own remarks, above, suggest other film chronotopes that 

became more important as the small town vanished, and 

7 In my first chapter I follow the line taken by 
Quart and Auster (1984), who argue that, despite the dark 
clouds raised by film noir and the beginning of the House 
Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) hearings in 1947, 

• . • for most Americans the forties-
particularly the late forties--were the first 
relatively unruffled period of peace and 
prosperity that they had enjoyed in almost two 
decades. Despite the fact that there were fears 
of Russia and a native communist fifth column 
there was also the faith that America had both 
the material and the moral capacity to deal with 
this "red menace." By the same token, Hollywood 
had emerged from the war with its coffers, 
audience, and prestige at an all-time peak. As 
a result the forties in Hollywood were perhaps 
the last time that there would be sufficient 
self-assurance there to be able to construct its 
own insulated coherent world, which would 
unself-consciously endorse the American dream. 
Undoubtedly, for most Americans and for 
Hollywood the forties were truly "The Best Years 
of Our Lives" (37). 
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reflect other preoccupations and demographic movements of 

the same eras: 1930s idylls., 1940s small towns, 1950s 

suburban family homes, 1960s roads (interspersed with 

temporary camps and communes), 1970s New York, and 1980s 

shopping malls. We find distinctly new clusters of values 

and visions of "community" forming in each of these new 

settings, and possibly the same general trajectory of 

colonization, ironization, carnivalization, and 

"degradation" corresponding to the broad· pattern of social 

change that Levy traces across the 1930-1980 period as a 

whole. 

This dissertation focuses on some of the important 

sites of meaning in Hollywood films. Bakhtin coined the 

word "chronotope" to refer to the distinct patterns of 

representation in a work that allow it to be "situated," 

cross-referenced with actual locales. Robert stam has 

remarks that this category seems particularly well suited 

to film studies. 

Through the idea of the chronotope, Bakhtin 

shows how concrete spatiotemporal structures in 

literature limit narrative possibility, 

shape characterization, and mold a discursive 

simulacrum of life and the world. And although 

Bakhtin once again does not refer to the cinema, 



his category seems ideally suited to it as a 

medium where "spatial and temporal indicators 

are fused into one carefully thought-out 

concrete whole" (11). 
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Bakhtin hypothesizes that the work of art may embrace 

living contexts whole and image them in the text as 

scenarios, important organizing centers for cultural 

ideology and symbols. Like all deeply entrenched 

topological patterns (stallybrass and White 144), classic 

chronotopes comprise patterns of space and time that 

suggest iconographic social, somatic, and psychological 

associations. By developing our understanding of art's 

imaging power to create "scenarios," "perspectives," 

"horizons," and even "visions," I think Bakhtin's 

chronotope is a noteworthy twentieth century attempt to 

adapt rhetoric criticism to continually emerging social 

contexts experienced by members of modern communities. 

All texts are clearly "chronotopic" in the 

manufacture, in that the most visionary and futuristic 

mise-en-scene always seems compounded of bits of our own-

and even to comment, by dint of their very exclusion, upon 

the absent elements. In any film, central locales must be 

also be placed into some sort of perpective according to 

their relevance and usefulness within a community in order 

to be evaluated by audiences in relationship to their own 



lives. Of course, no Hollywood community can ever be 

"dialogic" in Dale Bauer's sense that it permits all 

social voices or IIperspectives" to be represented. Even 

less often in film than in literature do we find warring 

or incompatible visions of "community." Nevertheless, 

Bakhtin's chronotope may at least open the discussion of 

the 'way film locales are presented as cultural sites. 

To pursue this inquiry, I begin with a broad survey 

in my first chapter, considering intersections between 

"chronotopes" and film "genres" in the 1940s. I will 

outline the salient features of Bakhtin's individual 

chronotopes, ancient and modern, and suggest a few 

fundamental connections between these chronotopes and 

"classical" Hollywood genres. 
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I devote my second chapter to the exploration of 

other important theoretical bases of Bakhtin's work, 

focusing on the centrality of his belief in the 

rejuvenating power of folk language and the carnivalesque. 

The "idyllic chronotope ll is given the same position of 

centrality in Bakhtin's discussions of space and time as 

carnivalesque speech genres are in his discussions of 

language. My theory is that the appearance of an "idyllic 

interlude" in a work of literature can suddenly throw the 

rest of the represented world into knowing "perspective" 

just as a carnivalesque insult or quip can suddenly 



"degrade" a high-minded speech. The "river" locale in 

Hollywood films is a good example of the idyllic 

chronotope, because time spent there typically offers 

characters renewed contact with life cycles and nature. 

To demonstrate this rejuvenating, moralizing function of 

the idyllic chronotope within the film text, I will 

examine the development of the character of Abraham 

Lincoln as a "man of the people" and master of folk 

language in John Ford's 1939 film Young Mr. Lincoln. 
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My third theoretical problem will be the reception 

and processing of the film text: how does the audience of 

a film apply their socially-formed schema and knowledge of 

the characters' "situations" in a film text to construct 

meaning? Here I argue that the "highlighting" of the 

melodramatic film text with recognizable chronotopes can 

help an audience to form their evaluations of characters 

and to construct "meaning" based upon the analogies they 

make between the characters' situations and the world of 

their own experience. My choice of a film text in which a 

number of different chronotopes (all of Bakhtin's "modern" 

types) operate in tandem to help direct audience response 

is Douglas Sirk's melodrama Written on the Wind. 

In my fourth and final chapter, I branch out from 

Bakhtin's discussion to consider new chronotopes as they 

may develop during a particular historical decade. 
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Specifically, I examine representations of the "shopping 

mall" as it appears throughout a dozen or so 1980s films. 

In order to show the spatiotemporal worlds in these films 

"open outll into a study of social mores and values in the 

decade as a whole, I cross-reference my analysis with the 

work of contemporaneous social commentators, architects, 

and educational theorists. In this last chapter I hope to 

capture the playful tone in which the forms of behavior in 

the mall were stylized and parodied, and suggest some 

practical ways in which IIconsumerism" can be approached as 

a cultural belief system, not simply as the given of 

industrial studies. I conclude by acknowledging what 

appears to be an end-of-decade shift in attitudes towards 

consumer values that may qualify as a contemporary change 

of IIperspective. 1I 

We are perpetually erecting new structures in our 

world, moving into or out of changing cities, enacting 

forms of speech and behavior at dozens of new sites, 

searching out the next polis. 
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CHAPTER I: CHRONOTOPES AND CLASSICAL 

HOLLYWOOD GENRES 

1940 Rebecca 

1941 citizen Kane 

1942 Now, Voyager 

1943 Casablanca 

1945 Mildred Pierce 

1945 Road to Utopia 

1946 It's a Wonderful Life 

1947 Magic Town 

Of the four essays by M. M. Bakhtin collected in The 

Dialogic Imagination, "Forms of Time and Chronotope in the 

Novel," originally written in the period 1937-1938, is 

the one that has attracted the least critical attention. 

Unlike the other essays in the collection, its focus is 

not on novelistic discourse in particular, but rather on 

the way the novel "shapes" itself in space and time. 

Bakhtin coins the word "chronotope" (literally, "time

space,,)8 to refer to "the intrinsic connectedness of 

8 But perhaps space primarily in the sense of "locus" 
or "topos"--i.e., subject area. Perhaps one reason why 
the chronotope has been passed over for study is the 
seeming impenetrability of a Bakhtinian category that is 



temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically 

expressed in literature" (84). 

Despite the abstractness of Bakhtin's space-time 

conjunction and his terminology (both influenced by 

Einstein's physics), most readers, if asked about the 

settings or the "fictional worlds" that they associate 
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with their favorite authors, could produce quite specific 

lists: Emily Bronte's moors, Joyce's Dublin, Faulkner's 

Yoknapatawpha county, or Mark Twain's Mississippi river, 

steamboats, and boys' hideaways. In and of themselves, 

such places seem to have a peculiar power to "limit 

narrative possibility, shape characterization, and mold a 

discursive simulacrum of life and world" (stam 11). In 

other words, these "imagined" places influence the lives 

of fictional characters in several direct ways that 

"borrowed directly" from science. Yet Bakhtin's focus on 
topos may be less the stuff of theoretical physics and 
more a product of his training at the Leipzig school of 
Romance Philology, where Auerbach and curtius also 
studied, a "rhetorical" orientation that analyzed texts 
in terms of topoi and cultural rubrics. (I am indebted to 
Thomas Willard for this observation.) Therefore, as 
presented in this chapter, the chronotope is not 
a mystic way of "seeing the truth in the world" directly, 
but a category that distinguishes film locales, per se, 
from the way they are "used" as a site of activity by the 
characters. A close shot of a courthouse might not tell 
anything about its vitality as a community site of 
"justice"; but an establishing shot encompassing a lynch 
mob across the square would bring this home to us with 
more immediacy. 
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readers can perceive, and because of this, appear to 

border closely upon the real. 

Bakhtin believed that certain broad generalizations 

could be made about how certain IItypes" of text resemble 

each other on the level of the chronotope. In this first 

chapter, I would like to briefly sketch out a few ways in 

which these categories, particularly the ones that Bakhtin 

developed in a IIConcluding Remarks ll section to the essay9 

are particularly suitable for the study of classical film 

genres. stam has noted that the chronotope 

seems in some ways even more appropriate to film 

than literature, for whereas literature plays 

itself out within a virtual, lexical space, the 

cinematic chronotope is quite literal, splayed 

out concretely across a screen with specific 

dimensions and unfolding in literal time 

(usually 24 frames a second), quite apart from 

the fictive time/space specific films might 

construct ( 1) • 

As a preliminary task for developing the category of the 

chronotope for film, it will be necessary to examine some 

of Bakhtin's general remarks more closely. 

9 This section was actually written thirty-five 
years later, in 1973. 
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For Bakhtin the novelistic text is always fluid 

rather than rigid, the reflection of unstable shaping 

forces and power structures in society. The novel must be 

read against the socio-ideological background from which 

it originally springs; the function of criticism is thus 

to "reaccentuate ll its multiple discourses. Bakhtin's 

approach to novelistic discourse may be called a 

reconstitutive one, or one that produces the result of 

"historicizing" the text. Accordingly, the chronotope is 

often referred to as a "constitutive" category with which 

we may re-experience the time and universe in which human 

beings once lived, replete in all of its meaningful 

symbols and signs. A text can only be said to present us 

with an author's attempt to "represent" the real world, of 

course; yet even the way the most outre science fiction is 

imagined, or "fleshed out" (to use one of Bakhtin's 

metaphors), must depend upon the values and beliefs 

circulating in the historical period during which it is 

written. Hence another of Bakhtin's metaphors: the 

chronotope is the "lens" or "gate" of mystical 

understanding by which we may reconstruct the images human 

beings once projected of themselves and of their culture. 

Bakhtin's essay distinguishes between three types of 

chronotopes that structure the "ancient nove1." The first 

of these is the "adventure novel of ordeal," (100-500 
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A.D.; Bakhtin's examples include the Aethipica of 

Heliodorus). It depicts the marriageable male and female 

whose love is retarded by many obstacles and disasters 

before a final reunion. According to Bakhtin, such a 

novel takes place against a vast and "alien" background 

full of abstract signs and strange curiosities whose 

perimeters are sketched out for us via abductions to 

distant places and pursuits over long distances. Such 

events take place in what Bakhtin terms "adventure time"; 

that is, in a series of fits and starts, chance meetings 

and partings. The image of the individual human being 

projected in such a chronotope remains a completely 

passive, static one, articulated to us purely in terms of 

externals. Things "happen to" the characters, who "keep 

on being themselves." They may endure a series of trials, 

but emerge essentially no different from the way they were 

at the start (87-110). 

In the second type of ancient novel, the "adventure 

novel of everyday life" (typified by The Golden Ass of 

Apuleis and the Satyricon), the course of a human life is 

treated as a "metamorphosis" that usually corresponds, 

metaphorically, to an actual course of travel. Space is 

rendered more "concretely" in this type of novel than in 

the first, constellated with ordinary objects "with real, 

living meaning," despite the fact that the protagonist 
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him/herself remains at a remove from ordinary life. Time 

still unfolds much as it does in the first type of ancient 

novel, in segments; as "a line with 'knots' in it... These 

fits and starts in novelistic time highlight the series of 

crises and rebirths through which the development of the 

individual was thought to take place. And the individual 

in this second type of novel does develop, often 

"negatively," through suffering brought about by a moral 

weakness or error. In the centrally important process of 

metamorphosis, the contradictory relationship of the 

individual to society (living in it, but remaining apart) 

is one that is usually not allowed to persist. The 

protagonist may be tried as a criminal, for instance, or 

is somehow brought under public scrutiny. Eventually, the 

protagonist must answer to the social or religious "form" 

demanded by his or her kind of narrative (111-29). 

The third type of ancient novel is the "ancient 

biography" or "autobiography." In this form another's 

life, or the author's life (in either case treated 

objectively as the career of a "public man") is "laid 

bare"--fitted out for display in the "proper" sentiments 

and rhetorical colors. Bakhtin sketches out three 

separate models here. First, the "energetic" type, from 

Plutarch, in which the subject's social potential is 

constructed "organically" through the gradual accumulation 
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of deeds, speeches, and other extensions and expressions 

of the public character. The individual does not change 

per se; his character is "filled in" according to 

preselected topoi. A second subgenre of ancient biography 

is the "analytic type" of suetonius. In this, the 

individual's life becomes "whole" as it completes a 

circuit of the different cultural rUbrics for conduct in 

war, social life, family life, etc.; the biography 

considers the subject's accomplishments under each 

category in turn. A final model, the "stoic" type (found 

in Cicero, Seneca, Marcus Aurelius, and st. Augustine) 

permits some variation from this circuit, by hinting at 

the personal side of the man beneath the proper register 

of particular societal rubrics, or even by offering some 

commentary, in the form of "asides," upon his difficulty 

in living up to these ideals. Nevertheless, the images of 

human beings produced by all three chronotopes of the 

ancient biography always remain "public" and "rhetorical" 

in essence, according to Bakhtin. Although the biography 

points us backwards to youth, "youth" is considered only 

as the general period preliminary to the period of one's 

"maturity." Private lives are treated as being of little 

purpose in a genre whose raison d'etre is to celebrate the 

public deeds of the individual by putting them on record 

(130-46). 
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I have dwelled upon these chronotopes of ancient 

novels at some length because I believe the sense of 

"time" that informs them is still very much alive in 

contemporary genres. Indeed, as I hope to show here, 

Bakhtin's chronotopes suggest useful typologies for both 

plot and "character" in many classic Hollywood films of 

the 1940s, such as the screwball comedy or Hope-Crosby 

road movie; in "metamorphosis" plots, such as Now, 

Voyager; and in "biographical" montages such as Citizen 

Kane. certainly the ancient types did not become extinct. 

On the contrary, there may be some justification for 

Bakhtin's regarding them, along with the "folkloric 

chronotope," (which I will outline below and in Chapter 

II) as the seminal chronotopes for all novels to follow. 

Like Vico's four basic tropes, each of Bakhtin's four 

chronotopes possesses a simple directional logic that is 

difficult to reduce. The "biographical" chronotope points 

us back to the past, searching synecdochically for the 

external "pieces" of a subject with which we can 

imaginatively reconstruct the whole. The subject of the 

"metamorphosis" chronotope evolves metonymically, each 

stage of life constructed as a necessary preliminary to 

the next. In the "adventure novel of ordeal," all things 

remain equal: none of the events have the slightest effect 

upo.n either the psychological development of the subject 



or the next narrative event. Finally, the "folkloric 

chronotope" inverts "historical" time by suggesting the 

relative transience of social/rhetorical forms when set 

against basic life processes. 

The power that Bakhtin assigns to folklore and folk 

laughter in his work cannot be stressed enough. Folk 
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,laughter, in Bakht'in's reading, attacks the "historical 

inversions" that are typically found in historical and 

artistic works. Such inversions locate ideals in the 

past, beyond the reach of ordinary people. Created to be 

the contemporary exemplar who can belie such inversions is 

the folk hero, who is usually endowed with physical 

strength, a great capacity for work, a healthy appetite, 

and a strong thirst. Such heroes assume larger-than-life 

dimensions but are never "idealistically" aggrandized. 

They remain sober-minded, practical folk (146-51). 

We can "fill in" our picture of the folkloric 

chronotope by examining Bakhtin's remarks in a later 

section of the essay entitled "The Folkloric Bases of the 

Rabelaisian Chronotope" (206-23). According to Bakhtin in 

this section, the element of time is given a work

oriented, agricultural base in the idyllic chronotope. 

This chronotope has "at its heart a taking-apart and 

putting together of social everyday time, the time of 

holidays and ceremonies connected with the agricultural 
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labor cycle, with the seasons of the year, the periods of 

the day, the stages in the growth of plants and cattle" 

(206). The passage of "time" is thus treated as cyclical 

in this chronotope, and it is experienced "collectively"-

by the culture as a whole. Past and future considerations 

are de-emphasized; the world of the text exists in the 

"here and now." 

The folkloric chronotrope attracts all the objects of 

ordinary experience "into its orbit,1I where they are 

refashioned according to basic signification patterns of 

central importance to the culture. These are archetypal 

patterns in our everyday psychological associations that 

the folk tradition has gathered over centuries, generating 

a kind of IIrealistic emblematic ll of signs. An example of 

such a pattern of association is IIdeath --> the reaper --> 

the harvest --> sunset --> night --> the grave --> the 

cradle" (216). 

We are now in a position to examine some of the 

modern chronotopes suggested by Bakhtin in his 

"Conclusion" in light of these earlier types. Because 

these later chronotopes are more concerned with space than 

time, I believe that they are, to a large extent, the 

spatial complements of the earlier types: the "road" (243-

5) is the place where most lIadventure novels of ordeal" 

were said to have taken place, for example. The 
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"threshold" chronotope includes stairs, front halls, 

corridors--places where the "crises" such as those in the 

metamorphosis plots occur. The "castle" is a structure 

through which past events continually echo; an historical 

place that perpetually advertises its own autobiography. 

Finally, the "provincial town" is a place collectivized by 

a folk culture in which progress comes to a standstill. 

There are clearly many reasons for considering the two 

sets of chronotopes as "complementary" to each other. 

Bakhtin's descriptions of the modern chronotopes, as 

I have said, stress the element of space over the element 

of time, but leave the image of human beings blank. When 

referring to them in the following notes upon Hollywood 

films, therefore, I will rely on Bakhtin's discussions of 

the individual in the ancient genres in order to vivify 

the film locales as actual cultural sites. The ultimate 

goal here, as in any chronotopic analysis, will be to 

reconstruct the values and forms of behavior transacted at 

these sites; in this case, those promoted by Hollywood in 

the period 1940-1947. 

The Road 

The road, according to Bakhtin, is the place where 

encounters take place, where social distances collapse, 

and where most, if not all, events in certain novels 



"concentrate." The road has been the central chronotope 

in the chivalric romance, the romantic novel, and the 

picaresque novel (243-5). 
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The road is central in many romantic "screwball 

comedies," too, especially those cut in the mold of Frank 

Capra's It Happened One Night (1934), in which Clark Gable 

and Claudette Colbert journey on a Miami-to-New York bus. 

Colbert is an heiress trayelling incognito, and Gable 

plays a struggling reporter who has just lost his job. 

True to form, the plot collapses the social distance 

between them. This barrier has been symbolized by a 

blanket Gable hangs between their beds when the two are 

forced to share a hotel room together, which he jokingly 

refers to as "The Wall of Jericho." At the end of the 

film, the "wall" topples down during their honeymoon trip 

to signal a happy ending. 

From the opening scene in which Colbert jumps off an 

ocean liner to escape her father, to the initial encounter 

on the bus ride, to a hitchhiking interlude which brings 

the potential lovers together, to Gable's desperate 

automobile trip to and from New York to arrange a 

marriage, all of' the important events of this film take 

place along the "road." The characters are fairly flat 

"star personalities" who~e disguises are uncovered, but 

who, like the hero/heroine of Bakhtin's "adventure novel 
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of ordeal," remain little changed for the most part 

themselves. Bakhtin makes a point about the road that 

seems surprising at first glance: that "the road is always 

one which passes through familiar territory, and not 

through some exotic alien world" (245). Yet even for 

romantic comedies that center around train trips or ocean 

voyages the observation is bourne out, because the 

"exotic" elements in these films are typically comprised 

by the characters aboard rather than by the scenery 

rushing by in the window. Additionally, location shooting 

during the period was virtually unknown. Even in a 

fantastic "road" movie like The Wizard of Oz (1939), we 

could say that there is a dominant strain of the familiar 

in the escapism--exotic dream characters with recognizable 

identities back home in Kansas. 

The 40s saw a peak in the popularity of the 

"picaresque" road film in particular. No "characters" 

were more familiar to movie audiences during the World War 

II years than Bing Crosby and Bob Hope. Their Road to 

Singapore (1940) spawned six equally vacuous sequels, 

including Road to Morocco (1942), Road to Utopia (1945), 

and Road to Rio (the highest grossing film of 1947). In 

between, Crosby played Father O'Malley in Going My Way and 

The Bells of st. Mary's, the two most popular films of 

1944 and 1945, respectively. Hope was certainly more the 
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traditional picaro. Perhaps Crosby's "star" personality 

had an essentially "sincere" edge to it that his did not, 

which was translated by the road films as a straightman's 

reserve. But even though Hope told most of the jokes, 

both the actors were self-proclaimed "good-time Charlies." 

Road to utopia is a typical film of the genre. In it 

Hope ("Chester") and crosby ("Duke") have fun playing 

themselves and are openly self-conscious about being in a 

film, often referring to this fact. The film has an 

intrusive narrator, Robert Benchley, who keeps appearing 

on the screen to disparage the plot, frequently 

apologizing for its lack of continuity. Indeed, the plot 

does seem to have no other direction than "down the road." 

It depends upon a pastiche of thin disguises, accidents, 

misidentifications, and misdirections, and has no true 

climax or denouement. All events seem completely "equal," 

as in Bakhtin's adventure novel of ordeal--except that 

some gags are even older than the others. The "exotic" 

Alaskan environment is made familiar with the appearance 

of a mountain resembling the Paramount Pictures logo, 

santa Claus, Dorothy Lamour, and a talking bear and fish. 

Not just Benchley, but Hope himself addresses the audience 

directly--"Oh come on, folks, quit following us, would 

you?"--yet most audiences did keep following them. The 

images projected by the two "goodtime Charlies," who just 



wanted to kill some time (not the enemy) with laughs, 

caught hold of audiences who wanted to "get away from it 

all." They followed the happy-go-lucky pair down their 

roads to "utopia"; which the reliable Hope and Crosby 

always found, appropriately, at no place in particular. 

The Castle 
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The castle, according to Bakhtin, is "saturated 

through and through" with the time of the "historical 

past" (245-6). It centers the action of both the Gothic 

and the historical novels. "Traces" of past centuries are 

to be found in the castle everywhere; its architecture, 

furnishings, family portraits, and other objects serve as 

constant reminders of past ev~nts. 

Two celebrated films that made extensive use of 

"castle" chronotopes were Rebecca (1940) and citizen Kane 

(1941). Both Manderley and Xanadu exude "historical time" 

and display the artifacts left by their past inhabitants. 

Each, like the Gothic castle, becomes virtually a 

personality in its own right, knowing something that the 

characters don't know, taunting them wi~h a mystery. 

In citizen Kane only Xanadu knows the secret of Kane 

himself, and it is not telling. The movie is an inquiry 

into complex issues of human identity, challenging us with 

the question of whether it is possible to "sum" up an 
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individual in a single newspaper byline, or in the 

shorthand we use to refer to the self: "I am Charles 

Foster Kane." In an "ending fire" the castle-like Xanadu 

burns its secrets, including the sign with no referent 

that all lines of inquiry into Kane's identity have 

obstinately kept turning up. In a close-up shot the 

audience is given a privileged look at Kane's last word, 

"Rosebud," engraved on a sled. Is this the "answer?"-

critics have never been in agreement about what this final 

"sign" might stand for. Some have thought that the answer 

is too pat, a perverse joke; that it just goes to show the 

futility of "summing up" an individual by looking for 

rhetorical figures-in-the-carpet. 

A Bakhtinian reading of the film might expound this 

point further, pointing to the antiquatedness of measuring 

"the public individual" solely in terms of the utterances, 

deeds and artifacts that s/he has left behind--of external 

signs in general. In other words, the rubrics of 

classical biography cannot stretch to modern times. The 

twentieth century had long since shifted its allegiances 

from classical civic humanism to the Romantic belief that 

"the child is father to the man" and Freud's view of 

infantile sexuality. If we are after the answer to the 

question of what made the "private" Charles Foster Kane 

tick, therefore, Bakhtin's work reminds us that the 



biographical form conceals rather than reveals the 

biography of the "private individual." Here, as in the 

classical age, it is only capable of feeble gestures 

beyond itself. 
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Rebecca tackles an even tougher problem of identity. 

Through what words and deeds can the female define 

herself, if from the beginning she is permitted little 

opportunity to participate in the public sphere? We never 

learn Joan Fontaine's character's name in Rebecca. She 

searches the castle for clues for how she is to behave in 

the traces left behind by the previous Countess de Winter, 

but the beautiful, sophisticated, and (apparently) 

charming lady whose "ghost" emerges is nothing at all like 

herself. Constant "traces" and reminders of Rebecca.keep 

turning up: her initials on stationery, her "favorite 

cousin il (really her lover) Jack Favell, the cigarette 

butts she was smoking in the boathouse before she died, 

and finally her corpse. During her stay at Manderley, 

Fontaine thinks that she will never be able to live up to 

Rebecca's feminine "ideal." She does not care to write 

letters, and accidentally mishandles a Manderley artifact. 

She fails to "handle" the servants and the family dog as 

well, and is rejected by her husband when she attempts to 

make herself into the image of a family portrait. 

Rebecca's devoted servant, Mrs. Danvers, scorns her 



because she lacks Rebecca's sophistication and strength, 

and Jack regards her mockingly, because she is too 

"innocent" for his tastes. 
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But it turns out that her "reading" of Rebecca, like 

the investigative reporting of the Joseph cotten character 

in citizen Kane, has been equally over-reliant upon 

external signs, and a "historical inversion" in her 

thinking that causes her to equate beauty with "goodness" 

and her husband's first marriage with "true love." The 

biographical "traces" left behind in the castle have 

misrepresented the private individual here, too. Indeed, 

traditionally "feminine" behavior is put into perpective 

by the film as tantamount to a kind of "masquerade" in 

itself. Rebecca's behavior had clearly not been 

answerable to the traditional feminine virtues of "grace" 

and "innocence" she had been thought to embody. She is 

instead revealed to have been a sadistic member of the 

ruling class. As a result, all of our tentative 

conclusions about her have to be erased. 

At one point, Fontaine's character faces up to Mrs. 

Danvers by declaiming, in Kane-like fashion, "I am Mrs. De 

winter now," only to collapse in this role a few scenes 

later at the masquerade ball. By the end, Manderley, 

like the sutpen mansion in Faulkner's Absalom. Absalom!, 

goes to its death bearing a "secret," destroying with it 



the rule books for future Countesses. 10 This not only 

problematizes Fontaine's search for a feminine identity 

even further, but lends it cultural resonance. with the 

ties to the social forms of the past suddenly severed, a 

young woman finds herself trapped "nameless" in a 

patriarchal society. 
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This was not a time, however, for mainstream American 

cinema to pursue feminist issues, although they do appear. 

Instead, during the first years of the war, Hollywood 

began to bombard the American public with traditional, 

idealized images for males and females. In 1941, in fact, 

senator D. Worth Clark headed an attack against the film 

industry, accusing it flat out of war-mongering, but the 

movement lost its steam when America finally entered the 

War. Then came the time for the good-time Charlie, the 

great American tycoon, and the all-American male and 

female to come to the aid of their country. All of these 

character types were found in ready supply in Hollywood. 

10 The words "manner" and "manor" have intersecting 
etymologies in English, reflecting a fundamental 
association of "manners" with the behavior expected of 
one's literal social "place" (see O.E.D. "Manner," 3a-b 
and 4c-d especially). Goldsmith is quoted in a passage 
from She stoops to Conquer in which he clearly puns on the 
relationship between the two words "manner" and "manor": 
"We country persons can have no manner at all • • • but 
who can have a manner . • • who has never seen • • • such 
places where the nobility chiefly resort?" (O.E.D. 
"Manner" 5b). 
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The Salon 

In the flood of idealism some contradictions between 

the public and the private individual were permitted to 

express themselves. Although I must limit my discussion 

of Bakhtin's "salon" chronotope to only a brief space here 

(I return to it in Chapter III), it is described as the 

place where transactions between public and private are 

permitted to occur. According to Bakhtin, the salon is a 

place where we can expect to find encounters, where webs 

of intrigue are spun, where denouements and dialogues 

"happen," and where "secrets of the boudoir" are revealed 

(246-7). Casablanca (1943) and Mildred Pierce (1946) 

could perhaps be taken as two brief illustrations. 

Casablanca involves us in the demi-world of the 

American expatriate, with Humphrey Bogart playing a 

cynical idealist torn between his love and his sense of 

duty. He permits his place of business, Rick's Cafe 

Americain, to be used as a shelter for several political 

refugees, one of whom is his ex-lover. Business and 

boudoir become mixed, and Rick is faced with a self

negating decision for a romantic hero to make: whether to 

let his lover (Ingrid Bergman) go. Self-interest must be 

sacrificed to duty when the individual's actions have 

implications that can affect the world. 

The self-cancelling trajectory of Mildred pierce's 
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narrative is similar. Mildred (Joan Crawford), decides to 

open a restaurant after separating from her husband. This 

business decision is immediately complicated by a romance 

with Monty (Zachary Scott), the former owner of the 

property, with whom Mildred forms a new marriage-and

business partnership. The world that permitted the woman 

to work outside the home was still, in 1945, very much a 

temporary zone created by the exigencies of the War, 

lacking any axiological foundation. In what could almost 

be considered a graphic illustration of these boundaries, 

Mildred Pierce is set in a demi-world in which a 

melodramatic story of mother-daughter love is shaded with 

film noir elements. Mildred's daughter and Monty have an 

affair, daughter kills stepfather, and Mildred's motherly 

love has to extend to lying to cover up the murder. By 

the final scene both Mildred's family life and her 

business ambitions have been thoroughly shattered, and she 

walks off in defeat with her ex-husband. The topoi of the 

woman in the working place is thus simply "erased" as 

Mildred's quest to break away from the domestic sphere 

goes full circle. 

The process of erasure parallels a larger demographic 

movement in the country. Many women, like Mildred, had 

gone to work during the War (the Rosie the Riveter 
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phenomenon). Yet they were expected to return to the home 

once the G.I.s.came back. 

The Threshold 

Now, Voyager (1942) is a film that has a bona fide 

"metamorphosis plotU complete with the metaphor of travel. 

It is the Uugly duckling ll story of Charlotte Vale's (Bette 

Davis') transformation from a "plain," repressed daughter 

of a domineering mother into a "beauty," and a woman of 

power in society. But we should proceed with caution when 

considering Now, Voyager's promise as a "feminist" film. 

It would be well to recall Bakhtin's chronotope of "the 

adventure novel of everyday life," in which the highlights 

in the life of the hero or heroine are schematized as a 

series of socially or religiously prescribed stages. 

According to Bakhtin, this series of stages is 

"broken" and segmented in order to represent the crisis 

points in the individual's life. These crises take place 

on a "threshold" of some kind--a place where "falls, 

resurrections, renewals, epiphanies [or] decisions • " 
can occur (248). staircases, front halls, and corridors-

these are all closely related chronotopes, according to 

Bakhtin. 

The most important "stages" in Charlotte Vale's 
, 

metamorphosis are, appropriately, marked off by trips up 
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and down a staircase. Initially, we are introduced to 

Charlotte one body part at a time as she slowly walks down 

a staircase. In this scene Davis wore padding on her 

legs, bound her hair back, and wore glasses so that 

audiences would have plenty of opportunity to observe the 

shocking alterations to her star image. Waiting below in 

the front hall for Charlotte, along with her mother and 

sister, is the famed psychiatrist Dr. Jaquith (Claude 

Rains). Charlotte is about to be put under his care, the 

first "stage" in her psychological journey towards 

"recovery." 

After having undergone preliminary treatment by Dr. 

Jaquith, Charlotte (now thinner, without glasses, and 

expensively dressed) is ready to go out into the world 

again. She continues her "therapy" on an ocean voyage, 

where she meets and falls in love with a married man, 

Jerry Durrence (Paul Henreid). Returning home to Boston, 

Charlotte makes another impressive entrance, a descent 

down from the the ship's gangway in which she is 

immediately perceived as "graceful" by others. 

Charlotte becomes much more confident of herself in 

society in this intermediate stage. Her next "trial" 

comes in her relationship with her mother (played by 

Gladys Cooper). Charlotte makes a self-affirming speech 

that shocks her: "I am not afraid of you, Mother." In 
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retaliation, and in a desperate attempt to regain her lost 

power over her daughter, Mrs. Vale stages a fall down the 

stairs. 

Charlotte is grief stricken~ and even more so later 

when, after another act of defiance (Charlotte's breaking 

off of her engagement), her mother dies. She returns to 

Dr. Jaquith's clinic, where again her "therapy" takes an 

unusual form: she is put in charge of Jerry's daughter, 

Tina, another patient at the clinic. Her relationship 

with Tina, who shares Charlotte's original "malady" of 

being an ugly duckling, progresses to the point that Tina 

becomes a surrogate daughter, and the film's final 

epiphany occurs as Charlotte presents the "new" Tina to an 

anxious Jerry. As she descends the staircase of the Vale 

home, Tina is greeted with open arms by her joyful father. 

Charlotte's "metamorphosis" may thus be divided into 

three main stages: gaining acceptance in society, breaking 

from her mother, and discovering a useful role in society 

(as Tina's surrogate mother). It would be possible to 

read these latter two stages in terms of guilt (towards 

her mother) and reparation (becoming a mother herself), 

which are the two main stages in the hagiography--a more 

masochistic version of the metamorphosis plot. But what 

is even more telling here is the form that Charlotte's 

transformation takes. In order to become respectable in 
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the eyes of society, Charlotte must model herself after 

conventional ideas of feminine beauty. In order to gain 

independence from her mother, a total shattering of the 

mother-daughter bond must take place; as in many Hollywood 

films of the period, this bond is seen as a potentially 

dangerous threat to patriarchal family values. Finally, 

Charlotte's presentation of Tina to Jerry mirrors, a 

little too closely for comfort, the prescribed role for 

women in 1940s society. Charlotte must become, if only 

symbolically, the devoted "wife" who sacrifices her life 

to the upbringing of her husband's children. It is true 

that Now. Voyager, as a "woman's film," is not a 

conventional film of the 1940s in other ways. 

Nevertheless, its "metamorphosis" chronotope follows the 

heavily conventionalized trajectory outlined by Bakhtin. 

The Provincial Town 

"I just walked through your town, folks • • . 

with its shade trees and its lovely parks. I 

stood before your impressive buildings, mellowed 

with age, and I said to myself: 'Here is a 

sturdy challenge to the evils of the modern 

era! I" 
--"Rip" smith (Jimmy stewart) 

in Magic Town (1947). 
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In the, two years following the war, as Americans 

readjusted to peace, they retreated back to the small-town 

ideal. In mainstream Hollywood, a similar reactionary 

movement took place, with war themes suddenly "out" and 

several new film versions of literary classics in the 

works. It seems somewhat odd that a few years before, the 

same industry could turn out Kings Row (1942) and The Ox

Bow Incident (1943), both films that explored the darker 

side of the small town. Even in The Talk of the Town 

(1942), a comedy, Leopold Dilg (Cary Grant) had found 

himself confronted by an angry lynch mob. But Frank 

Capra's It's a Wonderful Life (1945) was an unabashed 

small-town celebration, and Jimmy stewart followed up this 

role a year later with his performance in William A. 

Wellman's Magic Town, an equally nostalgic, if slightly 

more self-conscious, look backwards. 

stewart plays a pollster, Rip Smith, searching for a 

"mathematical miracle"--a small town that will perfectly 

encapsulate American opinions so that it can be used as a 

"short-cut" in polltaking. Smith is a New Yorker entering 

to the small town of Grandview (we never learn where this 

town is located), an "outsider" of sorts. Yet his job 

puts him squarely in touch with the community at large, as 

in It's a Wonderful Life. Furthermore, Rip has a refrain 

in some of his speeches--"It's like the fella says"--and a 
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fondness for repeating cliches that make him, in essence, 

the "voice of the town." Then there is Rip's nickname, 

taken from Rip Van Winkle. We are told that this was 

given to him because he likes to sleep a lot, a true "folk 

hero" trait. Appropriately, Rip, once a basketball star, 

instantly does become the folk hero of every boy in 

Grandview. 

We also learn, through a speech by one of his war 

buddies, that Rip had always dreamed of living in a small 

town where he could feel that he really belonged. In 

fulfillment of his dreams, Rip begins to carve out a life 

for himself in Grandview. He becomes the high school 

basketball coach and falls in love with Mary Peterman, a 

fellow newspaper reporter (played by Jane Wyman). 

Grandvi~w is a sleepy town, stubbornly having refused 

to accept Mary's proposals for modernization. It has a 

communal "consciousness." Citizens experience suspicion, 

pride, shame, nostalgia, sadness, and hope together. Many 

of the scenes and the people in the town, furthermore, 

project a "timeless" quality. The Grandview Dispatch's 

editor, for instance, has been dead for many years, yet 

his name is still listed in the paper. In one scene Mary 

walks with Rip into her old schoolroom and sits down at 

her old desk, another example of the lack of distinction 

between past and present. The town's main gathering spot, 
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Varsity Hall, also has not changed for several 

generations. After a basketball victory, the first over 

the opponent in ten years (the town has a long memory), a 

rather bizarre ritual takes place there. All of the 

townspeople begin to sing a tune ("My Book of Memory," 

written by Edward Heyman) that celebrates their way of 

life, cataloguing, as it does so, several ritual patterns 

of signification. The song also provides a perfect 

example of a sense for what Bakhtin refers to as 

"folkloric time," i. e., "the time of holidays and 

ceremonies," as may be seen in the following extract. 

The fog around the swimming hole, 

The gang around the campus green, 

The laughter of an April Fool, 

The ghost that walks on Halloween, 

The timid hand I held in mine 

while walking through a secret lane, 

The rainbow on a neighbor's lawn 

that sparkles after summer rain. 

These are not only idle dreams 

that time will someday dim for me; 

They're pages that I put away 

into my book of memories. 

Such was the kind of greeting card that the American 

G.I., returning home from World War II, received from 
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Hollywood. Perhaps, like Rip Smith, he actually did "find 

his dream" in the small town or town of his youth, a place 

that presented a "sturdy challenge to the evils of the 

modern era." As for the paradoxes presented between the 

"changeless" town and a dynamic, industrial society, or 

the problem of molding the individual character in a place 

where everyone is the same--these are not very troubling 

issues in Magic Town nor in the other films like it. The 

disappearance of such issues is, in fact, the real bit of 

Hollywood "magic." 

"Through the Gate": Conclusion 

The beginning of the 1940's saw some brilliant filmic 

representations of problems of individual identity. These 

films suggested that certain time-honored approaches and 

ideas were no longer adequate for guiding the lives of 

contemporary men and women (the cas~le). The onset of the 

War worked to smooth over issues in the constitution of at 

least the masculine identity, with Hollywood answering the 

call by providing its audiences with many approved 

exemplars of patriotism. The film industry also gave 

audiences a chance to escape during the War years with 

shallow, easily recognizable, and psychologically 

untroubled characters (the road). Women who desired to 

escape usually found themselves locked into a limited 
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Movements outside the home were discouraged and darkly 

shaded; despite the fact that many women went to work 
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.during the war, the practice .had no formal cultural 

sanction (the salon). These working women became the 

domestic expatriates of America, and soon after the War 

Hollywood cooperated in the mass effort to return them to 

the home by resurrecting the ideals of the past (the 

town). America had reverted to thinking like a small town 

again, thinking that would manifest itself in the 

xenophobia of the McCarthy era. 
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CHAPTER II: THE IDYLLIC CHRONOTOPE 

AND HISTORICAL INVERSION 

His (Lincoln's) mother died when he was only ten 

years of age, but she lived long enough to make 

a deep and lasting impression upon her son. He 

ever spoke of her with deep feeling and grateful 

affection. He said, with his eyes suffused with 

tears, "All that I am, or hope to be, I owe to 

my angel mother."ll 

His use of humor as a duty and as a weapon in 

debate first appears distinctly about the year 

1836, when he was admitted to the bar. He was 

almost unnoticed in the le~islature until he 

secured sufficient confidence to use side-

11 The "Arnold Version" of a famous Lincoln quote. 
It is the first known version of the quote in print, first 
appearing in a 1866 book on Lincoln entitled Lincoln and 
Slavery. six other versions of the quote are printed in 
"The Lincoln Mother Controversy" in Lincoln Lore. The 
"controversy" referred to in the title was the issue of 
whether Lincoln made the statement in reference to Nancy 
Hanks Lincoln or to his stepmother, Sarah Johnston 
Lincoln. The editors conclude that: 

There has never been any serious doubt in the 
minds of the great majority of Lincoln students 
about the identity of the mother to whom Lincoln 
referred in the traditional tribute--it was his 
own mother, Nancy Hanks Lincoln. 



splitting jokes in the defeat of opponents 

of righteousness. As paradoxical as it may 

seem, joking, with Lincoln, was a serious 

matter. 

--Conwell, p. 136 
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As Julia Kristeva has shown (Desire in Language and 

"Women's Time"), the mother functions as a kind of 

organizing center for her child's early phonemic efforts. 

Kristeva states this position most explicitly in "Women's 

Time," where she writes that "the permanence and 

appearance of maternal love condition the appearance of 

the first spatial references which induce the child's 

laugh and then induce the entire range of symbolic 

manifestations which lead eventually to sign and syntax" 

(16). Here Kristeva, in the process of recasting Freud's 

theory of infantile language in terms closer to the 

Bakhtinian model of language she later develops, puts 

forward a hypothesis that figures prominently in her 

thinking--the idea that the Mother, by inducing the 

child's laugh, is instrumental in the formation of the 

child's "riant disposition." In later life, by remaining 

true to the maternal orientation and by learning to 

"laughingly" inflect paternal symbology, the child may 

become an extension of the Mother, her "alter ego" or 
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"access" to the other (see Desire in Language 279). 

Such a relationship of mother to son may be found in John 

Ford's 1939 film Young Mr. Lincoln--between Nancy Hanks 

and her son, Abraham Lincoln. The film suggests that the 

young Lincoln's "riant disposition" had been formed under 

the watchful eyes of Nancy Hanks, whose influence caused 

Lincoln, in his later years, to become an opponent to the 

blind institutionalism and bureaucracy that greeted him in 

the world of law and politics. Ford's film thus presents 

us with a counter of sorts to some deeply entrenched 

patterns of thinking about the historical Lincoln. His 

narrative may be said to originate from Kristeva's space 

of the maternal "chora"--a space filled with laughter, 

where time passes according to biological cycles and 

gestation periods, and where archaic language is organized 

around the nurturing presence of the Mother. The first 

words in the film are unspoken, but silently "appear" in 

the Rosemary Benet poem that follows the credits. The 

poem lends a voice to Nancy Hanks. 

If Nancy Hanks 

Came back as a ghost 

Seeking news 

Of what she loved most, 

She'd ask first, 

"Where's my son? 



What's happened to Abe? 

What's he done? 

You wouldn't know 

About my son? 

Did he grow tall? 

Did he have fun? 

Did he learn to read? 

Did he get to town? 

Did you know his name? 

Did he get on?" 
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As I hope to show, this series of questions is far more 

loaded than Ford's commentators have given them credit for 

being. They illustrate the "third person" relationship 

between Kristeva's mother and son, suggesting that Nancy 

Hanks may once have used her child as the analyzer of her 

own unhappy circumstances: examining the possibilities she 

saw in his still-to-be-written destiny to reflect upon the 

opportunities society had denied to her (see Desire in 

Language 279). 

Such an interpretation seems consistent with what 

little we know of the historical figure of Nancy Hanks, 

marginalized and all but erased by the historians and 

biographers of Lincoln. "Dim as the dream of a shifting 

mirage, her face and figure waver through the mists of 

time and rumor . " wrote A.J. Beveridge in 1928. 
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"Those who knew her disagree even as to the color of her 

eyes, the shade of her hair, her physical build and 

height" (15-16). Historians have tended to fill in Nancy 

Hank's place in the Lincoln narrative with general 

historical data, using the place of the "forgotten"omother 

as a convenient palimpsest for their discourses upon 

pioneer life. Beveridge, for one, concludes that Nancy 

Hanks was "absolutely illiterate" because she marked legal 

documents with an X rather than signing her name, like 

most pioneer women of her day, but in the same breath 

cites witnesses who observed that she was something of an 

intellectual prodigy, "known for the extraordinary 

strength of her mind • • • a brilliant woman • • • of 

great good sense and moralty [sic]" (16-17). And there 

are other traces: Nancy Hanks is elsewhere said to have 

served as a governess in a "good" Eastern home, to have 

been able to read (or to recite from memory) from the 

Bible, Aesop's Fables, and The Pilgrim's Progress; to have 

had an intellect, at any rate, that far outmatched her 

husband's. As a result, her marriage and hard life on the 

frontier could never have been very fulfilling, yet her 

personality is usually referred to as buoyant, suggesting 

that she may have succeeded in imparting her "riant 

disposition" to her son. 
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For Lincoln laughed often. Collections of his 

witticisms were once one of the most popular genres of 

Lincolnalia, and it is precisely the yarnspinning, 

seemingly irreverent, "jackleg lawyer" image of Lincoln 

that Young Mr. Lincoln chooses to project. One of Ford's 

commentators, Andrew sinclair, tells an anecdote about 

Henry Fonda's early sessions with Ford. The latter had to 

instruct Fonda to stop trying to play "the great 

emancipator" and to start fooling around (88). This is 

exactly what Fonda appears to have done, turning loose a 

barrage of witticisms, jokes, and curses in the film. 

Why would Ford have chosen to treat such a "sacred" 

figure in American history with such seeming 

"irreverance"?--inquiries into the possible political 

significance of Lincoln's "carnivalesque" frontier humor 

have been rare. Part of the reason for Ford's lifelong 

fascination with Lincoln may be explained in terms of a 

personal identification of the figure with his own, most 

general of political agendas. Robert Parish once remarked 

that "Ford was always a cop hater, by religion, by belief. 

He had a big streak of contempt for any kind of authority, 

any kind of paternal influence on him--all the producers, 

all the money--they were the enemy" (Sinclair 87). But it 

is in the American frontier, and the many studies that he 

made of frontier individualism, that Ford found a resting 
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place for his democracy-bordering-on-anarchy. Frederick 

Jackson Turner's work on The Frontier in American History 

(1920) is the most celebrated contemporary chorus that can 

be found for the political views associated with the 

characters in Ford's films. Turner had written that 

Complex society is precipitated by the 

wilderness into a kind of primitive organization 

based on the family. The tendency is anti

social. It produces antipathy to control, and 

particularly to any direct control. The tax

gatherer is viewed as a representative of 

oppression (30). 

Lincoln, the "Frontier President," was one of the 

champions of Turner's study, as he would be later for 

Ford. It was the fascination with the "Lincoln myth" of 

the self-taught frontier boy who had grown up to become 

President that had been largely responsible for the 

"thousand books" said to have been written about Lincoln 

by the end of the nineteenth century and that flourished 

again in the 1930s, when so many contemporary writers--Dos 

Passos, Mitchell, Faulkner, steinbeck, Wolfe--were turning 

their artistic energy to the task of telling the "epic 

story" of the growth of the country, like Ford. Ford, 

perhaps better than most, appears to have understood that 

it was the extension of Lincoln's frontier upbringing, 



centered upon family values, that continued to dominate 

his politics even after his passage into the national 
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arena ("A house divided cannot stand"). And to Ford's 

lasting credit, he refused to leave the pioneer family or 

the frontier mother out of his film "epics." In Young Mr. 

Lincoln, we see Lincoln as the spokesperson for frontier 

values embodied in the figure of the pioneer wife and 

mother, as well as in his legendary role as the defender 

of widows and orphans. We are also shown the important 

influence of the Nancy Hanks-Ann Rutledge pair in the 

formation of Lincoln's disposition and values. It 

therefore does not seem appropriate to accuse Ford of 

historical "iconoclasm" simply because his films find 

their allegiances in the frontier values of the early 

1800s rather in our modern institutions. 

Unfortunately, a great many of Ford's commentators 

today exhibit the. same kind of confusion about Lincoln's 

character that Henry Fonda once did, treating Lincoln as a 

"great patriarch" or even confusing him with George 

Washington as the "father of our country. ,,12 I would 

12 Cf. Gallagher, Place, Sinclair, Stowell. These 
are a few of Ford's popular critics who have offered 
readings in which we can isolate some of the notorious 
"dead ends" in Young Mr. Lincoln criticism, viz.: 

a) a devout belief that predestination "explains" the 
picture. In other words, the film merely reduplicates a 
preformed "Lincoln myth" to please its audience. This 
kind of reasoning leads Stowell to a triumphant 



contradiction: "In effect, the film depicts a mythic 
Lincoln before he had become the mythic Lincoln" (39). 
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But it does not help to explain the anecdote about Fonda's 
early session with Ford--why the "great Emancipator" image 
had to be carnivalized. 

b) the assumption that Lincoln's "removal" from the 
crowd in particular shots of the film due to the fact that 
he is being handled (by Ford) with some of the respect he 
deserves as a "historical figure" rather than for any 
diegetic reasons, such as the possible explanation that 
Lincoln is studying the others in order to learn how to 
manipulate them. Place's explanation for the same 
phenomenon, that Lincoln is the "reteller of his own 
story" keeping a "storyteller's remove" from past events, 
does not penetrate any further into the film's diegesis. 

c) Lincoln "is"; he doesn't "become." Place, 
Sinclair, and Gallagher all tend to trivialize the matter 
of Lincoln's development within the film in terms of a 
vulgar historical determinism. According to Sinclair, the 
"known destiny and fate of the youthful Abe marks and 
informs every step of his homespun beginnings" (89). But 
it is this very "homespun" image of Lincoln that appealed 
to the American psyche; Lincoln's early years carry with 
them a great deal of cultural significance of their own. 
Place's metaphor for Lincoln's development in the film is 
that of a continual "hardening" into the bust and statues 
we identify him with today, into his "precast image." 
Gallagher allows Lincoln a modicum of "free will" in order 
to do battle with a "deterministic chaos," (163) but this 
simple dichotomy of freewill/determinism seems 
tautologically derived from (a), above. 

d) sooner or later all Ford's commentators remove the 
issue of Lincoln's development from consideration and fail 
to interrogate the Mother-Law conjunction they adopt, 
often without acknowledgement, from Cahiers. Gallagher 
reproduces an elaborate set of stills from the river scene 
discussed in Cahiers that he thinks proves undeniably that 
"Law and Nature are oneil (167). He, like Place, 
duplicates the "mistake" of the editors of Cahiers by 
confusing the Almanac with the Blackstone volume (and on 
the basis of this, Place concludes that "the mother is the 
giver of the law"--see p. 53). Sinclair, commenting on 
the influence of Nancy Hanks upon the narrative, 
acknowledges that Lincoln is "looking for that lost 
Mother-love" during the entire film, but concludes that, 
"Failing to find it, he will strengthen himself to prepare 
to become the father of his country" (89), a rather 
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argue that these are all misreadings of the Lincoln 

"sign." Furthermore, they could not provide us with more 

perfect illustrations of the "historical inversions" 

defined by Bakhtin, which continue to dominate mainstream 

political thinking. Through the years, "President" 

Lincoln has ascended in the patrilinear panegyrics of our 

history just as surely as Lincoln the folk hero has been 

forgotten. 

In this chapter, I intend to examine Bakhtin's 

chronotope of the idyll in detail in order to explore the 

possibility of a feminist "folk" reading of Young Mr. 

Lincoln. Because Young Mr. Lincoln has been a much used 

(and abused) text in critical analyses, I will build my 

reading off the ~970 Cahiers du Cinema article, "John 

Ford's Young Mr. Lincoln," Bill Nichol's ~975 article on 

"style, Grammar, and the Movies," and Marsha Kinder's 1985 

article on Young Mr. Lincoln and Ivan the Terrible. Part 

~ Although Kinder suggests that the film begins as the 

"Mother's story," only Nichols has held the position that 

Lincoln's actual role in the film is a subversive one, 

unfortunate confusion of Lincoln with George Washington. 
As I would like to suggest, all such attempts to play 
double jeopardy with the Lincoln "sign," i.e., by 
retaining the identification with the Mother while 
attempting to convert Lincoln into a young patriarch, 
simply do not pan out. 
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i.e., that Lincoln functions in the text not as the 

representative of patriarchal power and upholder of the 

law, but rather as a figure who rewrites the law in terms 

of his own pioneer morality and who travesties legal 

conventions in the service of a mother (Mrs. clay). It is 

the conjunction of Mother-Nature-Law, first traced through 

the film by the editors of Cahiers, which has been the 

hardest semiotic chain for critics to break. I will 

attempt to show that the film makes a clear separation 

between the idyllic worlds of the River and the Clay cabin 

(analogous to Kristeva's space of the maternal) and the 

world of law and politics, and that perception of a moral 

gulf between the two worlds initiates Lincoln's struggle 

to resist the paternal order. 

Breaking the Chain 

The editors of Cahiers make the conjunction of Nature 

-Law-Woman while examining the scene at the river in which 

Lincoln is propped up against a tree reading from 

Blackstone's book of law: 

It is in-Nature that Lincoln communes with Law. 

It is at the moment of this communion that he 

meets Woman: the relationship Lincoln-Woman 

replaces the relationship Lincoln-Law since 

Woman simultaneously interrupts Lincoln's 
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reading of the book by her arrival and marks her 

appreciation of Lincoln's knowledge and 

encourages him in his vocation of knowledge and 

Law (508-9). 

This reading, I believe, blurred an important distinction. 

If Ann "interrupts" Lincoln's reading with her arrival, 

one could as easily argue that she upsets Lincoln's 

"communion"--with nature, that is. since Ann observes 

that Lincoln holds the book upside down (a stereotypical 

send-up of the intellectual), it is hard to sustain a 

claim that Lincoln is very engaged with his reading. The 

conclusion that can be drawn from the manifest content of 

the mise-en-scene about· the study of law, if any, appears 

to be that Lincoln is unsuccessful in trying to mix 

together two disparate activities ("When I'm standing up, 

my mind's lying down, and when I'm lying down, my mind's 

standing Upll he complains to Ann); and in fact, as Nichols 

points out, Lincoln revises all the legal passages he 

encounters as he recites them. 

Lincoln's subversion of the law, indicating his 

pretextual relationship to it, begins 

immediately. His verbalized study of Blackstone 

turns lithe right to" (a social prerogative) into 

"right" (a moral good). Violations of "Rights" 

become wrongs. Law becomes morality (42). 
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In short, Law and Nature are two things that don't 

mix well for Lincoln. While one might conclude that Ann 

(and later Mary) encourages Lincoln to enter into a 

profession with herself as the "lure," suggesting a 

connection between law-sexuality, here, as throughout the 

film, Lincoln appears to resist any forced entrance into 

Oedipalization/the symbolic. Rather, I would argue that 

the scene marks the spot in the film where Lincoln is 

first caught up in the politics of "recognition." The 

film suggests that Nancy Hank's death has caused a deficit 

in the maternal "recognition" Abe needs to build' his self

image. I am thinking here of Jessica Benjamin's 

discussion of the "paradox of recognition" in preOedipal 

development (see Benjamin 39); only if the child's actions 

are recognized by the mother will they achieve a 

satisfactory "resolution," or have personal meaning for 

the child. Benjamin argues that if the mother is removed 

from the child or destroyed, the child's fledgling sense 

of self remains undeveloped and his/her "desire and agency 

can find no outlet" (53). From this perspective, it seems 

a peculiar coincidence of history (and of most Lincoln 

legends) that Lincoln's encounter with a "pair" of mothers 

and a "pair" of love relationships seem to have run the 

same course in his life. Nancy Hanks and Ann Rutledge, 

both disputed (real or legendary) figures, suffered early 
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deaths from which Lincoln is said never to have recovered. 

The second pair of women in his life (Sarah Johnston 

Lincoln-Mary Todd Lincoln) are often portrayed as colder 

women mostly interested in Abe's getting ahead in life. 

Perhaps, if we are looking for a motive for Lincoln's 

study of law, and indeed, for most of his actions in 

Ford's version of the legend, we need look no further than 

the desire to receive "recognition" from the disputed 

figures Nancy-Ann. 

Lincoln decides to practice law, after all, only 

after Ann is dead, making it hard to see how her promise 

of an entrance into "sexuality" could still serve as a 

lure. This decision actually plays itself out in a later 

scene over Ann's grave, also by the river, in which 

Lincoln artificially constructs an apparatus by which he 

can receive her mystic "approval" of his decision (a dead 

branch which he lets fall). But Ann, as a "dead being" 

without independent consciousness, cannot supply him with 

true recognition (see Benjamin 53), and Lincoln expresses 

a reservation aloud that it is he, not Ann, who really 

controls the stick. Thus his search for true 

"recognition" must continue. Mary's later "polite" 

compliments to Lincoln about his law practice or his 

ability to defuse a lynch mob later might appear to be 

candidates for sexual lures, but they are immediately 



waved aside by Lincoln because untrue--he makes a 

dismissive reply about his lack of clients--and perhaps 

because Mary is only repeating what she has heard among 

her fellow members of the gentry. Lincoln apparently 

wants live witnesses of his abilities. 
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Mrs. Clay, whom Lincoln directly equates with his own 

mother in the film text, provides him with his first 

glimmer of true "recognition." During the lynch mob's 

assault upon the jail, the presence of Mrs. Clay inspires 

Lincoln to interrupt, or rather to revise, his mockery of 

the crowd into a solemn moral message. Two cutaway shots 

of Mrs. Clay, looking on tearfully, encourage Lincoln to 

take up the line that "we do things together that we'd be 

ashamed to do ourselves." Her "recognition" of Lincoln's 

ability is expressed in two eyeline matches. 

Bill Nichols makes the point that Lincoln's character 

is "distanced" from others in such crowd scenes in the 

film, beyond the demands of the script's separation "of 

the hero from the masses" (40). Lincoln's "apartness" is 

also clear at the dance, in the Fourth of July parade, 'and 

in his costume (because he only wears black). "Apartness" 

also characterizes Lincoln's relationship to love, God, 

politics, sex, decision-making (he exhibits "both-and" 

thinking), and most notably, to the Law itself (42). 

According to Nichols, Lincoln only adopts the "pretext" of 



the Father, Law, primogeniture, in order to subvert the 

Law: 
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• • • one could argue that Lincoln never has 

anything to do with ~he law (it is always a 

pretext). From start to finish he transforms it 

in the name of the Fa~ily. Lincoln comes to 

assume the role of the Mother, but as an agent 

for the inscription of the Mother's values, 

Lincoln adopts the pretext of the Father • • • 

When Lincoln accepts the Blackstone law book originally, 

as Nichols points. out, it is from the "father-dominated," 

debt-ridden Clay family. The father is visually isolated 

from the rest of the family in this scene, while Mrs. Clay 

remains in the wagon, behind and above Lincoln. "Her 

'gift' to Lincoln is yet to come," Nichols remarks of an 

almanac Lincoln later receives at the Clay cabin from Mrs. 

Clay; one that he ultimately finds more useful in 

prosecuting her case than the Blackstone (42). Nichols 

reads the "signs" of Blackstone's Law and the Almanac 

quite antithetically; on the one hand, we have 

associations of "exchange, debt, reciprocity, roles, tit

for-tat, an enclosed either-or context linked to the 

father in one system, capitalism in another, and the 

digital in yet another." In the case of the Almanac, the 

matrix is ligratuitousness, gifts, offerings, mutuality, 
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kinship, harmony, in an open, both-and context approaching 

magic and charisma in one system, tribalism in another, 

and the analog in yet another" (43). This separation in 

purpose of the almanac/Law book drawn by Nichols recalls 

Helene cixous' distinction between the realms of "given" 

and "proper" (Cixous 48-50). It also suggests a "radicalS; 

division for Nichols between Law and Truth, between the 

father and the sign of Lincoln. 

At times the reception of recognition from Mrs. Clay 

seems jeopardized, as when Lincoln reads her son's letter 

to her aloud (she is illiterate), reveling in the illusion 

that he is speaking to his own mother, and she interrupts 

him with a memory of the boy. Or later, at the trial, 

when Mrs. Clay refuses to name one of her sons as the 

killer, Lincoln seems at a loss for a way to come to her 

assistance. He finally has to do so with his first-ever 

orderly legal "objection," and then launches into a speech 

about motherhood that temporarily suspends the 

proceedings. Mrs. Clay is too distraught to listen to 

Lincoln's defense or to "recognize" him with her look in 

this scene. But on the following day, when Lincoln wins 

her case, Mrs. clay is able to fully express her gratitude 

to Lincoln directly, granting him the recognition he has 

sought; because of this, the film's "mother's story" can 

achieve a satisfactory resolution. 
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Marsha Kinder was the first critic to suggest that 

the entire film might be reapproached as the "Mother's" 

story. We identify with the Mother's perspective from the 

start, according to Kinder, because Nancy Hank's poem 

poses a set of hermeneutic questions that control the 

narrative--"What's he done? ••• Did he get on?" etc. 

(30). Kinder reads the scene with Ann Rutledge at the 

River as suggestive of a mind/body duality in the film 

introduced with Lincoln's words to Ann--"When I'm standing 

up, my mind's lying down, and when I'm lying down, my 

mind's standing up." She comments on the film's "tendency 

to turn things upside down" in patterns of reversals, with 

Lincoln alternately having to rely on his mind and body, 

and with the film alternately relying on words and images 

to "enunciate its controlling codes" (32). She does not, 

however, see this "alternating pattern" as a potentially 

subversive one, as I do. Instead she reads it as part of 

the maturational process of the young Abe trying to 

"mediate" his historical course by learning when to keep 

his "powers of a giant" in reserve, (39) and when to 

unleash these powers. This process of mediation manifests 

itself in the film text, according to Kinder, as a kind of 

dialectic of Lincoln's lying-down and standing-up 

postures, with the sitting position being the position of 

compromise, the posture which best symbolizes Lincoln's 



powers of mediation and which we see at the end of the 

film in the shot of the Lincoln Memorial. 
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This mind/body distinction of Kinder's is useful, but 

can be productively combined with Nichol's notion that the 

law is subverted in the film. Lincoln's sitting postures 

can be literally subversive rather than a sign of his 

mediation, as when he pretends to be returning back to his 

table at the trial but then suddenly sits on the the floor 

behind the prosecutor instead, disrupting the proceedings. 

Indeed, Lincoln rarely does sit down when or where he is 

supposed to during the long trial sequence, instead using 

his body as a distraction or as a weapon. Meanwhile the 

"body" disrupts the proceedings in other ways, from the 

hiccups of the drunk to Lincoln's low "Jack Cass" pun. 

Unfortunately, what begim~ as the "Mother's story" 

for Kinder becomes a quite conventional psychoanalytic 

reading of Lincoln's "Oedipalization." She sees Lincoln 

being drawn away from the Mother and towards the law, a 

drama played out in the phallic imagery of Lincoln's hat, 

upright posture, extended foot, etc. She keeps the 

Woman/Nature and Father/Law distinction separate only up 

to the point at which Lincoln merges into the "father" 

role in order to romance, and then to protect, Mrs. Clay. 

Yet "the attraction" between Lincoln and Mrs. Clay in the 

film seems more akin to what Gaylyn Studlar describes as 
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"the desire to return to the undifferentiated body state 

of the mother/child" (614) in her discussion of the 

child's preoedipal period, the period in which I will 

attempt to recenter the film narrative and Lincoln's 

search for. "recognition." He tells Mrs. Clay: "You know, 

my Mother, Nancy Hanks'd be just about your age if she was 

alive •.• got an idea she'd be a whole lot like you, too 

whole lot like you." Fonda's constant "business" of 

stroking horses while talking to Mrs. Clay may qualify, 

under Studlar's terms, as a presexual "fetish"--an object 

which sUbstitutes for the nurturing environment of the 

mother. 

The Mother's story 

In Desire in Language (in her chapter on "Place 

Names"), Kristeva gives an extensive description of the 

infant's preoedipal world, in which the child is caught 

between the boundaries of nature and culture (271). She 

argues against the Freudian concept of infantile 

sexuality, which has only resulted, in an extension of 

"paternal discourse" into an ego-centered study of 

infantile language, and a downplaying of the "familial 

context" of this language (272-76). Rather than working 

backwards and "filling in" our picture of the child's 

development with the discourse of adult sexuality, 
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covering over gaps in our studies that may well reveal 

crucial differences, Kristeva suggests that we instead 

work from the rudiments of the child/childhood semiosis 

and try to find the minimal components of infantile 

language in and of itself; this might well mean adopting a 

more "maternal" attitude towards the child (276-79). 

According to Kristeva, we need to examine the 

"semiotic chora" of the child, the space "prior to the 

sign," in order to understand the child's archaic 

disposition and the initial, rudimentary propositions s/he 

may be able to form (280-81). In the first stage of 

primary narcissism, the search for "fulfillment of care" 

and memories of bodily contact, warmth, and nourishment 

cause the infant to seek sUbstitutes in a "diatrophic 

mother" (the child is unable to distinguish the identity 

of the actual mother). Up until the age of three months, 

all the infant's cries are cries of distress; with the 

advent of autoeroticism and the break from primary 

narcissism, the breast, light, and sound become markers. 

The infant's ability to identify these markers in space 

produces laughter, "projected ••• onto the stable 

support of the mother's face," the infant's "first point 

of psychic organization" (282-3; 287). After three 

months, the imaginary world of the infant becomes more 

developed, and s/he laughs again when motor tension and 
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exploratory gestures are linked to visual data, or are 

checked by sudden arrests and jolts. The boundaries of 

the child's environment may become either "riant" and 

"porous" in response to a mother's encouragement, or 

"blocked" out by a mother's permissiveness or sullen 

censures (283-5). Hence Kristeva locates the formation of 

the disposition towards laughter, the "capacity for 

jouissance" (277) and sense of humor (285) in the child's 

relationship to the Mother. 

Gradually (nine to sixteen months) vocalizations 

begin to fulfill "linguistic functions" other than cries 

for help; the most basic of these tend to follow a topic

comment pattern, consisting of pseudophonemes for 

places/objects and accompanying physical gestures-

"comments" (286-7). Kristeva regards the child's 

subsequent entry into higher syntactic structures as a 

break from the total permeation of the mother through the 

child's environment, an initial "victory" over the mother 

of sorts for the infant's fledgling subjecthood: the 

method by which the child begins to organize his/her 

environment involves affixing the Mother's name to 

particular places/objects. When, later, the father's name 

is evoked, personal pronouns and negation appear in the 

child's speech and the child becomes more aggressive (289-

90) • 
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. Kristeva's study offers psychoanalytic evidence that a 

child is pointed away from a maternally centered sign

language of "markers" to a heavily nomina1ized discourse 

"authorized" by paternal agencies (though not "paternal" 

in its essential character) as s/he abandons the imaginary 

world for the symbolic. But the child may continue to 

organize the new language and use discursive structures in 

order to evaluate his/her experience according to an 

archaically-formed "disposition." In Bakhtinian terms, 

Kristeva appears to be allowing for an important 

distinction between the perpetual possibility of our 

receiving discourse as either "internally persuasive" or 

"authoritative," a distinction that may be productive for 

feminist criticism to retain; the implication is that 

language is not a monolith, but rather a highly malleable 

medium through which competing evaluations and intentions 

may be "voiced." BaJchtin believed .that we never hear 

"words" as such in spoken exchanges, but receive and 

intone "another's words" as though we were hearing or 

uttering intentions and evaluations of our experience 

directly. In Young Mr. Lincoln, we learn that Lincoln has 

been cut off from his own mother and left with only a few 

sensory impressions of her, yet these primitive 

associations are constructed as providing us with the key 

to understanding his character. The maternal separation 
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has caused him to seek substitutes in nature--more 

specifically, in the river, a nurturing environment 

(directly referred to in the dialogue as the "woman" Abe 

loves) which seems to have become a kind of diatrophic 

mother. Abe's memories of his family come back to him 

when he visits the log cabin of the Clays.13 There is 

joy in his speech (one of the few times Fonda smiles in 

the film) as the sight of the cabin calls forth memories 

of his childhood home, one sense impression at a time: 

first, the sight of a window; next, memories of a dirt 

floor and wild crab apple trees (all these are Kristevan 

"markers"); and last in the catalogue, "the big hearth 

where he'd stretch out while Mother read." The space of 

13 Lincoln's love for his childhood home was well 
known, and a 1844 return visit eventually became the 
subject of a poem he composed. Throughout the poem, the 
speaker's memories are tainted by the knowledge that dead 
members of his family (Nancy Hanks and Lincoln's sister 
Sarah) lie buried in the ground; in this context, 
Lincoln's mother still clearly organizes his thinking. 
The first two stanzas of the poem are: 

My childhood-home I see again, 
And gladden with the view; 

And still as mem'ries crowd my brain, 
There's sadness in it too. 

o memory! thOll mid-way world 
'Twixt Earth and paradise, 

Where things decayed, and loved ones lost 
In dreamy shadows rise. 



the maternal, we can see, provides Lincoln with an 

organizing center for his earliest memories. 14 
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As he proceeds to identify the Clays with the members 

of his own family, Mrs. Clay is shown sitting on the 

porch in a medium shot, leaning over as though she were 

cradling an infant. Of course Lincoln has come to bring 

her news of her own sons, so they are imaginatively hooked 

up, and after Lincoln reads her a "Dear Ma" letter from 

one of the sons, it is as though the subtext to the scene 

suddenly rises to the surface, because Lincoln and Mrs. 

clay are finally communicating as son-mother--even if, 

necessarily, in "another's words." 

14 Two critics who have attempted to locate a "space 
of the mother" within films are Kaplan and Doane. Kaplan, 
for example, positions the feminist struggle in the films 
of Duras in the preOedipal: " • . • Marguerite Duras 
explores the possibility of women remaining within the 
world of the imaginary, refusing the male symbolic order 
as far as is possible ••• "(104). This presymbolic 
world is associated with nature, quiet, solid objects, 
beauty, reverie, meditation, gardens, and nurturing (9a-
9). The "discourse of the male public world," by 
contrast, reflects the values of "selling, making money, 
manipulating, dissecting, etc." (100). These latter 
values may be identified with the representations of law 
and politics as they appear in Young Mr. Lincoln; the 
presymbolic world is figured in the idyll world of the 
river. Doane's chapter on "The Moving Image: Pathos and 
the Maternal" describes some of the "maternal" 
connotations that emerge in films that foreground the 
mother: "comfort, nurturance, home, containment/stasis, 
community, closeness, affect" (79). 
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The language that "communicates" Lincoln's ideas and 

intentions elsewhere in Ford's film is the empirical 

language of the family, of the common folk. His dialogue 

is sprinkled with aphorisms and figures of speech, most of 

which connect directly to the land, to animals, or to the 

bodily realities of everyday life. The flowers he brings 

to Ann's grave are "scared rabbits"; the two men who argue 

in his law office are told to "hold your horses. n He 

describes his rivalry with Stephen Douglas by stating that 

"we kinda straddle different political fences," and 

appeals to the lynch mob that if they don't stop, they'll 

reach a point where a man "can't pass a rope or tree 

without feeling uneasy." He leaves town for the Clay 

cabin because "I got the smell of the country in my nose," 

and complains to the Judge that he "can't swap horses in 

midstream" the night before the final day of the trial. 

Appropriately, Lincoln gets the idea that will save the 

Clay boys from an earthy cliche used by the Judge, who 

states his fear that the boys will hang "as surely as the 

moon sets." This inspires him to employ the almanac at 

the trial to prove that Cass couldn't possibly have seen 

what he claimed to have seen (an episode based on one of 

Lincoln's historic court cases, and since embedded in 

popular mythology). Indeed, so many of Lincoln's 

"motivations" and actions seem to grow out of common 



expressions and folktales that the earth seems to be 

pulling him along at times. 
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By contrast, Lincoln is unable to master the legal 

language, permeated by paternal values and intentions, 

which seems to "comment" so oddly and incongruously upon 

private experience that it sounds foreign to him. Fonda's 

recitation of a legal writ comes across as being as 

comically stylized as his reading of the Clay son's letter 

had sounded pathetically sincere. This writ, a report of 

the beating one man had received at the hands of another 

to whom he owed money, goes into elaborate detail, and 

Lincoln seems to relish the way the jargon comments on the 

beating: 

" ••• he claims, further, that when he talked 

to you about the promises, you did strike, beat, 

and knock him down • • • pluck, pull, and tear 

large quantities of hair from his head • and 

that with stick or fist you did strike him many 

blows on or about the face, head, breast, back, 

shoulders, hips, and • • . diverse other parts 

of the body." 

("You forgot to put in there about me whuppin him with 

a neck yoke," the defendant responds.) Lincoln openly 

indicates his distaste for sustaining the legal jargon, 

however, as soon as the case is settled. The two men 
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decide to comply with Lincoln's unconventional suggestion 

that they call the matter even. Fonda sighs with relief 

and remarks that he's glad they've decided to "save us all 

a heap of legal trouble. And headaches." He then 

prepares to head for the Fourth of 'July Fair, where he 

looks forward to hearing a "heap a yellin' and carry in , 

on." He adds: "It's gonna be a heap of pleasure to listen 

to . after this," folding up the legal complaint and 

putting it under his hat. The scene marks the first of 

many opportunities Lincoln seizes for a joke that involves 

the parodic treatment of a legal form, and the "value" 

that Lincoln places upon the document is clear. 

Throughout the film, his "riant disposition," formed under 

the watchful eyes of the Mother, becomes his armor against 

the symbolic. 

Man of the People 

The "embedded genre" in the film--the idyll--is 

identified with Lincoln's childhood and becomes a variable 

in his decision making, shaping his plans by reminding him 

of his allegiance to Ann Rutledge-Nancy Hanks. It is at 

the river, over Ann's grave, that Lincoln makes the 

decision to study law. In the balcony scene at the party, 

the sight of the river takes Lincoln away from his 

superficial bantering with Mary and seems to remind him of 



values that run deeper; helps him to see that his duty 

itself flows in a line from Nancy Hanks and Ann to Mrs. 

Clay. 
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An examination of Bakhtin's "idyll" and "man of the 

people" narratives allows us to expand our understanding 

of how the idyll functions in the narrative of Young Mr. 

Lincoln and can "inflect" our reading of the rest of the 

young Lincoln story. Bakhtin discusses the "Idyllic 

Chronotope in the Novel" in his essay on "Forms of Time 

and Chronotope in the Novel." Among other characteristics 

of the genre, Bakhtin suggests that the events of a life 

become "grafted" to a place (Lincoln's decision to become 

a lawyer and his memories of Ann are "grafted" onto the 

River); how time at such a place is perceived as cyclical, 

linked to the stages of life or to the seasons (there is a 

famous cut in the film from the meeting with Ann by the 

river in summer to Lincoln's visit to her grave in the 

winter; the river is linked to birth-death). The idyll 

form demonstrates a conjoining of life with nature (as in 

the imaginary world) and in it we may expect to see 

simple, concrete objects (such as the stone Lincoln picks 

up and skips, the flowers he lays on Ann's grave, the 

stick he plants in the ground) that may be employed in 

magical rituals (where the stick falls will determine 

Lincoln's future career) (224-27). 
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It is interesting to note that so many of these 

features, particularly the idea of "cyclical time," 

recapitulate Kristeva's maternal "chora": the dotted lines 

we could draw between this and Bakhtin's idyllic time

space or "chronotope" suggests that it is from a lost 

mother's "perspective" that we are to consider Young Mr. 

Lincoln. Each world recapitulates an early stage--of a 

culture, of the individual. Both worlds are "primitive"-

innocent, that is, of the political or of the sexually 

"symbolic" discourse of infantile sexuality. Both mark 

off time in terms of "cycles": winter-sleeping, summer

waking, eras-months. Activities there are closely linked 

to "nature" or to biological processes such as harvesting 

or feeding. These are represented by simple, concrete 

objects, or "markers." Both spaces are familial, or 

maternally centered. A sense of community-closeness, and 

sharing-warmth prevails. Progress may only measured in 

term of the stages of development of the community

individual. The embedding of the idyll within the novel 

or film text constitutes more than just a feminist 

"irruption" or unspoken natural tableaux, but a complex 

semantic field that can shape our "perception" of other 

settings and even, by doing so, "inflect" our reading of 

the text as a whole. In this case, the vision of the 

natural world of the river provides us with a moralizing 
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intertext that prompts us to "devalue" the comparatively 

removed worlds of politics and law. 

Bakhtin lists five basic ways that the idyll can 

structure the novel (229); at least two of these are 

operative in Young Mr. Lincoln. First, the idyll form may 

surface in a text to illustrate an Edenic fall from a 

natural world to a world of progress; from the "wholeness" 

and morality of the idyllic world, where life and labor 

are linked to nature (even if this world is somewhat 

narrow and restrictive) to the "great but abstract world." 

In the new world people are out of contact, "egoistically 

sealed-off from one another," avaricious. Human beings 

must educate themselves to become part of this world, but 

the education process threatens to sever all ties with the 

idyll world and results in an "expatriation" from it (233-

34). The kind of movement Bakhtin describes--intended 

also as a metaphor for cultural development--is brought 

out in Young Abraham Lincoln because Young Abe finds 

himself living in a world that seems to compromise his 

values. His solution is to rewrite the Law in terms of 

the rules of the Family, to SUbstitute his moral estimates 

of right vs. wrong for the judgements of the Court (see 

Nichols 42), most notably when he instructs Mrs. Clay on 

the witness stand not to answer the prosecutor's questions 
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to her, even if this is her legal duty, because her role 

as a Mother must take precedence. 

Secondly, the Idyll may become shaped as a "man of 

the people" narrative, the genre which best suits Young 

Mr. Lincoln. The "man of the people" is the bearer of the 

wisdom of the common folk, who has strong inclinations 

towards food, drink, and love (again, the sexual element 

is "repressed"); a moral exemplar who, above all, displays 

for us the "correct attitude towards life and death" (235-

6). We can compare Lincoln's exhibitions of strength and 

display of appetite at the Fourth-of-July Fair; his 

relationships with Ann and Mary, or the "fated to die" 

torque that critics are so fond of putting on his sign. 

Along with his healthy appetite the "man of the people" 

has a "healthy failure" to understand "accepted falsehoods 

and conventions" (236). Honesty, appropriately, becomes a 

divisive issue in Young Mr. Lincoln. Lincoln's sign is 

associated with honesty ("Honest" Abe), and he makes 

honesty his only criterion in the jury selection process. 

He accepts the first juror because he knows his father to 

be a "smart, honest man," refuses the town barber who 

claims never to have heard the case being discussed, and 

accepts Sam Boone, the drunk, because in response to all 

Lincoln's questions ("You drink liquor? cuss? • ever 

tell a lie?"), Boone provides honest answers. "Well, 
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you're just the kind of honest man we want on this jury" 

Lincoln concludes. Lincoln's success in the subsequent 

trial also hinges on the issue of honesty. The conclusion 

that Cass is the murderer certainly doesn't follow 

logically from the fact that he lies about having seen it; 

rather, it is the moral judgement Lincoln passes upon the 

character of a man who would lie upon the witness stand. 

What perhaps makes the Cahiers conjunction of 

"Nature-Law" hardest to swallow is the sense we get in the 

film that the legal profession was regarded, during 

Lincoln's day, with suspicion. As a practice, it was 

thought to put a premium on dishonesty. Some of Ford's 

comtemporaries made similar points about this relationship 

to the law in their chronicles of the Lincoln years. In 

The Hills Beyond, for example (written in the period 1936-

8), Thomas Wolfe creates a Lincoln figure named Zachariah 

Joyner who is born among mountain folk in the South and 

who "goes to town" to pursue a career in politics by means 

of the only route then available to him--the profession of 

law. Wolfe describes the legal system Zach finds himself 

facing as an "evil" one: 

The evil of this system--an evil that has become 

widespread, rooted in the very structure of the 

nation's life--is instantly apparent. It 

offered to many unscrupulous men, under the 
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protection of high authority, the opportunity to 

prey upon their neighbors--neighbors who were 

not endowed with their own shrewdness, 

smoothness, gift of gab, and formal training, 

and who, by the conditions of the system, were 

forced to seek recourse for their troubles from 

the very men who prey~d ort them. Not that the 

lawyers themselves were inevitably and 

invariably dishonest men. But the system put a 

high premium on dishonesty, and those lawyers 

who had integrity enough to resist the ever

present temptation to prey upon their neighbors 

were, at best, left in the unhappy position of 

being themselves a part of one of the basic 

functions of society that had been tainted at 

its source (196). 

The suspicion with which the common folk regarded 

lawyers and the widespread corruption within the 

profession are important reasons for keeping the Mother

Law distinction clear; for not flattening out the dialogic 

relationship that exists in the film between pioneer 

values and a profession associated with "slickness" and 

personal gain. Membership in this profession, in 

Bakhtin's terms, would threaten to result in Young Abe's 

"expatriation" from the common folk. True to form, Abe 
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seems determined to keep his distance from the law in the 

film. When he first rides into Springfield wearing his 

suit and top hat his remark that he is II Figurin, on settin 

myself up as a lawyerll provokes the hilarity of the old 

men on the porch. IIWhat do you know about law, Abe?1I they 

shout to him. IINot enough to hurt me," Abe replies, 

showing us that his ready wit will grant him a measure of 

immunity from the corruption of the legal/political 

worlds. 

The element of laughter cuts through the idyllic 

chronotope as it does through all folkloric genres for 

Bakhtin. It is a laughter that expresses itself in 

IIcurrent jokes, short stories, proverbs, puns, sayings, 

catchwords, erotic riddles, and ditties;1I that can never 

be "deformed or falsified," and is "never affected by 

officialdom" (236-38). Such a description fits the 

dialogue spoken by Lincoln in the film very well. 

The Laughter of Lincoln 

The editors of Cahiers du cinema remarked of Young 

Mr. Lincoln that "there is no film in which laughter is so 

precisely a sign of the constant disorder of the universe" 

(526). Cahiers found humor in the unlikely mixture of the 

principle of non-violence in the law with frontier life, 

because circumstances constantly interrupt Lincoln's 
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idealistic pursuits and force him to resort to bastinado, 

to unleash his "phallic power" on his opponents instead. 

But by reading Lincoln's laughter as the "sign" of 

disorder rather than as itself a disruptive force, Cahiers 

seems to underrate the effect of this laughter, which I 

believe can be set alongside the tradition of folk 

laughter. In Bakhtin's work, laughter is regarded as a 

force that can undermine the law and degrade the classical 

images of human beings. 

In Bakhtin's Introduction to Rabelais and His World 

we are introduced to the subversive nature of laughter and 

of the carnival. Bakhtin's "material body principle," 

applied to the film, suggests that the pattern of 

alteration that Kinder noted between head and body would 

have a "degrading" effect upon the conventions of the law 

court and officialdom; "degrading" in Bakhtin's sense that 

the intellectual-spiritual is transplanted in the "lower 

body stratum": made flesh, or made to answer to needs and 

desires. In the film, Lincoln subverts the law in many 

ways. Certainly in his recasting of legal terms and in 

the "both-and" mediating approach he takes to legal 

problems, as Nichols suggests; but also in his 

"degradation" of official language with low humor and the 

body, in his lack of legal "tact," in the different 
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"accents" he puts on words, and in his "carnivalization" 

of the trial atmosphere. 

We have two candidates for Bakhtinian "carnivals" in 

the film. The first is the Fourth of July celebration, 

which turns the participants into a lynch mob that batters 

away at the doors of the jail. The second is the trial, 

in the course of which the courtroom crowd is won over by 

Lincoln to the point that they are clamoring for Cass's 

neck. 

The Fourth of July Fair is a socially levelling 

event. It begins with a parade that puts social icons on 

display--The veterans of the Revolution and a beauty 

queen. Although Lincoln doffs his hat to the passing 

veterans and then goes on to greet the cream of 

springfield society--Douglas, his wife, and Mary--it is 

not required of him to "stand on ceremony" long, and he 

casually flops down on the ground next to them. When a 

boy shoots one of the veteran's horses with a slingshot, 

the horse rears back and its rider is literally "taken off 

his high horse"--catapulted into a stand. Relatives of 

the beauty queen yell out to her from the crowd, mocking 

her "royalty" by giving her "orders" (breakfast orders, to 

be precise): "I'll have my flapjacks well done, Lilly!" 

"Buckwheat cakes! Buckwheat cakes, Lilly!" Because the 

effect of speaking the "household talk" to the daughter in 
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her formal position is also a comically diminishing one, 

we might raise the question here as to whether the 

carnival's tendency to put women on display does not 

merely serve to reinforce their conventional roles. 

Later, when Scrub White begins to bother Matt Clay's wife, 

Sarah, by continually tapping her with his riding crop, we 

might recall the criticism that has been levied against 

Bakhtin's "carnival" by Mary Russo and others: how the 

carnival may put socially marginalized figures, especially 

women, into more vulnerable positions, on display and open 

to assaults. Indeed, the situation with Scrub White 

threatens to become rape as the Fourth of July Fair 

progresses, participants get drunker, and the events of 

the day grow progressively more physical. We move from 

pie-judging to rail-splitting to the tug-of-war, and the 

mood of the crowd appears to be working up to an 

explosion. The bonfire which caps the day's events seems 

to have been planned as a release of the crowd's 

destructive energy in a controlled setting, but at news of 

the murder, it only serves to ignite the torches of the 

lynch mob, and there is chaos. The potentially 

destructive force of the carnival has been illustrated for 

us. 

During the scene at the jail, when he finds himself 
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up against the lynch mob, Lincoln attempts to defuse them 

with a variety of persuasive strategies--from employing 

force (kicking at the log they use as a battering ram), 

and cursing ("By jing I said listen to me, and by jing you 

will!"), to using billingsgate (IIHold on, Buck!--I thought 

I'd find that big mouth of yours around here tellin' 

people what to do!) and bawdy humor (In response to Buck's 

"I'm Big Buck all right!," Lincoln invites him to "come on 

up and wet your horns.") A visual joke follows here as 

Buck sticks his fingers into his mouth in cowardice, only 

able to "wet his own horns" in silence. Lincoln then 

begins to connect his jokes together into a longer patter, 

or "comic verbal composition"--first a joke about doing 

him out of his rare legal clients, followed by another 

joke about the permanence of hanging, with a comic 

"accent" here on the word "permanent. llS This is 

15 The emphasis Lincoln puts on his words is 
significant. He is fond of alliteration, for one, 
describing himself to Ann as "Sound of skin and skeleton, 
and free from faults and faculties." He later uses 
alliteration as a weapon in the lawsuit, coercing the men 
into resolving their suit by making his words sound like 
blows: "Gentlemen, did you ever hear about the time in 
the ~lackhawk War when I Qutted two fella's heads together 
• • • and Qusted ,Qoth of them?" We can compare the ironic 
emphasis Lincoln puts on the description of Scrub White as 
a "peace-lovin'-man," and the class inflection he puts on 
Cass' phrase "I'd nther not" and upon the name "J. Palmer 
Cass" itself, in both cases attempting to make Cass sound 
like the enemy of the common people. 
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serious joking, of course, because the Clay boys have come 

within minutes of losing their lives. After the exchange 

of glances with Mrs. Clay reminds Lincoln of his purpose, 

the comic speech genres in his talk cleverly adapt 

themselves to convey a "moral message." The habit of 

singling out a particular member of the crowd to poke fun 

at becomes the technique of drawing upon one of the crowd 

members as a moral exemplar, and the spinning off of one

liners becomes the recitation of lines from the Bible 

("Blessed are the merciful"). Lincoln's comic self-pity 

turns around into a pious concern for the men who are 

holding the heavy log: "Ain't it gettin' heavy?" Clearly, 

the comic speech genres of the carnival are suddenly 

transporting a great deal of ethical freight. 

Appropriately, "His wit saved the mob," is the eyewitness 

assessment that Mary hears later. 

Lincoln's wit reaches its second crest at the trial. 

His postures alone are subversive. When he is 

interviewing jurors his feet are propped up on a railing; 

he "makes himself at home." While the prosecutor 

interviews his first witness, Lincoln is browsing at a 

bookcase at the opposite side of the courtroom from where 

he is supposed to be sitting. The next time we cut to 

him, he is sitting on a railing, thumbing through a book. 

Rarely does Lincoln ever sit where or when he is supposed 
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to be sitting, and this enables him to thoroughly dominate 

the courtroom territory. At one point, when he cross

examines Sheriff Billings, he leans over, using his body 

to intimidate him. When Lincoln speaks, he is also 

usually out of order, interjecting a comment of his own 

before the Prosecutor has finished with his witnesses. 

His comments, in turn, lack legal "tact": in Bakhtin's 

terms, the "subtle contextualizing factors" of Lincoln's 

speech--his gestures, facial expressions, posture, etc. 

(see Stam 45-8) are at odds with the serious tone he 

adopts, and express his desire to dominate or to placate 

others rather than just to bring facts to light. When the 

Prosecutor moves in to question the Sheriff after 

Lincoln's examination is over, Lincoln "outmaneuvers" him 

by not backing off far enough, and then sits on the ground 

just behind him. The surprise move is enough to make the 

Prosecutor stumble at the beginning of his question. At 

another point, Lincoln seems to be displaying his 

casualness about the case by leaning up against the 

Judge's bench to tell a joke. Later, after his "Jack 

Cass" pun breaks up the courtroom, Lincoln rests his head 

down on the bench again, as though he is relieved that the 

case is over (and perhaps to hide his own smile). The 

nonverbal context of the courtroom scenes suggests that 

Lincoln is trying to carry the day by using his body 
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alone, but while the postures he adopts help him to win a 

point or two, they are not enough by themselves. Lincoln 

is unable to do more than temporarily frighten Casso when 

he looms over him as he had over the Sheriff. 

Lincoln's arguments themselves are also, in a sense, 

"of the body." When the Sheriff testifies that he heard a 

shot, Lincoln puts the Sheriff's senses on trial, wanting 

to know which he finds more reliable, hearing or sight. 

After the Sheriff has testified that the jug he 

confiscated from the clay boys had been about three

fourths full, Lincoln asks him how much is left--he is now 

trying to establish the Sheriff's own appetite for drink. 

(From the Sheriff's reply, we understand that he has drunk 

twice as much as the boys.) Lincoln then tells the 

Sheriff a bawdy joke about the "dangerous end of a dog," 

and when the Prosecutor succeeds in getting this struck 

from the record Lincoln jokingly challenges the jurors to 

forget it--he knows better about the power of human 

memory. 

The relationship between what is spoken in the court 

and what "goes on record" works to Lincoln's advantage, 

because he knows that the jurors have a mental record of 

the court proceedings that will never be transcribed into 

legal discourse. It appears that many points are actually 

"won" on the basis of the applause they receive. None of 
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Lincoln's strategic postures can be "written," of course, 

nor can the silence of a few seconds that he allows to 

elapse before questioning Casso Nevertheless, the silence 

unnerves Casso It is also interesting that much of Mrs. 

Clay's later testimony cannot be written down at all. In 

response to the Prosecutor's initial questions, she merely 

nods as though, like Nancy Hanks, the most she can 

articulate is the equivalent of ;an liX" when confronted by 

the legal discourse. When she does speak, fittingly, it 

is to say that she "can't": she refuses to name either one 

of her sons as the killer. Because Lincoln steps forward 

at this point and encourages her not to speak, he allies 

himself formally with her as an enemy of the official 

record, the ally of the body against the word. 

In the end, it is the fully orchestrated effort of 

the courtroom crowd who rush Cass "in a body" that wins 

the case for Mrs. Clay. As the trial resumes on the 

following day, we see Cass melting in with the courtroom 

crowd, confidently blowing smoke rings from his cigar. 

(On the previous day Lincoln had grabbed a cigar from Cass 

and thrown it down, as though angered that someone other 

than he would dare to domesticate the courtroom.) Lincoln 

puts on an act of humility, excusing himself for asking 

Cass to repeat parts of his testimony of the day before. 

"I just wanted to know • • • I suppose • the clearin ' 
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was all lit up?" The scene lacks the comic pacing of the 

day before, and here the pauses between Lincoln's 

questions are longer. By the time he gets Cass to 

acknowledge that a person couldn't have seen the murder 

without moonlight, the courtroom has become impatient with 

Lincoln. 

Lincoln is only preparing to spring, of course. 

Fonda begins to walk away from the witness stand, and then 

stiffens. He returns, as though another casual question 

has just occured to him, but instead asks bluntly: "What 

didja kill him for?" The question provokes a violent 

reaction from the crowd. As Lincoln begins to accuse Cass 

of lying over and over again, his voice raising a level 

each time he asks the question, the crowd responds by 

redoubling their shouting and murmuring, just as the lynch 

mob had. In the shot, the jury is standing in the right 

rear of the frame, with the Judge in the center. Lincoln 

stands a few feet to the left of Cass in center frame, but 

as he accuses Cass, zeroes in on him until he looms above 

him, almost touching. Meanwhile, when Lincoln first 

accuses Cass we see Sheriff Billings edge into left frame. 

After a pause, he quickly walks through a gate in the 

foreground (which closes after him) and takes his post 

there. Lincoln's tirade gives Sheriff Billings just 

enough time, and it also incites the courtroom crowd to 
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the point that they begin to boil over into the right 

foreground. Thus Cass is surrounded on all sides. At the 

moment he speaks the fatal words "I didn't mean to kill 

him!" he is "trapped" by more than twenty people in a 

strikingly overcrowded frame. The crowd quickly then 

closes in on him, filling in the entire foreground. It is 

the mob rather than Lincoln that Cass seems suddenly 

afraid of. To say that Cass has been overwhelmed by 

Lincoln's "phallic power" in the sequence doesn't 

sufficiently describe the way Lincoln traps him in the net 

of bodies. 

In the first "carnival" sequence at the Fourth of 

July Fair, Lincoln can be seen observing the crowd with a 

keen, detached interest that has puzzled Ford's 

commentators. I would argue that he is studying them to 

understand what moves them, hence there is a fundamental 

way in which the film's two "carnival" sequences are 

connected. By the climactic scene, Lincoln is 

demonstrating that he has become an expert in audience 

manipulation, a ringleader who can incite the crowd at 

strategic moments. In many ways, he fits the description 

of the carnivalesque character whom Michael Andre 

Bernstein refers to as the "abject hero" (although 

Bernstein's "hero" parodies literary discourse in 

particular). This hero desires to "sway the opinion of 
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whomever he addresses." His speech is marked by its 

cunning and an "awareness • • • of the reactions his words 

will elicit" from his audience, and s/he directly plays 

upon the "ethical, aesthetic, and political" values that 

the audience is presumed to have (300-1). Lincoln, in 

like fashion, has become a linguistic opportunist who 

learns to seize discourse situations for the purpose of 

subverting order in the court and for keeping his 

opponents honest. 

Conclusion: Lincoln Unbound 

It is a vengeful Lincoln that thrusts the Almanac at 

Cass and calls him a liar. Yet I see no reason why 

Lincoln's towering over Cass or staring him down need be 

read as an exercise of "castrating" legal power. In fact, 

as I have shown, Lincoln is making an assault on Cass's 

character, conflating the lie about witnessing the crime 

with Cass' guilt; he doesn't win here on a point of law. 

Nor does he act alone. Rather, Lincoln hopes to 

carnivalize the courtroom atmosphere and to stir up the 

crowd's "bitter," vindictive side. This means summoning a 

popular chorus into the discourse of the trial, a chorus 

that denounces Cass with one voice. 

The last shots of the film have been read by critics 

as a depositing of the Lincoln symbol back into "history." 
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Although I 'tend to agree with Kinder that the last shots 

of Lincoln as he ascends the hill to the strains of "The 

Battle Hymn of the Republic" are somewhat "extra" to the 

film's diegesis, offering a Euripedean sense of closure of 

sorts (the abject hero becomes the nation's hero), the 

reading I have suggested opens up another possibility. 

Lincoln, the "natural" man, can be bound by the courtroom 

world, the world of the polis, no longer. The trope of 

expansion in the scene suggests rather that Lincoln can 

only be contained by natural elements--the hillside, the 

rain, the sky. Upon the scale of popular legend (not of 

"history"), Lincoln has come to assume the stature of a 

giant--perhaps capable of trampling a vineyard, crushing 

an army, or even IIloosing the lightning ll itself. He is 

finally "returned ll to the elements from which he seems to 

have sprung (the stone of the Lincoln Memorial). He has 

become, not the "father of his country," but rather its 

greatest folk hero. 
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CHAPTER III: "SITUATING" THE CHRONOTOPIC FILM TEXT 

Such are Goethe's unrealized creative projects. 

All of them are profoundly chronotopic. Time 

and space merge here into an inseparable unity, 

both in the plot itself and in individual 

images. In the majority of cases, a definite 

and absolutely concrete locality serves as the 

starting point for the creative imagination. 

But this is not an abstract landscape, imbued 

with the mood of the contemplator--no, this is a 

piece of human history, historical time 

condensed in space. Therefore the plot (the sum 

of depicted events) and the characters do not 

enter it from the outside, are not invented to 

fit the landscape, but are unfolded in it as 

though they were present from the very 

beginning. They are like those creative forces 

that formulated and humanized this landscape, 

made it a speaking vestige of the movement of 

history • 

--Bakhtin, Speech Genres, p. 49 
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It is hard to imagine, if you never saw it on 

the stage, how it was ever anything but a film. 

Alleys, docks, churchyards, shopping streets, 

backyards, the canal, the sky, the weather, 

ships and buses and prams are all so intrinsic a 

part of its speech and action that it hardly 

seems they could have existed on their own 

between four stage walls. This, of course, is 

what a film ought to make you feel: that it was 

conceived in cinematic terms • • • people seen 

not isolated and spotlit but belonging to a 

background that explains, enriches, and 

illustrates them; objects and places seen as 

part of what happens, not props for the action, 

but integral parts of it. 

--Isabel Quigley, from her 1961 review 

of A Taste of Honey, quoted in 

Higson 11-12. 

"Much Ado About Excess," Barbara Klinger's recent 

article on Douglas Sirk's written on the Wind16 explores 

the "social sphere" of the 1956 film. Her focus is the 

large gap that has developed between the film's popular 

16 Wide Angle, October 1989. 
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reception and its many critical "interpretations." From 

the history of the film that Klinger outlines, we can see 

that theorists have tended to use written on the Wind as a 

launching pad for their lucubrations without taking into 

account how receptive to or how aware of Sirk's "message" 

the film's "mass audience" would have been. Sirk's 

condemnation of industrialism, of patriarchy, of hollow 

American ideals, of the collapsed morals of the Eisenhower 

era--observations which by this point in time have 

attained the status of Sirkian cliches--have thus far been 

thought to lie beyond the ken of the "social sphere." 

According to Klinger, the critical tradition has assumed 

that the mass audience would have remained "impervious to 

the progressive dimensions" of written on the Wind, 

lacking the "saavy" to recognise that the evils of 

society, or even issues which concerned the "real" world 

around them, were being addressed. 

The social sphere seems to have no distinctive 

role in meaning-production; it is a homogeneous 

locus of reading which continually activates 

melodramatic cliches, not a site which produces 

specific cultural meanings in relations to texts 

(Klinger 5). 

It has not helped matters any that Sirk himself once came 

out sounding like Brecht in his Cahiers interviews, 
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claiming to have put social messages into the "narrative 

structure and style" of his films rather than in their 

"overt content" (Klinger 9).17 

The question of how a film narrative engages with an 

audience's emotions and cultural values, how a narrative 

17 As characterized by Bakhtin in one of his earliest 
essays, such an artistic claim, although generally thought 
of as putting the artist in an exclusive, proprietary 
position of control over "meaning" in the text, ultimately 
translates into a kind of endorsement of reader-response 
criticism. 

The assertions of artists that their creative 
work is value-related, that it is directed 
toward the world, toward reality, and that it 
has to do with human beings, with social 
relations, with ethical, religious, and other 
values--all such assertions are no more than 
metaphors, for in reality the only thing that is 
directly available to the artist is the material 
(physico-mathematical space, mass, sound as 
defined by acoustics, the word as defined by 
linguistics), and he can assume an artistic 
position only in relation to the given, 
determinant material" (Art and Answerability 
262) • 

The last clause here is especially important. According 
to Bakhtin, authors give meaningful shape to a work only 
in the sense that they model a series of axiological 
"positions" vis-a-vis the tone they adopt toward their own 
material. Once in place, such positions direct audiences, 
who can themselves "enter as a creator into what is seen, 
heard, or pronounced" (305 f.) in the act of 
contemplation. (Elsewhere, Bakhtin differentiates the 
"objectified" version of artistic agency that emerges in 
formal criticism from authoring as essentially a 
"principle of seeing") (207 f.). Thus the validity of 
Sirk's claim that written on the Wind contains "messages" 
for Hollywood audiences would depend upon the clarity of 
focus to be found in his work between artistic materials 
(mise-en-scene, story) and contemporaneous values. The 
idea of a "hiddenu message is, in Bakhtin's terms, a 
paradox. 
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"means," seems a crucial one to settle if we are to invest 

the "social sphere" with any power of forming judgments 

about a film narrative at all. Neoformalist approaches 

grounded in cognitive science, most notably David 

Bordwell's, generally fail to address the question of 

audience "values" and relegate a film's spectacular 

elements to the level of narrative "excess." One 

Neoformalist dictum states that "space as space is 

subordinate to space as site for action" (Bordwell and 

Thompson 42). 

The Neoformalists suggest that the viewer's socially 

formed schemata are to be distinguished from the viewer's 

"prototype" schemata; that the former are somehow 

"secondary" or "supplemental" to our understanding of the 

film's form. The viewer's constructed story, or "fabula," 

is conceptualized in terms of causal or formal inferences 

plus any extraneous emotions, social schema, current 

events, etc. Just how and where cultural values and 

beliefs may be "templated onto" the bare bones of the 

causal chain ("syuzhet") to produce a meaningful "fabula" 

is an open question, however. Often, it does not seem 

possible to abstract the "procedural" schema that direct a 

viewer to reorganize syuzhet into fabula from the 

"prototype" schema he/she may have formed from everyday 

life: from news items and popular legends of, for example, 
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(Written on the Wind).18 
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In a noteworthy attempt to redeem the "social sphere" 

as a locus for critical readings of the film, Klinger 

analyzes the production history of Written on the Wind. 

She demonstrates that the film openly advertised its 

explicit sexual or "adult" content and billed itself as a 

lurid expose of the wasteful lifestyles of the very rich. 

Promoters promised audiences a "spectacle" of stars, 

sensational sets, and yet identified their task with a 

kind of realism, taking advantage of recent changes in the 

Production Code to advertise the fact that such "adult" 

topoi as nymphomania, infidelity, betrayal, and murder 

would be addressed (12). Such an approach to the film 

provides us with a first step towards reclaiming Sirk's 

mise-en-scenes from a status of narrative "excess." They 

appear to have been part of the show, part of the 

"spectacle" producers hoped would attract audiences. 

Furthermore, although the Neoformalists have tended 

to reduce conceptions of narrational "form" to issues of 

causality, critics like Klinger and Andrew Higson have 

18 One moral that can be drawn from Neoformalist film 
analyses is that the Hollywood audience must be a "fabula 
audience," caught up in its created story rather than the 
syuzhet-reorganizing and style processing activities that, 
by definition for this kind of film, remain largely 
preconscious. 
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pointed out that the "spectacular" elements in a film are 

typically overpresent beyond a degree that may be 

subordinated to plot. 

the narrative system of a film is never as 

simple as Bordwell and Thompson's formalism 

would allow: there is always an undertow of 

meanings pulling against the flow of a 

narrative, always more than the narrative can 

use, whether it is in the form of the 

spectacular, or in the form of descriptively 

authentic detail. In the case of the latter, 

the novelistic demand for a certain accumulation 

of "realistic detail" transform narrative space 

into a real historical place, much of the detail 

of which is structurally redundant to the 

narrative (8). 

Higson's focus is on the "kitchen sink" British films of 

the period 1958-1963 that put an emphasis on "realism" and 

seemed to enlist film locales for double duty--as both a 

background for the action and as stamps of "authenticity" 

that called audience attention away from the "particular 

storyll onto the level of lithe discursive, the 

psychological, the individual II (8). 

Higson's conclusion helps us to redress the view that 

the "spectacular" only serves to center or to further the 
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"action" in the film. It leaves our understanding of the 

roles of the historicized "locales" in inference-making 

undeveloped, however, and fails to define the role of the 

viewer in the production of "meaning." Yet it would seem 

that the very "representation" of different settings may 

suggest to audiences a way of regarding their world. 

Additionally, as Higson points out, the juxtaposition of 

contrasting mise-en-scenes seem to suggest "systems of 

differences,"--e.g. between urban/rural, between 

imprisonment/escape, between deferral of pleasure/wish 

fulfillment, etc. (13). My own discussion of the 

contrastive role of the embedded' idyll in Young Mr. 

Lincoln in the previous chapter helps to confirm that such 

antitheses can be valuable instruments for the shaping of 

viewer "perspectives." 

In a historical narrative like Young Mr. Lincoln, 

in which a large number of syuzhet events are a "given," 

the formation of such a carnivalesque "perspective," 

especially if it leads viewers to revise their sense of a 

contemporary era's accomplishments and assumptions through 

the utopian lens of the past, results in a centrifuge that 

may be a end in itself, hermeneutically speaking. But in 

the present chapter, I am after something a bit more: the 

question of an audience's ability to construct a "message" 

or global "theme" out of what it views. 
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Here it must be said· that Klingerls approach yields 

her no better results than those of the critics she 

attacks: she simply equates the way the studio advertised 

the film with the way contemporary viewers must have 

"consumed" it. According to Klinger, the audience of 

written on the Wind appears to have come for a "show" and 

gotten one, reveling in the rich spectacle at the expense 

of not understanding the filmls "meaning." Audiences 

"consumed" the spectacle of the woman (of Dorothy Malone 

in particular), but most likely could not have "read" the 

wild dance of her character in the film as a blow to 

patriarchy or as a symptom of culturally repressed 

sexuality. Instead, they would only have found the dance 

a mute "spectacle, II instrumental as a kind of aphrodisiac. 

Lastly, according to Klinger, if a gap has opened between 

the filmls popular impact and its critical evaluation, 

this may be the case of the work of art being ahead of its 

time, above the heads of the mass audience. 

These are unsatisfactory conclusions I reject, 

because Klinger has still not empowered her "mass 

audience" with a set of values that it can use to form 

judgments for itself. Spectacle alone does not appear to 

be capable of "organizing" a spectator response. Sirkls 

melodramatic mise-en-scenes are not mystical tableaus, 

silk screens through which we can see, if we squint, a 
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hidden message or hidden skull as in Holbien's painting of 

The Ambassadors. On the contrary, reviewers have found 

them, like the kitchen sink dramas, saturated with 

cultural iconography and the melodramatic IIreflections" of 

character motivations and feelings. What appears to be 

needed here is an integrated "reading" or critical viewing 

that considers, first, the settings as semantic fields. 

We must not rule out "excess" as a possible precondition 

for facilitating "meaningful" audience processing, perhaps 

even a necessary one. 19 Second, an understanding is 

needed of the way a film1s temporal elements "structure" 

spectacular elements narratively by setting up the 

oppositions and other discursive structures that enable 

audiences to construct global "themes." 

Such an approach requires us to recast Roland 

Barthes' conceptualization of "narrative" structure as a 

set of five dialogically related "codes": 

19 So II excess II appears to have been regarded within 
Bakhtin1s early axiological system. It was not only 
needed by the artist in order to have the necessary degree 
of "apartness" (or extopy) from his/her material and 
characters to IIconsummate" them in his/her vision, but it 
was necessary to the everyday psychological process 
through which we contemplate the situations of others. 
The values that allow one to empathize with the plight of 
the sufferer, for example, are "drawn by me from the 
excess of my seeing, volition, and feeling" (Art and 
Answerabilitv 27). 



hermeneutic code (or "Voice of Truth") 

semic code (or "Voice of the Person") 

action code (or "Voice of Empirics") 

symbolic code (or "Voice of Symbol") 

reference codes (or "Voice of Science") 

Reader-response criticism, and David Bordwell's 
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deconstruction of the hermeneutical assumptions and style 

of the interpretative practices of various schools of film 

criticism (1989) have taught us that, in spite of the fact 

that previous critics may have occulted "theme" as an 

e'lement embodied in narrative, it is more properly 

regarded as something "brought to," or activated by, our 

reading or viewing of a text. Barthes' codes therefore 

really amount to four, because the "voice of truth" that 

he detects in Balzac's "Sarrazine" may be explained in 

terms of his own Lacanian and Saussurean predispositions 

toward analyzing the text (the "voice of truth" is always 

a kind of echo). As may be seen in the following table, 

each of the four remaining codes can be viewed as 

productive of its own particular kind of "truth," perhaps 

even associated with entire systems of critical 

interpretation: 

code associated 
hermeneutic 
questions 

representative 
critical 
system 



action 

semic 

what happened or 
will happen 

characters' "true" 
feelings, allegiances 

symbolic applicability of 
theoretical paradigms/ 
schematics 

reference accuracy of 
representations, 
locales 
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neoformalism, 
genre studies 

star system, 
melodrama 
studies 

psycho
analysis, 
Marxism 

realism, 
documentary 
studies 

We can readily understand how a plurality of critical 

approaches produces a variety of interpretations by 

reference to this table.. Bordwell cites Barthes' remark 

that his reading of "Sarrazine" overstressed the 

importance of the symbolic code, yet it seems hard not to 

speak of "castration" as a structuring device in a story 

like "Sarrazine"i consequently, Barthes' ~ loses none of 

its brilliance as an "exemplar" of one mode of explication 

(Making Meaning 254, 25). To take another e~ample, the 

Neoformalist emphasis on cause and effect tends to be most 

convincing, and to colonize and "highlight" the most 

important twists in a film text for us when applied to 

Hollywood detective films, in particular, because such 

films always center upon questions of agency and 
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causality. It seems appropriate that Higsonts explication 

of the kitchen sink drama takes up Barthes t "reference 

code" as its dominant line, given that this genre gets its 

name from a characteristic set of locales. 

No doubt my own insistence upon this same reference, 

or "cultural coden within this chapter will leave readers 

familiar with written on the Wind wondering, in light of 

the fact that so many previous critics of melodrama have 

chosen to highlight its "semes." My only answer here must 

be in the form of a hypothesis. We can understand how 

audiences build their interpretations only by reinvesting 

the narrative with its cultural nuances, regarding it, as 

both Barthes and Bakhtin did, as "topos," not merely text. 

One of the lasting contributions of Barthes t system in S/Z 

is that it allows us to examine narrative "polyphony" more 

concretely than does Bakhtints heteroglossia. By not 

restricting ourselves to just one set of hermeneutical 

questions or interpretive school, by refusing to regard 

the film text as "monologic,1t I believe that we can see 

how audience values ("cultural codes") interact with plot 

in a meaningful way., 

To reconstruct audience "values" with any certainty 

would necessitate further research into ethnography and 

social history. At this point, I will only attempt to 

itemize a list. Nevertheless, it would not prove 
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difficult to match Sirk's films to a more authoritative 

"collection" of contemporaneous "reference codes" than 

mine. Members of an audience always express judgments 

that are heterogenous, even at odds with one another, but 

here there might have been some "consensus" that Kyle 

Hadley (played by Robert stack) and Mitch Wayne (Rock 

Hudson) can't go on living the reckless and irresponsible 

"road" life they have been; that Kyle must learn that 

"money can't buy everything" he wants, particularly Lucy 

(Lauren Bacall); and that the moral collapse of some 

characters, particularly Marylee (Malone) and Kyle, is the 

result of their losing touch with some of the basic 

American ideals they grew up with. Furthermore, I would 

empower this Hollywood audience with the ability (really 

one of Bordwell's spectatorial processes) to put a causal 

construction upon events that closely follow upon each 

other in the syuzhet, namely Marylee's dance and the death 

of her father, Jasper Hadley (Robert Keith), head of the 

Hadley oil empire. with these simple mores and tenets of 

practical wisdom at hand, contemporary film audiences 

could have constructed their own "Sirkian themes" for 

Written on the Wind. 

Admittedly, this approach is to meet the text, in 

Klinger's words, on its manifest level of melodramatic 

cliche. But notwithstanding the fact that cliches may 
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repel film critics, they are precisely the kind of "fixed 

expressions," or stable forms of understanding, through 

which members of a culture characteristically express 

their values. 

How can we speak of the way such values are brought 

together in a systematic way in the "construction" of a 

story? Here I once again defer to Bakhtin, who spoke of 

the "chronotope" in reference to the way a novel or 

artwork's "abstract elements," such as those explored by 

"analyses of cause and effect," were able to "take on 

flesh and blood, permitting the imaging power of art to do 

its work" (250). Literally, Bakhtin's term refers to the 

way a novel takes on "shape" in space and time, and to the 

wayan audience perceives the "intrinsic connectedness of 

temporal and spatial relationships" expressed in the work. 

First and foremost, Bakhtin's work reminds us that 

although concepts of "time" and "space" are often 

separated and discussed on the level of theoretical 

abstraction, phenomenologically the two are intertwined: 

A literary work's artistic unity in relationship 

to an actual reality is defined by its 

chronotope. Therefore the chronotope in a work 

always contains within it an evaluating aspect 

that can be isolated from the whole artistic 

chronotope only in abstract analysis. In 
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literature and art itself, temporal and spatial 

determinations are inseparable from one another, 

and always colored by emotions and values. 

Abstract thought can, of course, think [of] time 

and space as separate entities and conceive them 

as things apart from the emotions and values 

that attach to them. But living artistic 

perception (which also of course involves 

thought, but not abstract thought) makes no such 

divisions and permits no such segmentation. It 

seizes on the chronotope in all its wholeness 

and fullness. Art and literature are shot 

through with chronotopic values of varying 

degree and scope. Each motif, each separate 

aspect of artistic work bears value (243). 

In this- passage we can see that the narrative was 

treated almost as a living thing in Bakhtin's system. 

Because it "passes through" planes carrying emotional 

associations, and culturally privileged spaces, "time," 

like light, is treated as an element capable of being 

refracted, of growing dim, or of being "broken apart" 

phenomeno-logically. According to the particular artistic 

pattern into which time is shaped we may refer to it as 

"historical," "folkloric," "biographical," as we have seen 
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(Chapter I)~ A chronotope, for Bakhtin, is the natural 

narrative restored to its full, "discursive" dimensions. 

Bakhtin's "modern" chronotopes (243-9) include the 

"road," the IIcastle," "parlors and salon~," "provincial 

towns," and "the threshold" (staircases, front halls, and 

corridors). As I have shown, these chronotopes have come 

to be associated with certain genres in film as well as in 

literature. Additionally, within a single genre, dozens 

of chronotopes may combine together to develop a complex 

vision of the world. As the "organizing centers" within 

the narrative, chronotopes mark the places where its 

"knots" of meaning are "tied and untied" (250). We may 

speak of a "castle" or "a road" as an important 

axiological site in a narrative where certain archetypal 

patterns of behavior and events take place. Such is the 

case in Written on the Wind, in which all of Bakhtin's 

modern chronotopes form a single narrative tissue. 

Among the members of a shared culture, chronotopes 

are not just constitutive of the world in the text, but 

offer an interpretative bridge to analogous situations in 

the world outside (84). Bakhtin's remarks suggest that, 

through the "window" of the situation, an audience is 

supplied with the familiar contexts needed to invest the 

causal chain with their own values. The chronotope thus 

allows us to approach the narrative axiologically, to 
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understand how audiences are able to transcend syuzhet 

"processing activities" for the richer semantic world of 

the fabula. In written on the Wind, a Hollywood audience 

would have seen the character of Kyle Hadley thrown into 

relief against a series of distinct, semantically rich 

backgrounds. One of these was a culturally privileged 

space associated with America's pa~t (the river); another, 

a place where Kyle can experience freedom without 

responsibility (the road); a third, where Kyle attempts to 

mix business with pleasure (the hotel); finally, a locale 

in which Kyle finds himself compelled to live up to 

tradition and to uphold the family name (the Hadley 

mansion, or the "castle" of family melodrama). The 

iconographic quality of all these chronotopes makes for a 

highly readable text that facilitates the audience's 

ability to draw its conclusions--the conclusions that Sirk 

himself, apparently, wished them to draw. 

Kyle Hadley's search for peace with himself in 

written on the Wind may thus be constructed as a series of 

attempts to negotiate room for himself within the film's 

chronotopic space. From his life "on the road" with 

Mitch, to the hotel room where Kyle tries unsuccessfully 

to mix business with. pleasure by "buying" Lucy, to the 

family home, where Kyle finds himself unable to "fill his 

father's shoes," and finally to the idyllic retreat of the 
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river, to which he wills a return in his final breath, 

Kyle's trajectory is a self-defeating one. He can't "fill 

in" any of these spaces to assume the stature of a 

romantic troubador, the manager of his own household, one 

of the folk, or a kid again. All this is represented to 

the audience in redundant narrational cues I will explore: 

in Lucy and Kyle's conversation aboard the plane, in 

Sirk's use of parallel scenes in the hotel room, and 

through a well-developed metaphor of royalty that spans 

several late scenes. 

It should be noted here, as corollary, that it is not 

just filmic "space" that proves hostile to Kyle; true to 

chronotopic form, "time" is not on his side either. This 

bears out Bakhtin's claim that as "living" or natural 

elements, the two are inseparable. Kyle is too slow to 

evade Mitch on the road, anq too late to stop Lucy before 

she leaves the hotel room. He tries to find relief from 

his conscience at the river, but this is a locale similar 

to Bakhtin's "provincial town," where the past can only 

reduplicate itself. Awareness comes too late to Kyle in 

the "castle." He is too hasty to label his future child a 

"bastard" and to try to throw an "interloper" (Mitch) out. 

This final chronotope "consummates" the series of 

unsuccessful axiological positions that Kyle is forced to 



abandon in the film. In none of these do his words and 

deeds sustain the "proper" register. 

opening Sequence 
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Did sirk insert a "hidden clue" for his audience in 

the opening sequence of Written on the Wind? Could it be 

possible for a Hollywood audience to get a sense for a 

great Sirkian "theme" such as the oppressiveness of 

patriarchal systems from the first few shots? Let us 

recast the question in keeping with the epistemological 

assumptions that we have pursued in the chapter thus far. 

Does the opening sequence give audiences a sense for where 

Kyle is going, and put audiences in a position to "see" 

this? 

In the first shot of the film, we are looking through 

the scaffolding of an oil derrick as Kyle's red "kiddie

car" comes zooming around a bend in the highway. It is 

dusk, and as the car passes before the grid of the 

scaffolding, the camera swivels to the right, not quickly 

enough to match Kyle's progress, but enough to reveal a 

piston thudding·down in the foreground, creating the 

visual illusion that Kyle just misses getting smashed. 

The oppressiveness of the looming rig and the 

comparative fragility of the speeding car do serve to 

illustrate a "conflict" basic to the film. oil wells 
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dominate the highway throughout the opening eight-shot 

sequence, and in Shot 3, the Hadley logo is "revealed" to 

us in the same forward pan as Kyle's car speeds past, this 

time crossing the frame in precisely the opposite 

direction past a barrel-shaped storage building. As the 

car passes out of frame, once again too "quickly" for the 

camera, the audience is left contemplating the "H" of the 

Hadley logo. The "H" stays in mind as we cut to the next 

shot, this time of the Hadley tower with another blinking 

"H" and the words "Hadley oil Co." just visible beneath. 

Shot by shot, the opening sequence seems to be putting 

together a graphic, if not a thematic, "message" of sorts. 

The "surprise" of the sequence comes as Kyle's car 

speeds right through town without stopping. As he speeds 

around another curve the residue left by the too-slow pan 

this time is the full name, "Hadley," in boldface on the 

town sign. The sudden exit from town suggests that Kyle 

may have no goal in mind, but rather may be fleeing. Not 

from the grim oil wells, perhaps, nor from the family 

"castle"--what we are left with is the fact that what Kyle 

graphically appears to be fleeing from is his own name. 

This allows an audience to construct his story as a search 

for identity of sorts. The conflict becomes rather more 

"internalized" in the next-to-last shot, Shot 7, a medium 
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side angle of Kyle biting off the end of a whiskey bottle 

and taking a swig. 

There is another way (perhaps now I am speaking of 

the preconscious level) in which a viewer receives a 

graphic "message" that Kyle's attempt to "flee" his 

identity is self-cancelling in terms of its trajectory. 

In Shots 1 and 4, the car's path is left to right across 

frame and in Shots 3 and 7, right to left. The car enters 

and exits from frame in both cases in virtually the same 

spot. In Shots 2 and 5, the car vanishes at the bottom of 

frame and in Shots 4 and 8, at the top; not only is there 

another visual "match" between these locations, but Sirk 

cheats one exit in Shot 4 behind a clump of trees and then 

picks up the entrance in Shot 6 at the same spot. By 

filming around the car from shifting angles as it passes 

and cutting on movement, Sirk creates a second illusion in 

his opening sequence--that the car is racing faster and 

faster without making any real progress. Fittingly, as 

the car winds into the driveway of the Hadley mansion in 

the final shot, its winding path traces two final, se1f

cancelling arcs. Such an illusion of "cancellation," in 

addition to the graphic "message" spelled out in the 

sequence, is designed in a way that enables audiences to 

see that Kyle "is going nowhere in a hurry." 
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Thus, even after eight shots, Kyle's unpromising 

quest to flee the responsibilities of his family name and 

position has been "foreshadowed." 

The Road in the Sky 

The road, which we recall Bakhtin associates with 

several literary genres, among them the chivalric romance, 

picaresque novel, and romantic novel, is a place where 

encounters take place, social distances collapse, and 

departures and denouements in the narrative may occur. 

All of the events of novels that take place along a road 

seem to "concentrate" on either side of it, according to 

Bakhtin. The road tends to always pass through "familiar 

territory," to reveal the "sociohistorical heterogenity of 

one's own country" rather than departing for "exotic" or 

"alien" worlds. 

We have a fairly pure example of such a "road" 

chronotope in the picaresque existence of Kyle and Mitch 

before the two meet up with Lucy. Marylee (Kyle's sister) 

describes the pair during this period as the "Rover Boys." 

Kyle and Mitch appear to have wandered upon Kyle's whims 

from city to city, not taking life too seriously. An 

audience weaned on the Hope-Crosby films of the 40s and 

early 50s would have had no trouble recognizing the 
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carefree "road" existence. Instead of competing for 

Dorothy Lamour, the Rover Boys have Lucy, and the 

"encounter" with her, true to Bakhtin's rule, leads to a 

break in the syuzhet that deflects the two "off course" 

forever. 

A potentially "exotic" twist to the road chronotope 

comes when all three venture "up in the blue" together in 

Kyle's plane. But soon Sirk's mise-en-scene becomes 

domesticated, with the plane merely serving as a place for 

Mitch and Kyle's private competition, and Sirk's 

claustrophobic cockpit shots forcing Kyle and Lucy into 

more intimate quarters and conversation. The film thus 

remains always in "familiar" melodramatic territory, true 

to a second rule of Bakhtin'so The viewer gets no glimpse 

of the open sky, but instead just one establishing shot of 

the plane during takeoff. 

The "randomness" and coincidence associated with the 

road chronotope, in keeping with a third rule, is brought 

out by a metonymical chain of references to "gambling" 

suggested initially by the name of the 21 Club, where Kyle 

has flown on a whim for a steak sandwich. Screenwriter 

George Zukerman incorporated an anecdote about Howard 

Hughes into the script here that the audience may have 

recognized: the story of how Hughes and Robert Mitchum had 

once flown from California to Arizona for a hamburger 
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(stern 139). The gambling metaphor is proposed again by 

Kyle himself, who refers to the ground below as "the big 

poker table" and who pretends that the plane's destination 

is out of his control, at the mercy of the auto-pilot. 

The perceived "riskiness" of air travel adds another 

dimension to the gambling metaphor for the film audience. 

Lucy asks Mitch whether they will be safe as she boards 

the plane. 

At this point the narration is characterized by a low 

level of knowledgeability: the audience is restricted to 

what Lucy knows, and has no more inkling where the plane 

is headed than she does. It is only clear that Lucy is 

taking a big "chance" by accompanying Kyle; hence, the 

question raised by the syuzhet becomes something like 

"when will the gambling metaphor become more than just a 

metaphor?" "Will Lucy insist on having Kyle turn the plane 

around to return to New York, or will she decide to risk 

traveling on?" In Bakhtin's terms, we are unsure whether 

to regard the plane ride as the beginning of a 

"denouement" or as a point of new "departure." I would 

argue that it functions here as both. As a "denouement" 

to the picaresque tale of the Rover Boys, and as a point 

of new departure in the syuzhet which begins a new line, 

the romance between Kyle and Lucy. 
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It does lead to a parting of ways for Mitch and Kyle. 

In order to escape from Mitch, Kyle begins to stake claim 

to new space for himself within the narrative. The 

syuzhet closely follows the pattern of a second Howard 

Hughes popular legend in which the billionaire was said to 

have ditched a producer by sending him off for cigarettes. 

Hughes, in turn, made off with the producer's girlfriend 

(stern 139). This is the evasive tactic Kyle pulls on 

Mitch at the 21 Club--although for a time such a maneuver 

seems "all in the game," akin to the senseless intrigues 

Crosby and Hope would pull upon each other. When Kyle 

sees Mitch on board the plane, he remarks, "Can't shake 

you, can I?" and Mitch merely retorts: "Works both ways." 

Both treat the episode matter-of-factly, as though this is 

the sort of thing road companions must put up with, and 

Kyle's response is to pass without fUrther comment into 

the cabin of the plane with Lucy, shutting the door firmly 

behind them. 

Their game of "ditch" continues. Three shots later, 

a sullen Mitch pokes his head into the cabin to announce 

that the plane is over the Carolina coast, and Kyle 

brushes him off. Mitch must retreat again. One 

hypothesis that an audience could form about Mitch's 

"motivation" here is that he may be beginning to sense the 
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companion. 
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Meanwhile Kyle attempts to transform himself into 

more of a romantic hero and less of a picaresque character 

in Lucy'S eyes. Our knowledge about his character 

expands, and the viewer is able to fill in his/her fabula 

with information about Kyle's past life thanks to a string 

of confessions he makes to Lucy. These remarks are really 

too grim to be passed off as pleasantries, so Kyle is 

forcing Lucy to begin taking him seriously. Kyle's first 

confession is that he drinks too much; the second, that he 

used to wish Mitch's father had been his. 

Thomas Elsaesser has observed how, in the family 

melodrama, dialogue can become an important dimension of 

the spectacle, virtually a "scenic element" in its own 

right (Elsaesser 51). This is true of the conversation in 

the cockpit, because Kyle has suddenly taken a sharp turn 

from the picaresque by beginning to "pour out his heart" 

to Lucy. Dramatic subtext rises to the surface as Kyle 

treats his past life as spectacle; this spectacle is the 

only "happening" in the cockpit as such. He confesses to 

Lucy that he had been kicked out of college, that he has 

grown up with too many chips on his shoulder, that his 

father has always seemed to prefer Mitch, too. Kyle 

delivers on his earlier promise to Lucy that the ride will 
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be an "adventure" by being an engaging speaker, and 

"another fellow," not just a joker, when he is up in the 

air. As a result the "class differences" between Lucy and 

Kyle, true to chronotopic form, appear to dissolve. 

Later, after Lucy attempts to flee from Kyle in Miami 

and finds that she cannot, she confesses that the "ride up 

in the blue" is what had changed her mind about him. He 

had been transformed into another character in her eyes-

into a legitimate romantic hero, that is. Kyle "wins" the 

game of ditch with Mitch permanently when the couple 

leaves on their honeymoon before Mitch can even 

congratulate them. This leaves him free to explore 

another type of situation with Lucy. The "road" 

chronotope has served its purpose in Written on the Wind 

by supplying the narrative with a new point of 

"departure," and having done so, drops out of the picture. 

The Salon Chronotope and The Hotel 

The salon, or "parlor" chronotope, according to 

Bakhtin, introduces the reader to a world in which "webs 

of intrigue" are spun, where dialogue masks the ideas and 

true passions of the heroes, and where public and private 

life overlap to reveal for us the "secrets of the boudoir" 

(246-7). In Written on the Wind there are two important 

locales in which Kyle tries to mix business with pleasure. 
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One of these is the bar in the town of Hadley where he 

tries unsuccessfully to defend Marylee's "honor." Later 

in the film, Kyle revisits the bar to buy corn whiskey 

before doing battle with Mitch, trying all the while to 

hide both his drunkenness and his true intentions. In 

this scene he makes himself conspicuous among the other 

patrons at the bar, who remark that Kyle is out of place 

among them. He tries to transact a bit of business with 

the bartender by insisting on buying his gun, but is told 

firmly: "No sale." 

Kyle also gets a "No sale" response from Lucy at the 

hotel in Miami Beach when he tries to win her over with 

the power of his money. It is worth looking over this 

scene again in detail to show, first, how the decor 

"mirrors" Kyle's intentions in much redundant detail, and 

second, how the parallel scene "communicates" to the 

audience that Kyle's attempts to transact business with 

Lucy have failed. 

After an establishing shot of the Miami Beach hotel 

and a shot of Lucy, Mitch, and Kyle passing through the 

hotel lobby, we see the group being shown their rooms by 

the hotel manager. The manager expresses to Kyle the hope 

that he will find everything to his "satisfaction." 

"Everything?" Kyle remarks with a knowing glance, 

eliciting viewer curiosity about the spectacle of the room 
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(of course, the remark also has sexual overtones). After 

being shown the door of Lucy's suite, Kyle lingers, making 

sure that he and Mitch have quarters "right across" the 

hall. Seeing Kyle making a point of having easy access to 

Lucy's room gives the audience an opportunity to form a 

hypothesis concerning his motivation: he intends to seduce 

Lucy. 

The audience is given plenty of opportunity to expand 

upon its hypothesis in the following sequence. As Kyle 

enters the door of Lucy's room, he crosses left to right 

along the rear of the frame and lingers at the edge of the 

right frameline. This allows Lucy plenty of space in the 

shot--"space for what?" we might ask. Because Lucy pauses 

in the left entryway, we have a brief opportunity to focus 

on the decor within the shot space: a chair pushed next to 

a black endtable, a lamp on the table, and a mirror behind 

it. There is nothing yet to suggest opulence, although 

the crowding of such objects near the entrance to the 

suite may hint to us that the room has had to be cleared 

for other items, and the mirror is a self-conscious device 

suggesting that the scene to follow will be one that is 

somehow "reflective" of Kyle's intentions. 

Kyle turns at the edge of the frame, where behind him 

is a back room in darkness, and glances back over his 

shoulder at Lucy--to observe, perhaps, the impact the room 
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is going to make upon her. As Lucy crosses the room, 

slowly, the camera leads her a little, cutting her body 

off at the left edge of frame and shifting our attention 

to the objects she is heading toward. We get a quick 

glimpse of Kyle IIgazingll upon Lucy with relish as she 

passes and flipping on the lights in the backroom. Lucy, 

however, does not see Kyle, so the syuzhet is no longer 

restricting our knowledge to Lucy's. Instead, it seems 

inclined to be IIcommunicativell : to share its knowledge 

about Kyle with us. since the back room is revealed to us 

as the bedroom, Kyle's furtive gesture suggests to us that 

he has a IIplotll in store for Lucy, a trap. 

We see the nature of Kyle's "plot" immediately 

following this. The objects Lucy encounters are a bottle 

of champagne, pointing upright in a bucket of ice; a 

bouquet of purple flowers; next, a bowl of fruit; and 

last, another huge bouquet against the far wall. The 

decor communicates to us here that Kyle intends to 

overwhelm Lucy with gifts. This is also, clearly, a 

surprise attack upon Lucy, who is slow to gain the 

information audiences have. As she passes the objects, 

she is at first staring straight ahead, as if oblivious to 

her surroundings, but then she appears to take closer 

notice of the fruit, and becomes disturbed by the second 

bouquet. She clutches at the back of her head with her 



left hand, a nervous gesture that indicates she is 

becoming confused by the presence of all the objects in 

the room, perhaps about her own presence there. 
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At this point, in order to keep Lucy off balance, 

Kyle takes a much more aggressive approach. When Lucy 

turns back to Kyle, we cut to him in a reverse shot, 

seeing another bouquet at his side and the bed in the 

bedroom behind him. "How do you like it?" he asks Lucy, 

and then answers his own question: "What's not to like, 

huh?" as we switch back to a reverse shot of Lucy, looking 

troubled. Kyle quickly merges into frame and firmly grabs 

her by the arm. He leads Lucy into the bedroom, past a 

defeated Mitch. The hypothesis that Kyle intends to "bed" 

Lucy by dazzling her with a show of finery now seems 

inescapable. 

Inside the bedroom, both Kyle's "gifts" and his 

gestures become more personal; he continues to do all the 

talking and to direct Lucy's attention to the lavish decor 

in order to "push the sale." He pulls out a dresser 

drawer and we see a collection of clutch purses inside. 

Lucy picks a gold one up and shakes her head when Kyle 

asks her if anything is missing. Next, Kyle grasps Lucy 

by the shoulders from behind and steers her over to the 

closet, which he commands her to open. We pan with Lucy 

and Kyle as they cross to the closet, to the immediate 
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left of the dresser. Lucy opens it. In the next shot, we 

see the interior of a large walk-in closet lined with 

dresses of many colors and fabrics and a selection of hats 

on the rack above. After another mute silence from Lucy, 

Kyle takes her arm and directs her attention across the 

room again, and they exit the closet and cross to a 

dresser by the side of the bed. On it are cosmetics, 

perfumes--still another spectacular collection. Kyle 

again takes the initiative of opening a drawer and then 

standing back to let Lucy "take things in." We can see 

Mitch's reflection in the panes of glass above the 

dresser. He remains a completely passive, locked-out 

observer who turns to follow Kyle silently as the latter 

exits frame right. Kyle leaves Lucy speechless as he 

commands her to be "ready" for him in an hour. 

The whole sequence is shot through with sexual 

overtones and a decor that becomes increasingly intimate 

(from the objects in the room to the articles Lucy will 

wear, down to the most personal lingerie). As Kyle and 

Lucy's trajectory takes them into the bedroom and then 

right up to the bed, the part Kyle takes becomes more 

insistent and aggressive, "communicating" his intentions 

to us. In fact, the whole narration of the scene, as we 

have seen, is highly communicative about Kyle'S 

intentions. In Bakhtin's terms we are penetrating deeper 
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and deeper into the "secrets of the boudoir," and Sirk's 

melodramatic mise-en-scene makes it clear that Kyle's 

"business with Lucy" (she is employed by his firm) is 

becoming more and more entangled with his desires. 

Elsaesser has discussed how decor in the melodramatic 

mise-en-scene is often relied upon to bring out the 

character's emotional states and ideas. He singles out 

the melodramatic markers in this hotel scene in written on 

the Wind in particular: 

when Robert Stack shows Lauren Bacall her 

hotel suite in written on the Wind, where 

everything from flowers and pictures on the wall 

to underwear, nailpolish and a handbag is 

provided, Sirk not only characterizes a rich man 

wanting to take over the woman he fancies body 

and soul, or even the oppressive nature of an 

unwanted gift. He is also making a direct 

comment on the Hollywood stylistic technique 

that "creates" a character out of the elements 

of the decor and that prefers actors who can 

provide as blank a facial surface and as little 

of a personality as possible (54). 

Elsaesser perhaps underestimates the importance of the 

facial expressions of actors and actresses in melodramatic 

scenes in this passage. In particular, there is the 



moving power of Lauren Bacall's dazed expression, 

realistically motivated. There is also an alarming 

incongruity between Kyle's "matter-of-fact" facial 

expression, his commentary, and the decor that loudly 

proclaims his facetiousness. 
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It is interesting that Elsaesser describes this scene 

as paradigmatic of a Hollywood convention to the point 

that it seems to attain the status of a self-conscious, 

transtextual critique. Here, as in the earlier cockpit 

scene, the "spectacle" appears to be the prepared-for 

"event." Whether or not Sirk intended a stylistic 

commentary does not concern us here particularly, but we 

could say that the scene's overdetermined or 

"paradigmatic" qualities make it a perfect candidate for a 

recognizable chronotope, in this case the "salon" 

chronotope. 

True to salon form, in the parallel s~ene that 

follows Kyle discovers that it isn't always wise to mix 

business with pleasure. The narrative plays with 

character "knowledgeability" in order to make this point. 

First, in the transition scene in· Mitch and Kyle's room, 

we see Kyle bragging about the "sale" that he thinks he 

has made. Both Kyle and Mitch, in fact, apparently assume 

that Lucy has been "sold," because in response to Kyle's 

"Sure floored her, didn't I?" Mitch acknowledges that he 



must have IIfigured Lucy wrong. 1I The two laugh together 

and toast to a renewal of their friendship. 
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On the contrary, Lucy has not been sold. We learn 

that Kyle and Mitch's knowledge has been restricted in the 

following scene. As Kyle enters Lucy's room (an hour 

later, we can infer), it is darker than before. He pauses 

at the entrance where Lucy had hesitated in the original 

scene and calls IILucy?1I Kyle is framed from an angle that 

places him behind a decorative screen, consisting of a 

pattern of crossing bars and rings that create the 

illusion of a fence or barricade. At the right of the 

frame are the same end table and lamp as before. This 

time the musical score is more somber, almost contrapuntal 

to the romantic melody of the earlier scene. 

Kyle walks rapidly across the room in Lucy's original 

path, finding a lamp on a table which he turns on, as in 

the scene before. This time the action is differently 

motivated, of course. In contrast to the previous scene, 

in which Kyle shows off the bedroom because he IIknowsll 

what Lucy will find there, this time Lucy shows Kyle up, 

demonstrating that he hadn't really "known" her. Kyle 

searches the bedroom but can't find Lucy there, calling 

"Lucy, are you decent?" When he gets no answer, he 

crosses to the bedroom, again following the same path as 

Lucy in the scene before. Inside the bedroom (which 
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remains dim) we see Kyle pause at the dresser, then cross 

to the closet, which he opens and walks into as Lucy had. 

The closet is lit from within, so when Kyle takes Lucy's 

position and pivots towards us, his back is visible to us 

in a mirror at the rear of the closet. In this scene, 

Kyle becomes the "prisoner of the glass": it is he, rather 

than Mitch, who has been "locked out," this time by Lucy. 

"I guess she was • • • " (decent) he remarks, highlighting 

for a film audience the gap between what Kyle thinks he 

knows and what he actually does know. 

Kyle's attempt to mix business with pleasure is met 

with a firm response of "No Sale" here as at the bar, and 

again this message has been "communicated" to an audience 

with a great deal of redundancy. The decor of each scene, 

the parallel character movement, the repetition of the 

gesture of switching on the light, the use of mirrors and 

light, even the contrapuntal soundtrack, communicate over 

and over to us that Kyle has failed with Lucy; failed, 

that is, to mix his business with his pleasure. The salon 

chronotope has emerged in the narrative to establish a 

little "intrigue" for us. It generates two scenes that 

set up some basic conflicts of interest between Kyle and 

Lucy. Taken together, the two scenes demonstrate to an 

audience how Kyle's position in society causes him to 

misjudge others. 
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The River Chronotope and Koral picnicking 

Many of the the same sorts of claims can be made for 

the narrative function of the river in written on the wind 

that Bakhtin makes for the "provincial town." Through the 

town a cyclical, idyllic time is said to predominate. No 

"real" events can be said to occur at the locales 

associated with this chronotope, according to Bakhtin; 

only "doings" that appear to repeat themselves forever. 

Time makes no progress, cannot properly be said to 

"advance." It instead takes its pattern from a series of 

concentric life cycles: of the day, the week, the month, 

the seasons, a lifetime. The same round of activities are 

repeated over and over again, and are often symbolized by 

crude material markers. 

As I noted in Chapter I, Hollywood's "small towns" 

possess many such characteristics. But in written on the 

Wind, idyll time is most marked in what I will call the 

chronotope of the river, which carries inextricable 

associations with the past for Marylee, Mitch, and Kyle. 

It is the place where all three grew up, and that all 

three continue to hold sacred. It creates a "moralizing" 

intertext that allows audiences to judge the characters 

and the 'characters to judge each other. "How far we've 

come from the river" is Mitch's reprimand to Marylee when 
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she treatens to testify against him at the end of the 

film; the remark shames her. The best example of the 

operation of folkloric time that one could wish for is a 

scene involving Marylee which takes place at the river, 

where memories of the past come flooding back in a series 

of voice-overs and overwhelm her. 

In the scene we see Marylee dressed for the first 

time, not in one of her glamorous outfits, but wearing 

clothes that she might have worn as a child: jeans and a 

checked shirt. She approaches the stump of a tree from 

the left of frame and rests the jacket she is carrying 

against the side of the stump facing us. The placement of 

the jacket does not seem stylistically motivated. The 

gesture is not particularly picturesque, and may even 

elicit a mild viewer curiosity to see the stump in the 

background. But this curiosity must be suspended (it 

becomes a "suppressed" spatial gap) as we see Marylee 

leave the stump and pan with her down to the water's edge. 

From this point on in the scene, the syuzhet suggests to 

us that Marylee has begun to "re-enact" her past. 

First, as Marylee skips a stone and gazes out over 

the water, the voice of a child, evidently the voice of 

Kyle as a child, can be heard in a voice-over. The voice 

challenges Mitch to a stone-skipping contest. A second 

voice--this must be Marylee's--taunts Kyle back, 
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proclaiming that "Mitch can do everything better than you, 

Kyle." The first voice (Kyle's) tells Marylee's to shut 

up. These inferences about the identity of the characters 

in the past are all easy ones to make. 

Next, Marylee sits more erect, as if bracing herself 

for the beginning of an athletic contest. We hear the 

sounds of splashing and then of a swimming race on the 

soundtrack, and see Marylee inhaling deeply. The 

childhood voice we have learned to associate with her 

returns on the soundtrack, out of breath and panting. 

There is another pause of a few seconds in the scene. 

Then we hear "Mitch's" childhood voice on the soundtrack, 

asking "Hey, what's that purple stuff on your lips?" 

Instantly, on the visual track, the adult Marylee's 

hands go to her own lips, and she smiles coyly. "Mulberry 

juice," comes the answer on the soundtrack. "Looks like 

lipstick, doesn't it?"--no reply is heard from "Mitch" 

this time. Instead, on the soundtrack, we hear a number 

of lines that apparently have been spoken by Marylee to 

Mitch on a different past occasion, or possibly past 

several occasions: "Mitch, am I beautiful?" "Do you love 

me?" "When you grow up, you'll marry me, won't you Mitch? 

I love you so much • "Again, no responses are 

forthcoming from Mitch that would help to establish a time 

frame or sense of continuity between the exchanges. But 



Dorothy Malone does a superb job of continuing to "re

enact" the past: as she "thinks back," her face grows 

suddenly shy, then sad, then tormented. 
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We could say that there is a "dramatic" structure to 

the narrative here, and a strong emotional continuity 

between voice-overs and the action code. But again, the 

chronological integrity of the audio flashbacks becomes 

more and more' indeterminate and causality (does the 

memory, Marylee's current relationship with Mitch, or both 

make Marylee sad?) in the syuzhet is rendered ambiguous. 

Marylee apparently is so tormented with grief, out of 

proportion to the childhood memories, that she must turn 

her head away from the river to the old stump. There her 

crudely carved initials and Mitch's are encircled by a 

heart. She collapses against the tree, sobbing. 

Again, in causal terms, the heart is an ambiguous 

referent. Does it call up a memory of Mitch, and has the 

memory overwhelmed her? Or is Marylee's grief still in 

the present? In emotional terms, such a distinction seems 

trivial. The scene has been gathering its force 

dramatically and the heart becomes the "crude" cultural 

marker of "innocent" childhood love that provides closure 

to it. If the viewer has been wondering why Marylee's 

jacket had been covering the tree, a spatial "gap" has 

also been filled, but this curiosity, during the course of 
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the scene, has been reduced to a role of comparative 

insignificance. The prevailing sense of time here is 

chronotopico Past is present, and present is past in 

Marylee's love for Mitch. Preserved in its 

phenomenological integrity, the scene therefore 

demonstrates how perfectly folkloric time can "repeat" 

itself. Furthermore, the rituals .evoked--skipping stones, 

picking berries, and carving names on trees--all have 

cultural resonance and lend an additional "timeless" 

quality in themselves. 

Not surprisingly, the scene at the river will 

"replicate" itself later in the syuzhet while Mitch and 

Marylee reflect upon their childhood spent there and make 

plans for a picnic. Mary1ee asks Mitch the question 

summoned up by the earlier scene: "Do you love me, Mitch?" 

In the following shot, we see the two at the river 

accompanied by two more "crude markers," a spread blanket 

and the picnic basket. Marylee, childlike, hops over a 

log, and Mitch threatens that she may get her "mouth 

washed out with soap" when her language grows too sexually 

explicit for him. The scene summons well-worn cultural 

stereotypes about feminine "chastity." Mitch's censorship 

of Mary1ee's language suggests that she may no longer be 

"pure" enough for him. Furthermore, the syuzhet's 

presentation of the two adults acting as children and the 
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repetition of Marylee's "childhood" question in the 

present suggests infinite past fabula repetitions of this 

kind of scene. Audiences can fill in their fabula stories 

with the idea that Marylee's feelings about Mitch have 

never changed, and probably never will. 

For Kyle, the river holds similar associations as for 

Marylee and Mitch, but these are negative ones, always 

causing Kyle's painful sense of his own moral inferiority 

to Mitch to return. Like his sister, he is unable to 

regain his past "purity," and the "folk" judgment of his 

character in the present is harsh. 

"Folkloric time" grows oppressive for Kyle in a scene 

following the doctor's revelation of his "weakness," i.e., 

a low sperm count. Kyle responds to the news by becoming 

drunk, and when he has finally made it home and Lucy is 

standing over him, he begins to hallucinate. Like 

Marylee, Kyle begins to live out a past episode, in this 

case a day on which he had stolen bottles from "Old Man 

Daley" and had pinned the blame for the theft on Mitch. 

All of Kyle's past fears seem to come out in his present 

speech, for which the "Mitch" of the past is the 

addressee. "Mitch, wait for me!" he pleads. 

The blurred distinction here between Kyle's past and 

present agonies is very telling. Audiences have learned 

how much Kyle wishes to have children from a remark of 
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Lucy's in a previous scene; they might infer that this is 

because he would like to erase his own troubled childhood. 

When Kyle learns that he may not be able to have children, 

he is driven into the past, where he finds himself 

helplessly locked in his dependence upon Mitch. The 

memory is painful. Mitch and his father are folk heroes 

full of virility who only "reacquaint" Kyle with his own 

moral-bodily weaknesses (a Bakhtinian pairing). In a 

sense, the syuzhet's later formation of Lucy and Mitch as 

the new "couple" is another case of the narrative 

"replicating" itself--the old past rivalry between Mitch 

and Kyle reasserting itself. 

During their final confrontation, Mitch throws the 

story of Old Man Daley and the bottles back at Kyle. This 

time Mitch tells Kyle that he will no longer "take the 

blame" for him. The reference to the past seems to 

trigger a final memory f.or Kyle. After he is mortally 

wounded by an accidental shot, he mumbles to Mitch that he 

will meet him "at the river" (another cultural resonance 

here--the phrase echoes the refrain of a traditional 

spiritual). The "cycle" of Kyle's life has now been 

played out, and the moralizing chronotope of the river 

returns to provide a last organizing touch to the 

narrative. Unable to escape death, Kyle is brought down 
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from the pretensions of his wealth to the "common level" 

that he has disdained. 

On the Threshold 

The chronotope of the "threshold," which slows the 

narrative for dramatic emphasis over locales such as 

staircases, front halls, and corridors, represents to us 

the most important breaking points, moments of crisis, and 

decisions that can change lives (Bakhtin 248-9). Such 

moments, according to Bakhtin, are what "determine the 

whole life of the individual." 

All the important events of written on the Wind are 

highlighted in broad sweeps by such chronotopes. The 

important thing to keep in mind narratively here is that 

audiences in our culture have learned to anticipate the 

passage through threshold space as preliminary to the 

break or climax in characters' lives. When Kyle stumbles 

into the front hallway of the Hadley Mansion in the scene 

which is repeated at the beginning of the film and again 

just before his death, we expect a confrontation. When 

Lucy and the others walk slowly down the hotel corridor to 

her room, we are prompted to expect a happening (here, as 

elsewhere in the film, a spectacle) that will cause the 

conflict between husband and wife to come to a head. When 

Kyle and Lucy slowly make their way up the stairs to their 
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room in a late scene, we expect a confrontation followed 

by another of Kyle's blow-ups. Lucy gives Kyle the news 

about her pregnancy, and Kyle snaps. 

Of course, in some films, such comings and goings are 

often routine, merely transitional material between 

scenes. But in written on the Wind passage through 

"threshold" space typically assumes chronotopic 

importance. Perhaps the best defined example is Mr. 

Hadley's death on the stairs, a scene intercut with 

Marylee's wild dancing that Elsaesser calls "one of the 

most paroxysmic montage sequences the American cinema has 

known" (60). 

We should consider how tight and well-structured this 

sequence is in c,onjunction with its "paroxysmic" impact. 

The nineteen shot sequence begins with a long take of 

Marylee alone in her room. She is walking away from the 

window where she has just watched a policeman escort from 

the Hadley home a service station attendant whom she has 

just been out with. This "date" has greatly exasperated 

Mr. Hadley. 

Marylee walks from the window to the fireplace where 

she grabs a poker to light her cigarette. Next she picks 

up an album cover from a nearby chair and recrosses the 

room to a phonograph, which she flips on. She begins to 

dance. After several seconds, twists, and a spin, Marylee 
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stops behind an opaque glass screen, placing the album 

cover on top. There, cigarette still in her mouth, she 

begins to strip. A few seconds later she steps out from 

behind the screen clad in a black negligee. The whole 

scene takes forty-five seconds, and does seem another 

"stylistic" indulgence on Sirk's part, because the long 

take captures Marylee's every gesture in "real" time and 

has the effect of stopping the narrative short. 

critics have not been nearly as interested in the 

following sho~, but it too is an unusually long take, this 

time of Mr. Hadley and Mitch in the study. Mr. Hadley 

gets up out of his chair, pats Mitch on the arm, and 

leaves. His gestures, like Marylee's, seem to take place 

slowly, in "real time." This second scene takes about 

twenty-five seconds, and it shares a point of reference 

with the earlier scene, the encounter with the service 

station attendant. We see Mitch placing the gun that Mr. 

Hadley had pulled on the attendant back in the desk 

drawer. The scenes have a parallel structure that causes 

audiences to link daughter and father together even before 

the following montage on the "threshold." 

After a four-second shot of Marylee pouncing out from 

behind a curtain in a red dress, a ten-shot sequence 

follows that shifts back and forth between takes of 

Marylee and her father on the staircase, none of which 
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lasts longer than three seconds. This divides Mr. 

Hadley's progess up the stairs into just a step or two at 

a time, "breaking" the narrative into bits and playing 

with viewer expectations about threshold space--that we 

are about to reach a "crisis" point. In Shot 11, we are 

looking up the staircase as Mr. Hadley falls. The montage 

boils over just after this as Mitch and then Lucy come 

running in at the sound of the fall. There is a four-shot 

sequence here of takes that are less than two seconds 

each. In response to the crisis, therefore, the pace of 

the events has become frenzied and "paroxysmic." Time 

begins to stretch out again only in the last two shots of 

the sequence: first, a medium shot of Marylee throwing 

herself back onto a couch and kicking her legs in the air. 

Second, a close-up reaction shot of Lucy removing her 

hands from her face and looking down in horror at Mr. 

Hadley as Marylee's music fades in the background. 

In processing the film, the audience would first be 

tipped off to expect the crisis through the use of the 

chronotopic space of the stairs. Second, it is clear that 

the situation between Marylee and her fa~her is somehow 

going to come to a boil by the way Sirk has structured two 

"parallel" lines of action here that not only begin with a 

mutual reference point but that are held in close 

opposition throughout. Third, the audience would 
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naturally tend to put a "causal" construction on the 

montage. They might not infer that the outpouring of 

repressed sexual energy in Marylee's dance, like Salome's, 

is a political struggle for power wita a patriach, but 

they could certainly ~ that Marylee's sexual misconduct 

exasp~rates her father and is the immediate cause of his 

death. 

Because the threshold chronotope functions as a piece 

of textual highlighting within the narrative, especially 

in this case, in which the passage of time on the 

staircase is so highly articulated, audiences realize that 

a "breaking point" has been reached in the narrative. 

What kind of a breaking point might this be, if in the 

larger narrative we are taken through is the story of 

Kyle's life?--literally, the death of Kyle's father marks 

the ascendancy of Kyle to control of the Hadley empire. I 

believe that the chronotope of the staircase is a 

spectacular piece of textual highlighting on Sirk's part, 

serving to mark off the end of a "Book" in what has now 

become a two-volume family history. 

The Castle Chronotope and Family History 

The castle, according to Bakhtin, is "saturated 

through and through" with the time of the historical past. 

It is the place where "the lords of the feudal era once 
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lived," and is associated as such with Gothic and 

historical novels. Traces of earlier centuries and of 

previous generations are arranged within it. There is a 

constant reminder here to modern generations of the past 

standards that they must live up to: " legends and 

traditions animate every corner of the castle and its 

environs through their constant reminders of past events" 

(246) • 

critics of the family romance genre often discover 

"feudal" elements in these films, the ties to family honor 

that younger generations struggle to break. Richa·rd De 

Cordova, for example, observes that Home From the Hill 

(Minnelli, 1960) is typical of the genre because it 

"opposes an old order and a new order through successive 

generations" (259). De Cordova has no trouble fitting 

written on the Wind into the same category. He sees in it 

the characteristic "deterioration" of the old form of 

feudal rule of a great American family and its giving way 

to the new order, the rule of the bourgeois, represented 

in the film in the characters of Mitch and Lucy, who 

ultimately form a new couple at the end (264-7). 

I have attempted to show here that Sirk's use of the 

"threshold" chronotope makes an effective transitional 

device between the two "parts" of the film. The question 

remains of whether the Hollywood audience of the film 
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could have perceived this shift as a transition from one 

"order" to the next, from Mr. Hadley's feudalistic 

industrial empire to Mitch and Lucy's bourgeois union. 

The generic similarities of written on the Wind to other 

films of the family romance genre offer one reason for 

thinking that an audience would have procedural schemata 

for making this kind of connection. We might also recall 

the promotional history of the film Klinger outlines that 

promised audiences an expose of the prodigal lives of the 

rich. Furthermore, there is a very extensive "castle" 

metaphor developed within the film, especially in mise-en

scene elements and dialogue that proclaim loudly that 

"Kyle Hadley's home is his castle." Lastly, there is the 

influence of the castle chronotope upon the narrative 

structure, pulling it away from the level of the 

particular onto the "discursive," historical plane. 

It is hard to miss the repeated motifs of the Hadley 

logo and name, the oil wells as the symbols of empire, the 

patriarchal significance of the portrait of Mr. Hadley 

holding an oil well in the study, and the other symbols of 

power and all the phallic imagery in the film. The latter 

is Freudianism translated into the realm of popular 

culture. Even in the film's first sequence, as we recall, 

symbols of the oppressiveness of the patriarchal order can 
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be found in the shots of dark oil wells lining the highway 

and the Hadley tower looming above the town. 

Mr. Hadley often talks like a feudal lord in the 

film, without any trace of a Texas dialect. When he first 

meets Lucy, he gives her a royal greeting: "Welcome to 

Hadley. The town and the family." Just before his death 

he recalls having once offered to a doctor, in vain, a 

million dollars to save his wife. Apparently this had 

been the one point in his life when Mr. Hadley had met up 

with an obstacle he couldn't overcome. 

After Kyle has received the news from the doctor 

about his "weakness," and seems destined to fail in his 

duty to the family line by not being able to sire a son, 

he begins to fall apart and to lose control over his 

father's empire. Marylee whispers a rumor into his ear 

about Mitch and Lucy having an affair (which is not true), 

and Kyle seems to shake himself out of his (now chronic) 

drunkenness long enough to size the situation up. Wearing 

a red ("royal") bathrobe, he gazes out of his upstairs 

window at Mitch and Lucy leaving together in Mitch's car 

below, thinking he has identified the threat to his 

empire. 

Many of Kyle'S entrances and exits in the film have 

"royal overtones," but in none is the metaphor so clearly 

established as when a drunken Kyle returns later the same 
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evening and pathetically confronts Mitch and Lucy. His 

arrival is heralded by Marylee, who is waiting with the 

two at the dinner table: "Hark! I think I hear the 

master's kiddie-car ••• I hope the drawbridge,is down." 

Kyle enters, filling a spatial "gap" at the head of the 

table, and immediately barks an order for a cocktail to a 

servant. He pretends that he 'is calling a meeting to 

order, then dissolves into laughter. Lucy pleads with him 

to go upstairs, and he turns the royal rhetoric upon her, 

asking "You wish to confess?" He next addresses Mitch, 

warning him not to "leave the country," but then 

dissolving into helpless laughter again. Kyle's attempts 

to "fill his father's shoes," to sire a son and to manage 

a household, have become so pathetic even to himself that 

he seems to think nothing matters anymore. 

As Kyle and Lucy slowly ascend the staircase, the 

liking's progress" is not a picturesque one. Lucy is 

leading him, and he often stumbles. When Lucy flips on 

the light in their bedroom, she reveals another lush Sirk 

mise-en-scene: two red, throne-like chairs, a dish of ripe 

oranges on a table between the chairs, and an elegant 

oriental screen in the background. Lucy takes one chair 

and motions for Kyle to sit on the other. Again the 

pattern seems perverse as Kyle obeys her. Lucy then 

announces that she is going to have baby, and Kyle tries 
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to pass the announcement off as another joke, but gets up 

from his seat, apparently because the subject makes him 

uncomfortable. When Lucy insists that she is pregnant, 

Kyle completely dissembles, saying "No • no • • • " 

and squeezing himself into the window frame, another man 

trapped in time and space by one of Sirk's mirrors. 

But then Kyle grows angry, beginning a cycle in which 

he will attempt to defend his honor and his "name": 

"What'd you think • that I'd let you use my name? 

Take my money? You can rot in hell! You, Mitch, and your 

little ••• " (Kyle doesn't speak the word "bastard" 

here, but it is the one on his lips). After striking Lucy 

and then being thrown out by Mitch, who has become the 

defender of the "castle," Kyle's speech becomes heavily 

class-inflected. In the bar, the bartender is offended by 

the way he insists upon buying the gun, and the other 

patrons comment on how out of place Kyle seems among them. 

When he returns to the Hadley mansion to confront Mitch, 

Kyle calls him "white trash" three times and blames Mitch 

for making him seem "small" in his father's eyes. 

The roles of Mitch and Kyle have become fully 

reversed, of course. Before the dinner we see Mitch 

giving an order to the servant about the dinner, and 

sitting in Mr. Hadley's chair in the study, where he has 

taken it upon himself to hide one symbol of the family 
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power, Mr. Hadley's gun, behind a bookcase. After Kyle 

strikes Lucy, Mitch treatens to kill Kyle as he punches 

him and pushes him towards the stairs. This third use of 

the threshold chronotope in the narrative signals the 

transfer. of power from Kyle to Mitch. Kyle, in turn, 

becomes an invader of his former castle, returning to lay 

seige in another spectacular scene in which he smashes 

dishes, throws bottles, topples a lamp and ends up madly 

toppling books out of bookcases, searching for his 

Father's gun. 

Kyle's seige of the "castle" reverts back to the 

opening scene of the film, in which Kyle pulls up to the 

house, enters, and staggers out a moment later after 

having been shot. The viewer recognizes this because 

some of the earlier footage is repeated. The elaborate 

framework suggests to us that Kyle's whole story has 

emanated out of the "castle" chronotope; that it must be 

measured by historical time. Backward-blown pages on the 

desk calendar at the beginning of the film indicate that 

the film narrative will be journeying into the past; that 

what we will be viewing is not, properly speaking, the 

"story" of Kyle Hadley, but rather his "history," shot 

through with "legends and traditions." And measured upon 

the scale of history, Kyle's reign has turned out quite 

"small" indeed. 
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The narrative of written on the Wind thus becomes 

the story of a great American family, and on a manifest 

level, the story of this family's collapse. By extension, 

many critics have seen in it a comment on the moral 

"collapse" of the American society during the Eisenhower 

era. But such a "critical" interpretation--whether or not 

it rests upon the projection of Sirkian "commentary"--is 

hardly an obtuse one. It would not be beyond the reach of 

any general audience that shares a familiarity with the 

castle chronotope. For as we have seen, the castle 

chronotope becomes the master chronotope in the narrative, 

"framing it" and directing audiences that this is how it 

should be viewed: set against the "world outside the 

text," the world that has produced it. 

Conclusion: Chronotopes and the 

Hermeneutics of viewing 

In this Chapter I have tried to suggest ways in which 

chronotopes can function schematically within a single 

film text. HOw, for example, "road" chronotopes can lead 

to encounters that may serve as departure points for new 

explorations into other kinds of chronotopic space; or how 

"salon" chronotopes set up basic contrasts within the 

narrative between public and private spheres of influence 

that help make a character's conflicts of interest visible 
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to us. "Idyll" chronotopes--the river in the case of 

written on the Wind--can generate virtually infinite 

content by replicating scenes, words, and motifs within 

the narrative. They may, in addition, serve as a 

structuring force by providing loops, parallels, and large 

scale frames within the narrative that correspond to the 

cycles within an individual's life. "Threshold" 

chronotopes mark off important "breaks" in a narrative, 

highlighting important ideas and suggesting the structural 

divisions of other kinds of art--such as "Acts" or 

"Books." And finally, the historically sonorous "castle" 

chronotope provides the film audience with a measure for 

individual actions by opening the textual world up 

directly to the questions of historical significance and 

cultural relevance. 

An audience of written on the Wind would probably not 

have had trouble recognizing this last dimension of Kyle's 

"history," in making connections between the world of the 

text and their own. The studio promotion of the film had 

built it up as a lurid spectacle, boasting about the 

magnitude of the Hadley tower, "the largest ever built for 

a motion picture office building • • • so massive and out 

of place, it will probably be as long remembered by 

audiences as the performances of Hudson, Stack, Miss 

Bacall, and Miss Malone" (Klinger 15). The "staircase of 
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the stars" had an iconographic quality that was apparently 

quite similar; it was referred to in the press copybook as 

"the most often used staircase in film colony history," 

(Klinger 16), and audiences were primed to expect a 

"happening" on this staircase that would take its place 

with the great scenes of the past. Marylee's orgiastic 

dance is a classical motif dating back to the Bacchae and 

Salome and erupts here thanks to the abolishment of the 

Motion Picture Production Code during the previous year 

(1955), which had expressly proscribed dances "suggesting 

or representing sexual actions of indecent passion," or 

which "emphasize indecent movements." Mitch and Kyle's 

wandering road life recapitulated the most popular film 

genre of the 40s, the Hope-crosby "Road" series, and the 

admixture of two popular stories involving Howard Hughes 

lends written on the Wind an even stronger folkloric 

quality. By summoning up the chronotope of the "river," 

further, Sirk was hitting the film audience with one of 

the most deeply embedded and cherished symbols in our 

cultural his~ory (recall Hemingway's claim for Huckleberry 

Finn), one sure to arouse "natural" and "folkloric" 

sympathies. Sirk's locales and mise-en-scenes seem 

designed to provide audiences with a string of 

iconographic images, then, and to lend to the narrative a 

sense of cultural significance. Taken together, they are 
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the "knots" of the narrative that supply audiences with 

the cultural codes necessary to form their evaluations of 

Kyle's story. 

At this point we are ready to dismiss the question of 

whether an audience was likely to have regarded Sirk's 

locales and overdetermined mise-en-scenes as merely added 

"spectacle" within the narrative. On the contrary, these 

spectacular elements are often positioned directly in the 

path of our questions of causality and even provide 

audiences with the "answers" to these. Hence, as in the 

kitchen sink drama, melodramatic spectacles are 

inseparable from the "happenings" themselves. 

Furthermore, the locales also supply audiences 

with the reference points needed to "situate," or to 

contextualize, Kyle's history. "Money can't buy 

everything"; "Mitch is every bit as good as Kyle"; "It's 

wrong to use money and power to try to control other 

people"; "The reign of Kyle's family is over"; these are 

the inferences that we have been able to form from the 

film's syuzhet, from what we are "shown." Audiences can 

produce the "message" here of the corrosive influence of 

great wealth and power on the American character by 

following the patterns for time and space associated with 

each of Bakhtin's modern chronotopes. 
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The practical applications of Baktin's chronotopes 

and their direct implications for textual criticism are 

not problems that I can pretend to have worked out fully 

here. Certainly, the least that c~n be claimed for the 

chronotopes in written on the Wind, as suggested earlier, 

is that they trigger a set of "template schemata" that 

enrich the causal chain of a narrative with important 

historical contexts. But it has been only by acknowleging 

the "procedural" influences of the chronotope on the 

narrative as well as the hermeneutic importance of the 

"reference code" in the film that we have been able to 

empower audiences to construct large-scale "themes." As 

Bakhtin suggests, particular chronotopes exert a formal 

influence over the narrative as well, refracting "time" 

according to their place and characteristic function 

within the syuzhet. The castle, for example, constitutes 

a zone of probability for flashbacks; the town seems 

capable of supporting a great deal of narrative 

redundancy; a slowing of pace and dramatic triangulation 

of narrative seems inevitable on the threshold; and the 

high contrast of film noir is the "shadiness" expected for 

the character intrigue in the salon. Beyond this, it 

seems a fruitful line of inquiry to explore new filmic 

locales as they surface during other historical periods of 

filmmaking to determine whether they exhibit their own 



particular "narratability," distinctive patterns of 

interaction between characters, and any privileged 

cultural associations and taboos. 
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CHAPTER IV: THE SHOPPING MALL--SAMPLE FILM 

CHRONOTOPE OF THE 1980S 
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"Shopping centres and particularly malls with 

their controlled environment certainly have 

become much more than retailing facilities. They 

are frequently important focal points in 

communities for cultural and entertainment 

activities • . • They also tend to display a 

striking sameness across the country in design 

and tenant composition, thus creating a 

condition not unlike what some observers of the 

landscape have referred to as the 

McDonaldization of America." 

--Lord, p. 211 

"The shopping mall has replaced the town square 

as the center of many American cities. Shopping 

itself has become the activity that brings 

people together." 

--David Byrne in True stories 

Inside and outside of the movies, the shopping mall 



provided social commentators with one of their most 

enduring metaphors for American society in the 1980s. 
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Originally, city managers and planners had hoped that 

the mall could provide the answers for a wide range of 

social problems--in the form of the "festival 

marketplace," for instance, the mall might help to restore 

the "village" atmosphere of historic areas. As the new 

"town squares" and centers of activities for suburban 

communities, malls might help to arrest the centrifugal 

housing sprawls that had continued since the war boom. As 

safe pedestrian havens pocketed within the troubled cities 

of the late 70s, the mall might assist in the restoration 

of the financial integrity of these communities by 

allowing spending to occur where it was most needed. The 

number of malls in the United states and the amount of 

mall floorspace per capita increased dramatically in the 

late 60s and 70s as a result (Lord 210-3). 

By 1984, according to one survey, Americans were 

spending more time in malls than anywhere else--except for 

their homes, workplaces, or schools (Kowinski 22). At the 

same time, the expansion of mall services into so many 

different human and community service sectors 

simultaneously enchanted and troubled social commentators 

such as William Kowinski: 
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You can get anything from diamonds to yoghurt in 

the mall; you can attend college classes, 

register to V9te, go to the library, see topless 

dancers and male strippers, give blood, bet, 

score, jog and meditate, and get a room or a 

condo and live there. Someday it may be 

possible--if it isn't already--to be born, go 

from preschool through college, get a job, date, 

marry, have children, fool around, get a 

divorce, advance through a career or two, 

receive your medical care, even get arrested, 

tried, and jailed; live a relatively full life 

of culture and entertainment, and eventually die 

and be given funeral rites without ever leaving 

a particular mall complex--because everyone of 

those possibilities exists now in 

some shopping center somewhere (21-2). 

For Kowinski and others, the mall locale presented a grim 

vision of Reagan Era America, a separate and in some ways 

Orwellian20 world, distinguished by its qualities of 

being an "enclosed," "protected" space, "controlled" by 

its own consumerist practices (60). Kowinski's book 

20 One of Kowinski's chapters on the legal debates 
over the control of the mall's "public space" is entitled 
"From Petition to Emotion: Big Brother Is Managing You." 
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contains chapters on the lulling effect of the mall 

environment upon shoppers, who lose their sense of time (a 

sense-deprivation effect he refers to as the "zombie 

effect," probably in deference to ~eorge Romero's 1979 

film Dawn of the Dead);21 on the mall's "imprisonment" 

of teen workers; and on the mall's effects upon teenagers 

in general, who were growing up "controlled" by using the 

mall as their hangout. According to Kowinski, these teens 

exhibited the characteristic qualities of being programmed 

to consume, easily bored, shallowly obsessed with their 

wardrobes, and "hurried"--i.e., forced'to become adults 

before their time. 

Two events of 1985 help to establish this year as a 

highwater mark of concern over the mall's impact upon its 

most sucessful citizen, the teenager. The first is the 

pUblication of Kowinski's book The Malling of America; the 

second, the publication of a study of suburban schools 

entitled The Shopping Mall High School. This study 

suggested several applications of the "enclosed world" 

model of the shopping mall for understanding the way high 

school students across the country were being "sold" on 

education. The researchers found that the schools were 

"enticing" students to attend classes or to remain in 

21 Kowinski refers to this film as the "definitive 
mall work." 
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school by offering increasingly diverse classes and 

activities; "accomodating" the curriculum to the students 

by offering easier courses that could be substituted for 

required courses and by oversimplifyi.ng classroom tasks; 

and trying hard to please parents and school boards by 

continually allowing the freedom of "choice" to override 

sound pedagogical practice. The publication of The 

Shopping Mall High School seems to bear out Kowinski's 

assertion that the mall had become a kind of extension of 

the "large suburban schools--only there's Karmelkorn 

instead of chem lab, the ice rink instead of the gym: It's 

high school without the impertinence of classes" (353). 

But its authors combat the assumption that good educators 

are merely successful salespeople by describing the 

"neutrality" that results in students when they were not 

pressed to "choose wisely" from their curriculum menus or 

to "engage deeply" with their subjects. 

In retrospect, it is not clear whether The Shopping 

Mall High School is a case of educators providing a 

metaphor for Hollywood or vice versa, since the first 

footnote in the book references a popular 1982 film, Fast 

Times at Ridgemont High (hereafter Fast Times) that had 

seized the imagination of its reviewers by first 

suggesting the high school-shopping mall analogy. The 

question of the media's impact upon society is of course 
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not reducible to anything approaching a causal 

relationship in this case. Like some of the later 

Hollywood movies that would peer into the shopping mall 

subculture, Fast Times' reputation rested in large part on 

its claims to be a "study." It had been based on a book 

and screenplay by Cameron Crowe, who had spent a year 

gathering fieldnotes while "masquerading" as a high school 

student. In the process, according to Janet Maslin in her 

New York Times review entitled "Shopping Mall Blues" 

(9/3/82), Crowe succeeded in "making some very funny, 

believable notes on how his new friends really felt and 

sounded." 

It is possible to detect a similar attention to the 

nuances of "Valley" speech and mannerisms in the 

representations of high schoolers in "mall" films to 

follow Fast Times, such as Valley Girl (1983) or Can't Buy 

Me Love (1987). The use of mall locales in several 

Hollywood movies, as I hope to show, typically references 

a "real" social space, and the films provide us with data 

about the forms of interaction between teens, making them 

useful tools for social historians of the media. 



Although the possible intersections of "mall" 

research with media studies are many,22 this chapter 
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will focus on films that actually made use of mall 

settings. In addition to Fast Times (1982) and Valley 

Girl (1983), I will consider the following films of the 

decade in this chapter: Night of the comet (1984), Weird 

Science (1985), Chopping Mall (1986), Can't Buy Me Love 

(1987), Phantom of the Mall (1988), and Bill and Ted's 

Excellent Adventure (1989). Most of these films were 

targeted towards teen audiences, and consequently 

gravitate towards either the comedy/drama or science 

fiction/horror poles. Once again, the relevance of 

cultivating genre distinctions between film texts like 

22 Kowinskiis study suggests at least ten possible 
areas of application, I think: (1) the phenomenon of the 
movement of the theatre to the mall cineplex; (2) the 
similar spectatorial effects of the "fantasy environments" 
created by the mall and the movies; (3) direct links to 
show business often found in the malls--movie promotions, 
"Hollywood on Tour" exhibits, etc.; (4) an industrial 
study of the mall as the place where a movie's licensed 
tie-in products are sold, particularly, rock music 
soundtracks geared to a 12-24 year old market; (5) tie-in 
sales with other products: videos, books based on movies, 
products seen in movies, etc.; (6) movies that seem 
"designed to sell in malls" by appealing to the "suburban 
sensibility"--Kowinski's examples are E.T., Poitergeist, 
and Star Wars; (7) movies which present visions of similar 
"controlled environments" and feudal orders; (8) science 
fiction films, in particular films that feature space 
stations and space ships patterned after malls (Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind, Aliens); (9) movies that 
present visions of future utopias and distopias; and 
finally (10), movies that feature malls as actual 
settings. 
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these is questionable, however; the movies are often more 

interested in parodying each other than in keeping formal 

boundaries pristine. chopping Mall, for instance, is a 

splendid example of a film with an identity crisis. It 

was alternately titled R.O.B.O.T. and originally released 

as Killbots, suggesting a sci-fi thriller, but it seems 

likely that the success of George Romero's Dawn of the 

Dead (1979, usually listed as "horror") and Night of the 

Comet (usually listed as "sci-fi"), both films that had 

made memorable use of mall settings and zombies, prompted 

the name-change to Chopping Mall. The movie also featured 

a cast of "star" personalities who were "recreating their 

roles" in popular teen movies such as Eating Raoul, Friday 

the 13th, Re-Animator, and A Bucket of Blood, resulting in 

a further blend; consequently, the Variety reviewer of the 

film dismissed it as being a pastiche of "cameos and in

jokes." Furthermore, Kelli Maroney, the film's main star, 

was appearing here in her third "shopping mall" movie 

after Valley Girl (comedy/drama) and Night of the Comet 

along with Mary Woronov, her co-star in the latter film. 

The "Valley" accents and reactions of mall subculture 

members like Maroney had become such an in-joke in both 

the comedies and thrillers that even when the characters 

had to make "hard" decisions about their lives, or found 

themselves in deadly peril, neither filmmakers nor the 
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critics seemed to care whether or not the dramatic tension 

was sustained. Consider this enthusiastic Variety review 

of Night of the Comet: 

Much of the film is played straight, including 

several effective special makeup effects scares, 

but what makes the picture work is a light

hearted approach, typified by the reaction of 

one of the heroines during a suspenseful, 

dangerous last reel scene: suddenly reunited 

with her sister, she exclaims: "what a great 

outfit," a non sequitur that is perfectly in 

character (13). 

Significantly, reviewers of the other films to 

follow, such as Chopping Mall or Phantom of the Mall, took 

them to task for losing their sense of humor, for not 

consistently maintaining the campy manner of Night of the 

Comet and 50s sci-fi. The result is that these movies, 

while beginning at the horror/sci-fi pole, tend to 

gravitate towards the comic, and we have a kind of generic 

heteroglossia, a mixed bag of intentions that cannot 

simply be attributed to the films' uneven quality. 

Conversely, films like Weird Science and Bill and Ted's 

Excellent Adventure, which start at the other pole of 

comedy/drama, employ a great deal of science fiction 

pyrotechnics and crank up the musical soundtrack to 
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achieve a polyglot "formula" that will work on teens. I 

conclude ~hat the overlap across genres in the films I 

will 'discuss makes a more conventional reading pointless 

to force, and also fails to account for a substantial 

intertextuality. 

Perhaps the most important distinguishing 

characteristic here, beyond considerations of "genre" or 

"plot," is the influence that appears to be exerted upon 

characters by the mall setting itself. 23 To use 

Bakhtin's term, the mall setting appears to function 

"chrono-topically" throughout the movies by creating a 

fictional world that continually references a "real," 

dynamic social space, and the result is that a continuity 

in commentary upon the subculture is achieved across the 

decade. 

My purpose in the present essay is primarily a 

descriptive one. I intend to lay some of the groundwork 

here for a broader study of shopping mall films and teen 

movies of the 1980s. This necessitates my stating the 

case for the indoctrination of teenagers into a "religion 

of consumerism" as fully as space will allow me, or so I 

believe. 

23 Fast Times, Valley Girl, Chopping Mall, and The 
Phantom of the Mall all shared a common shooting location, 
the Sherman Oaks Galleria in Sherman Oaks, California. 
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There is also an undercurrent of "resistance" to this 

dominant paradigm that merits further study, and textual 

evidence suggests that the "religion of consumerism" has 

begun to lose its grip upon the teen subculture by the end 

of the decade. Like John Fiske (in his books 

Understanding Popular CUlture and Reading the Popular, 

both 1989), what I find most interesting from a 

theoretical standpoint about the shopping mall movies are 

the "patterns of resistance" that invaribly show up in 

them, leaving the characters' and subculture's consumerist 

raisons d'etre streaked with contradictions. For example, 

there is the rather Euripedean sense of closure we find in 

several films (Valley Girl, Night of the Comet, and 

especially, Can't Buy Me Love): the "controlled" 

characters who play leads in these films only seem capable 

of temporary gestures away from consumerist values, and 

after making these, are left with no energy for further 

rehabilitation. other significant patterns of 

"resistance" begin to emerge in the films as well--perhaps 

most importantly, the motif of the mall "control room" 

expose, in which sinister adults are shown exploiting 

teenagers and other shoppers (in Night of the comet, 

Chopping Mall, and especially, Phantom of the Mall). It 

is not feasible to elaborate upon these patterns of 

resistance, however, without first trying to define the 
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central controlling paradigms that are being "resisted." 

Accordingly, the trend that I will be "narrativizing" 

between the above films is the story of a subculture as it 

adopts and develops a belief system founded upon 

consumerism. 

Fiske clearly underestimates the scope of the 

"religion of consumerism" case made by social commentators 

of the 1980s such as Kowinski. He detects patterns of 

passive "resistance" in the activities of a group of 

Australian teens who attended the shopping mall 

"cathedral" while rarely spending money there, or who 

frequently browsed without buying (Reading the Popular 13-

18). But neither of these behaviors steals the fire from 

Kowinski's testimony to the mall's addictive environmental 

influence. It is not clear to me what kind of ground 

Fiske hopes to gain for mall studies by renaming a 

socially conditioned habit such as passive "browsing" a 

form of "resistance" (because it does not usually climax 

in a purchase) without consideration of effects: whether 

this highly patterned behavior constitutes a "rehearsal" 

for later consuming, for instance; or whether it shapes or 

shortens a teenager's attention span, and may be related 

to other psychological phenomena such as video "channel 

switching." By privileging the climactic, but relatively 

unimportant "purchase" in the transaction rather than upon 
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the way consumerism has been said to permeate our ways of 

perceiving the world and to shape our attitudes, self-

image, gender relationships, and values, the arguments 

that Fiske presents in support of his "strategies of 

resistance" never really engage with the "religion of 

consumerism" metaphor that he would have us rethink. 

Furthermore, Fiske's inclination is to glorify the 

1980s teens as though they were society's rebels, and to 

ennoble the characteristic groupiness and iconoclasm of 

adolescence as illustrative of his own critical 

agenda. 24 This tendency ultimately seems nostalgic, at 

best, if it is taken to apply to teen subcultures in the 

United states as well as in Australia. On the contrary, 

24 There is an unfortunate unevenness in Fiske's 
treatment of female shopping (18-24). Whereas Fiske finds 
comparatively direct patterns of resistance to the 
dominant culture in the teens' abstinence from shopping, 
"female shopping" is considered "subversive" more 
generally in that it enables women to cross over from the 
domestic sphere into the public, to "make do with what 
they have." One may well wonder just how "subversive" an 
activity going out in public is these days for women, 
especially since mall planners and owners frequently 
assume that the typical shopper is a "she" (e.g., cf. 
Maitland 26). The problem is that Fiske treats turn-of
the-century feminist speeches, midcentury rhetoric abo~t 
the liberating power of appliances, and current t-shirt 
slogans as essentially "female utterances," all of a 
piece, without bothering to "situate" these utterances in 
time and place--to take soundings of the distinct 
historical conflicts or conditions under which they have 
been produced. This problem runs through both of Fiske's 
books and, I believe, severely limits their usefulness as 
social history. 
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the extent to which the shopping mall subculture of the 

1980s is thought to have participated in, and actually 

help to define some of the forms of behavior we have come 

to associate with the Reagan Era in this country is a 

basic assumption of my own analysis. 25 I wish to 

acknowledge, and to treat as "mainstream" rather than 

"marginal" here, the clear and direct influence teens 

exerted over the Hollywood film industry during the 

decade, upon the merchant profile of the average shopping 

mall,2S and ultimately, upon united states "popular 

25 To quote a popular phrase of the 1980s that 
reflects the continuity between adolescent and adult 
aspirations in the era well: "Whoever dies with the most 
toys, wins." 

26 Kowinski notes that the popularity of the mall 
with suburban teens was not a phenomenon that mall 
designers had originally planned for. The International 
Council of Shopping centers (I.C.S.C.) commissioned a 
study as a result (for which no date is given), complete 
with a guide to mall managers on "how to handle the 
teenage incursion" (350). The study found that suburban 
teenagers were coming to the mall out of boredom, and 
although they seemed to spend more time "fighting, 
drinking, littering, and walking" than other teens, they 
actually presented fewer problems of control. These teens 
typically "congregated in groups of two to four and 
predominantly at locations selected by them rather than 
the management;" i.e., in main pedestrian walkways and 
mall atriums. Kowinski proposes that this problem of teen 
congestion was an important cause for the installation of 
video arcades into the mall, which were dessigned to 
convert the teens into proper consumer-citizens. The 
I.C.S.C. report concluded that containing the teens could 
be tremendously profitable to mall owners, because "The 
vast majority [of teens] support the same set of values as 
does shopping center management." 
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culture" as well. 

The Consumerist prerequisite 

"This is the closest shopping arcade. But 

the whole area is an absolute monument to 

consumerism." 

--scientist in Night of the 

Comet 

"This is the San Dimas Mall. And this is 

where people of today's world hang out." 

--Bill in Bill and Ted's Excellent 

Adventure 

When one visualizes a shopping mall, the picture that 

emerges is probably not too unlike the Sherman Oaks 

Galleria in California, the site of Fast Times, Valley 

Girl, Chopping Mall, and The Phantom of the Mall. Large 

department or "magnet" stores are usually located at 

either end of the mall, ("Got your Broadway down here, got 

your Sears over here" remarks Ted in Bill and Ted's 

Excellent Adventure) "anchoring" it and drawing in 

consumers, while the walkway between the stores defines 
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the frontage for other stores. The shopping mall is 

multi-level, connected with escalators and glass 

elevators; a large central area, or atrium, is filled with 

statuary, fountains, booths and displays. High above the 

atrium, HVAC vents, which continually recirculate the air, 

can be seen. Somewhere behind the scenes is a master 

control room that regulates air flow and temperature along 

with the piped-in muzak. 

Sherman Oaks is an example of the most successful 

mall design in America in the early 70s, the "department 

store" pattern. In this pattern, the atrium is a large 

hollowed-out gorge that runs most of the length of the 

mall and the secondary retailers are strung out alongside 

the main pedestrian throughfare in the position of 

separate "departments" within a huge single store. The 

homogeneity between Sherman Oaks' department store plan 

and other malls used as locales produces certain generic 

expectations for the films: the large "anchor" stores at 

the ends of the mall tend to figure in climactic 

sequences; the pedestrian routes between these stores 

become the sites of deadly/farcical chase scenes in 

several films; atriums and atrium cafes provide teens with 

their "student union" hangouts (Fast Times, Valley Girl, 

Weird Science); escalators put young females on display or 

set up romantic rendezvous between characters; and 
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elevator shafts and labyrinthine HVAC units provide 

inevitable escape routes in the sci-fi/horror films. The 

sci-fi/horror films also introduce us to the mall "control 

room," where male mall workers scope out females in 

dressing rooms (Night of the Comet, Chopping Mall, Phantom 

of the Mall), or where mall owners attempt to control the 

minds of shoppers using subliminal messages (Phantom of 

the Mall). 

Just whose territory the new atriums and garden 

courts were became an important issue in the development 

of the department store plan. Although booths and 

displays claimed portions of the territory for merchants, 

the huge atriums left malls without any connection to 

their earlier urban models: the street, the arcade, and 

the gallery. For this reason, architects like Maitland 

and Victor Gruen, the man usually credited for being the 

"inventor" of the mall, considered the apotheosis of the 

"department store" mall design as a perversion of the 

mall's original "integrity" (42). With no clear routes to 

travel between stores, groups of senior citizens and teens 

began to claim portions of the "fantasy world" for 

themselves. The open atriums lined with benches, plants, 

trees, fountains, and statuary, were easy to confuse with 

city parks or the town square. 

Yet the mall atrium never appears to have succeeded 
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in becoming a true "public domain." The optimistic view 

of the mall in the city was that it would become an agent 

of urban renewal; in actuality, as Maitland argues, the 

malls were usually freestanding edifices that had negative 

effects on the communities they were placed in, resulting 

in redefinitions of street frontages and the 

transformation of neighborhoods into "traffic sewers": 

The visible activity of the city has been 

transferred indoors to a place which, for all 

its physical proximity to the surrounding 

streets, is felt to be a separate and isolated 

precinct, ambiguous in its status as a public 

place with its own police force and opening 

hours. Though seeming to offer a generous, all

weather public forum, it is discovered that its 

activities are carefully screened and restricted 

to certain acceptable, commercial or cultural 

forms (94-5). 

Maitland gives an example of the following "unacceptable" 

cultural form here: a group of citizens who were prevented 

from holding a demonstration in the Gallery at Market 

East, Philadelphia (in 1978) over a local election issue. 

Because of such censorship of public demonstrations, the 

only "public activity" that the mall polis appears suited 

for, Maitland doncludes, is shopping. Kowinski concurs on 
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this, quoting from the statements of mall managers whom he 

interviewed: "Nothing gets in here unless we let it in," 

and the signs he found displayed on the entrances of 

malls, e.g., "Areas in Tyson's Corner Center used by the 

public are not public ways, but are for the use of tenants 

and the public transacting business with them." 

Kowinski also cites the ambiguous judicial history of 

the private-vs.-public domain issue. In one noteworthy 

precedent, Lloyd Corp. v. Tanner, 1972, the Supreme Court 

ruled that antiwar activists could not distribute 

handbills in the mall without infringing on the private 

property rights of the owners of the mall. All these 

illustrations (Kowinski 354-7) suggest that citizenship in 

America's new "town squares" belonged exclusively to those 

who visited them to spend money. 

In the teen films, spending is constructed as 

the solution to teen worries about identity and sexual 

fulfillment. Mall montages, accompanied by rock and roll, 

frequently cauterize the film narrative in order to inject 

consumerist fantasies, and an advertisement for the 

soundtracks of the film invariably follows its credits, 

spurring teen audiences on to further consumption. 

Once we rid ourselves of the assumption that a 

teenage subculture is a privileged site of "resistance," 

that teenage subcultures necessarily predicate themselves 
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off from dominant cultures as IIcounter-cultures Il27_-

quite limiting to a discussion of the 1980s--much of what 

attracts me here, on the contrary, are the opportunities 

shopping mall films provide us for analyzing in miniature 

the larger implications of IIconsumerismll as a shared 

activity that helps define a culture. Just how and when 

does consumerism become more than just a kneejerk dollars

and-cents response, and come to resemble a belief system? 

In sketching out my answer to this question, I will first 

examine the way the mall's message of consumerism is shown 

infiltrating the lifestyle of the 1980s teen through the 

extension and development of the IIshopping mall high 

27 I would argue that this is an assumption that 
most high schoolers of the 1980s did not share. For 
example, in the Fall of 1990, The University of Arizona 
Composition Department chose Kowinski's chapter on 
"Growing Up Controlled ll for its final exam essay in 
Freshman English 100, a basic writing class. Here is a 
response to a question on the issue of whether the 
shopping mall has any negative effects upon the way teens 
learn to interact with adults: 

•.• The mall is one of the few places teens have to go 
to where adults must treat them with respect. As 
Kowinski said, the mall wants the teenagers there 
because they will be the future consumers. This 
requires the adults at the mall to treat teenagers as 
they would other adults. I feel it is at this level 
that teenagers are most open to adults, and 
therefore, the mall is one of the better if not the 
best place for socialization to occur between teens 
and adults. 

Testimony like this, quite typical, is good cause to 
question the assumption that a IIteen culture" must 
necessarily be a counter-culture. It instead makes the 
shopping mall sound like an important training ground for 
membership in adult society. 
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school" analogy, especially in mall montages. Next, I 

will consider the films' more intimate psychological 

"appeals" to the teens in the form of "unlimited shopping" 

and predatory fantasy sequences, which suggest that the 

"consumerist discourse" of the dominant culture has 

successfully begun to exploit teen insecurities and 

desires. By the end of the decade, mall "consumerism" is 

showing up in the way teens form relationships with each 

other. In particular, I will show how the construction of 

male-female relationships and high school "cliques" in 

Can't Buy Me Love is founded upon consumerist values. 

The Shopping Mall High School: Fast Times and valley Girl 

"In here the music's always playing. What time 

is it?--no time to look back. stores here are 

pretty clean. The air is fresh, there's plenty 

of parking, plenty of space to walk around." 

--David Byrne at the mall in 

True stories 

"This is the real world, it's not fresh and 

clean like a television show. You're all 

fucking programmed!" 

--Randy to Julie in Valley Girl 
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In this section, I will examine the incursion of high 

school culture into the mall and some of the immediate 

effects of this phenomenon by examining Fast Times at 

Ridgemont High (1982) and Valley Girl (1983). These two 

films establish a rudimentary discourse of consumerism 

that is more fully articulated in the films to follow. 

They exploit ambiguities between the shopping mall and 

high school environments and position teens in jobs and 

roles in the mall that directly influence their social and 

sexual activities elsewhere. 

Both Fast Times at Ridgemont High and Valley Girl 

employ the setting of the shopping mall as a narrative 

framing device. In Fast Times, the distinction between 

high school and mall is blurred in the film's first shot, 

in which we see kids walking into a structure that could 

easily pass for a suburban high school. 28 "Many 

contemporary high schools even look like shopping malls," 

(8) the writers of The Shopping Mall High School noted, 

and the film teases us with this visual ambiguity. 

Similarly, Valley Girl begins with a sweeping aerial view 

of the Valley, finally coming to rest on a structure that 

we are too far above to identify. other films to follow 

28 In the video release, only the word "Ridgemont" 
can be read on the outside of the building; "Mall" is out 
of frame. 
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these two also used cutting to blur the distinction 

between high school and mall; in Can't Buy Me Love, for 

example, Ronald and Cindy meet in a mall clothing shop and 

then exit together, and in the next shot they are entering 

a larger lobby area which turns out to be the interior of 

their high school rather than the mall atrium. The fact 

that Ronald and Cindy are continuing their earlier 

conversation adds to the confusion, as do the pillars 

visible in the background of the shot, recalling pillars 

that had been seen in an earlier shot of the mall. 

Finally, as in Fast Times, the mall and the school in 

Can't Buy Me Love share the same name (Tucson High/Tucson 

Mall), cementing the relationship of identity. 

The concluding sequences of Fast Times and Valley 

Girl complete the framework by returning to the mall. The 

theme taken up by Fast Times is "closing time": we see the 

doors of the stereo store being locked and the roll-up 

door of the pizza parlor being pulled down, followed by 

the title "The End" displayed on a video machine. In 

Valley Girl, the darkened name of the Sherman Oaks 

Galleria can just barely be read in the background as 

Julie throws the bracelet that she had been given by her 

"Valley dude," Tommy, out the window of her true love's 

car. The gesture signals her return to the "real world" 
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from suburbia, so the lights out at the "fantasy world" of 

the mall seems particularly appropriate. 

It would be inaccurate to take Janet Maslin's comment 

that "most of the kids spend their time" at the mall as a 

precis of the plot of either of these two movies, because 

in both cases we are limited primarily to the framing 

sequences at the beginning and endings of the movies. In 

between, there are the scenes at the characters' homes, 

their high school, and the "party out of control" 

sequences characteristic of other teen films of the 1980s. 

We rarely actually return to the mall setting as such, 

even though it certainly could be argued that all of the 

"romances" that take place later in Fast Times are set up 

in the opening mall scenes (as is Julie's break up with 

Tommy in Valley Girl), suggesting a "commodification" of 

sex, and the Ridgemont High stUdents do seem to pursue 

"consumerist" goals (see below). There is clearly an 

effort on the part of directors Amy Heckerling and Martha 

Coolidge, however, to compress as comprehensive a picture 

of teenagers' use of mall space as possible into the 

interior "mall montages" that follow the opening shots of 

both films. These sequences suggest that the mall is the 

proper environment in which to study kids of the '80s. 

The montage in Fast Times consists of a series of 

signs that associate young people with the mall: there are 
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shots of kids teasing an older woman on an escalator, a 

pizza shop, tickets being taken at the movie theatre, a 

record store, of pizza being put in an oven, another fast 

food restaurant, two young women fighting over a pair of 

pants on a rack, cheese being put on a pizza, cookies 

sliding off a tray, corn dogs being dipped, and finally, a 

sequence in a video arcade. The iconography is fairly 

direct: teen groups are being associated here with 

rowdiness, the tendency that must be controlled in public; 

nevertheless, they are also depicted as valuable consumers 

who spend a lot of time and money at pizza shops, record 

shops, and theaters. It is also clear that teens compose 

a large set of mall workers, and their jobs are depicted 

as being mindlessly repetitive. Finally, the video arcade 

is the one environment shown that appears to be the 

"exclusive" province of teens. The song "We Got the Beat" 

by the Go-Gos seems like an appropriate accompaniment to 

the entire sequence, because the montage appears to be 

claiming portions of the public territory (a "beat") in 

the mall for teens. 

In the rest of the sequence, we see some of the 

principals in action: Brad (Judge Reinhold), a fast-food 

worker extraordinaire who says "hi" to several people as 

he walks to his job; a young female being approached by a 

male; and Mike Domano (Robert Romanus), a ticket scalper 
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who is cruising the mall for business. As he walks, Mike 

adjusts his collar, then rides down the glass elevator to 

the atrium area with the stereotypical mannerisms of a 

businessman heading to work. This second half of the 

montage has begun to further divide the mall territory by 

establishing separate zones for males and females and by 

suggesting different roles: males are associated with 

physical activity and roam the atrium freely, in business 

for themselves; females are shown in relatively static 

groups, or become mesmerized by the sales in clothing 

stores. They tend to be frozen in flat shots of body 

parts, or are allowed to drift across frame slowly on the 

escalator. 

Brad's excessive love for his fast-food job at the 

Bronco Burger is marked as his eccentricity in the film 

("I'm a single successful guy" is a gag line he repeats 

twice), and yet a similar claim could be made for Mike and 

his friend, Mark "Rat" Rafner (the name carries 

associations with "mall rat," a term for teens), who holds 

a "good job" at the theater. All of these males are proud 

of what they do. However, they tend to spend so much of 

their free time at high school discussing their jobs, 

making contacts, and "networking" that they seem somewhat 

"hurried" into careers. 

The female characters in the film, on the other hand, 
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seem to care less about their jobs for themselves and more 

for the social opportunities and chances for "popularity" 

t~at being at the mall opens up to them: for example, 

Brad's sister stacy (Jennifer Jason Leigh), who works at a 

pizza restaurant, makes a date with an older customer who 

is an "audio consultant" at the stereo store. In between 

her ohter duties she discusses the audio consultant 

excitedly with her friend Linda (Phoebe cates); the latter 

"hurries her into" sex by remarking, "stacy, what are you 

waiting for? You're fifteen years old. I did it when I 

was thirteen." Working in the pizza restaurant only seems 

to succeed in putting stacy on display for (as well as in 

service to) the males in the mall. "How about a meatball 

sandwich, a medium coke, and your phone number?" the 

stereo consultant asks her, as though that is the 

acceptable cultural form. 

The "good job at the mall" appears to be what permits 

the stereo consultant, then Mike, and finally Rat, to win 

stacy over. "Look at her ••. look at you," Mark tells 

Rat in order to inspire him to ask stacy out. "Member of 

the honor roll. Assistant to the Assistant Manager of the 

Movie Theater. I'm tellin ya, Rat, if this girl can't 

smell your qualifications, then who needs her, right?" 

Similarly, stacy's brother Brad's burger-and-fry cooking 

prowess makes him feel important enough to think his co-
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worker, a cashier at the Bronco Burger, will never leave 

him. Working in the shopping mall thus "programs" the 

male characters to think of themselves as being in a 

position of power over females. 

* * * 
In Vallev Girl, the opening montage presents us with 

another basic iconography, this time of female shopping: 

we see Julie (Deborah Foreman) and her friends trying on 

blouses and belts, a shot of charge slips being run 

through, shoes, a cash register, a blouse and the cards 

together, other clothing accessories, etc. The sequence 

suggests some further associations that become metonymical 

ways of "reading" female characters in the films to 

follow: an obsession with clothing, the idea of 

"accessorizing" to construct a complete image; and the 

almost instinctive use of someone else's money, a parent's 

"plastic." In Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure, for 

example, it takes "The Babes"--two girls whom Rufus has 

brought into the future from the Dark Ages in his time 

machine--only a few hours to navigate "the mall," learn to 

use credit cards, get make-overs, and become fully 

"accessorized." The Valley Girl montage is accompanied by 

the song "They Got a Name for Girls Like Me," appropriate 

for such a narcissistic spree. 
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As in Fast Times, romance is a natural topic of 

conversation in the mall. Julie openly discusses the 

problems she is having with Tommy (Michael Bowen) as she 

eats in the garden court with her friends, and then 

serendipitiously she and Tommy meet and ride down an 

escalator together, arguing about Tommy's failure to phone 

her. By the time they are ready to get off the escalator, 

they have decided to break up. Towny thinks that Julie 

must be "totally freaking out," because "none of the other 

Valley dudes can touch me." His neatly groomed hair and 

polo shirts with upturned collars seem to present Julie 

with the strongest argument for keeping him, because she 

remarks that his "brains are bad news." Conversely, 

"Normal parties," "normal places," and "nice, new clothes" 

are the aspects of her life Julie misses the most when she 

starts going out with Randy (Nicholas Cage's character). 

Randy's longer and perpetually mussed spiked hair, torn 

vest and gold chains are regarded with horror when he 

walks into a Valley party. Significantly, Julie first 

spots Cage on the beach, the one neutral ground place 

where she and her friends are unable to judge that he is 

"not one of us" by the clothes he has on. Valley Girl 

thus suggests that Julie and her female friends are so 

preoccupied with clothes that they are blind to all human 

qualities. Even after Julie's hippie-cum-health food 
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store owner father gives her a lecture about how she 

shouldn't judge people according to the way they speak or 

dress, and that she shouldn't let these be her criteria in 

choosing between Tommy and Randy, Julie responds, "I know, 

but which do I pick?" Julie and her friends are 

represented as being completely "neutral," unable to make 

decisions for themselves. 

This preoccupation with clothes and demonstrated 

inability of students to "choose" for themselves are two 

of the tendencies that appalled the educators who wrote , 

The Shopping Mall High School. The inability to make 

decisions appears to have affected males as well as 

females in Fast Times, if one considers Spicoli (Sean 

Penn), who is a kind of monument to passivity, unable to 

make up his mind whether to come to school at all (like 

students in the shopping mall high school, he has to be 

"enticed" to learn with promises of a birthday celebration 

for him in class and the like). He is unwilling to get a 

job, or to do much of anything except dream of surfing. 

But although Spicoli mixes a little recreational spending 

in with his high school studies (ordering a pizza 

delivered to his history class, for example) he does not 

appear, like Julie, to be wholly driven by the need to 

spend. This raises a question concerning the differing 

impacts of consumerism upon males and females. 
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Shoppinq Fantasies 

"Shopping is a feeling • • • sometimes I get a 

wobbly feeling • • • I have a commercial feeling 

• • • be sexy in business • • • be successful at 

night ••• think of where you'll be each day 

and coordinate your outfit to match." 

--Kay Culver's fashion show 

incantation in True stories 

"I want her to live, I want her to breathe, I 

want her to aerobicize." 

--Gary to Wyatt in weird science 

Although I have been using the term "teenager" rather 

indiscriminantly this paper so far, it becomes important 

to work with a gendered account of the teenage subculture 

as ·I consider the issue of the "shopping fantasy" 

sequences in later mall films. To establish some of the 

parameters for my discussion, I find Angela McRobbie's 

1980 article entitled "Settling Accounts with Subcultures" 

useful here. 

McRobbie explores the teenage subculture of rock and 

roll and finds that it reproduces discourses of male 

sexuality and "violent" rebellion that tend to exclude and 
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exploit its female members. Questions that McRobbie finds 

useful for separating out the different roles assigned to 

males and females within the rock and roll subculture 

include: "What is the nature of women's and girl's 

leisure? What role do hedonism, fantasy escapes, and 

imaginary solutions play in their lives?" (69). It is 

important to interrogate the mall films similarly, I 

think, because the "fantasy escapes" constructed in these 

films suggest quite different positionings for males and 

females: "shopping fantasies," in the first case, are 

almost exclusively associated with females and tend to 

follow a route that travels from "hedonistic" spending and 

living out one's consumerist dreams to the achievement of 

"popularity." In the second kind of fantasy, consumerism 

is conflated with cannibalism and the corresponding 

sequences often terminate in a coda of rape or death. 

This second form of fantasy escape, and its underlying 

subtext of "violence," is strongly associated with the 

male sector of the teenage mall subculture. McRobbie 

argues that the source of such a "violent" male discourse 

is actually outside the teen subculture; that it mirrors 

the dominant culture because it reproduces the notion that 

males "ought to" objectify the female. Slightly 'expanding 

upon McRobbie's point here, I would argue that the filmic 

construction of both the female "shopping fantasy" and the 
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male fantasy of violent sexual control in the films draw 

upon dominant discourses of consumerism for their images 

and symbols. Perhaps the tendency to "consume" the female 

as a commodity that forms part of the male teenage fantasy 

is what triggers a more "violent" discourse of social 

Darwinism, and even cannibalism, in the films. 

Night of the Comet is the apocalyptic tale of a ~air 

of Valley Girl sisters who accidentally survive the 

destructive influence of a comet that turns most of the 

Earth's population into dust, and causes the rest to 

slowly deteriorate into zombies. Reggie (Catherine Mary 

stewart) is the strong sister, unbeatable at video 

wargames and trained in self-defense, and Sam (Kelli 

Maroney, who had played a squeamish high school student in 

Fast Times) is the weaker younger sister who fits the 

conventional "Valley Girl" stereotype. Other survivors of 

the comet include Hector (Robert Beltran), a Hispanic 

truckdriver whom the sisters compete over, and a group of 

scientists who have survived in kind of a biosphere 

environment. 

Reggie manages to keep herself and ·her sister alive 

by blasting the occasional zombie with her submachine gun, 

but Sam pines until Reggie takes her shopping in a 

deserted mall. The two joke about not needing their 

Mastercards and Sam "instinctively" begins to gossip about 
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the people at her school (now of course dead) as they 

begin to tryon outfits. The song "Girls Just Wanna Have 

Fun" comes up on the soundtrack. Again, the female 

"obsession" with wardrobe is being depicte9 here, as is 

the mall's "lulling effect" on shoppers, for Sam and 

Reggie seem to lose track of time and become vulnerable to 

an attack. 

The shopping fantasy sequence comes to a grim end 

when Reggie and Sam discover that they are being monitored 

from a control booth by stock boys who have been turned 

into stalking zombies by the comet. As the sisters giggle 

and hold a high school conversation about whether the new 

boy in their life will turn out to be a "fag," the lights 

suddenly go down and the zombie leader begins to taunt 

them over the P.A. system. In the resulting shootout, Sam 

is captured, and Reggie is forced to surrender. The two 

literally become "prisoners of the mall," a motif that is 

repeated in subsequent horror films. The zombie mall 

workers are on the verge of devouring them when the 

sisters are rescued by a party of the scientists, who had, 

fortunately, been able to apply "deductive reasoning" to 

the question of "Where would adolescents with nothing to 

do go?" 

It is important to note here that all of the zombies 

depicted in this film are male. The only possible 
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exception is Audrey (Mary Woronov), one of the scientists 

from the lab who is slowly "deteriorating," but who 

commits suicide before reaching the feasting-on-flesh 

stage. Like its direct predecessor, George Romero's Dawn 

of the Dead, this film seems hesitant to portray females 

as predators, and shots of females feasting on males or 

upon other females are prohibited by something approaching 

a sexual taboo. Romero's film contains dozens of graphic 

shots of zombies getting their heads blown off, but almost 

none of the cannibalistic "consumers" in his universe are 

female. Even though Dawn of the Dead contains many overt 

analogies between the zombies and modern consumers 

("They're us") on its surface, its violent central 

metaphor of cannibalism/ consumption and its survival-of-

the-fittest plot is hence distinctly constructed as a male 

discourse. 

It could perhaps be claimed for Night of the Comet 

that it attempts to exalt the female within the "fittest 

to survive" discourse, or that Reggie constitutes 

something of a predator herself. Her prowess in zapping 

the enemy does make Reggie a forerunner of the Sigourney 

Weaver character in Aliens. But this talent is clearly 

constructed in the film as her achievement in a "male 

gamei" Reggie scorns her weak stepmother and clearly takes 

after her father, who, according to the stepmother, is off 
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in "Bananaland" killing Sandanistas. Similarly, when 

Kelli Maroney squeezes off a good shot in Chopping Mall, 

destroying one of the Killbots, she responds "Dad's a 

marine" by way of explanation to an astounded Ferdie. On 

the other hand, the joking references made by the males in 

this latter film to film texts such as Dirty Harry and 

Rambo ("Let's go send those fuckers a Rambo-gram!"), and 

the gleefulness they eXhibit as they break into 

"Peckinpah's Sporting Goods" and begin to play soldier 

with the guns they find there make it clear to us that war 

games are embodied within the male fantasy, a particularly 

violent resort for re-establishing control over others. 

The male scientists in Night of the Comet, who are 

counting upon blood transfusions from Reggie and Sam to 

stay alive, present us with one of the purest metaphors of 

the predatory nature of the male consumerist fantasy; in 

the film, males in power stalk two females who exist only 

as physical "commodities" to be literally "consumed." But 

not all "predators" need be zombies under this definition. 

The archetype of the male predator in the shopping mall 

high school film would probably be Mike Damano in Fast 

Times, who expounds a "five-point plan" for capturing 
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females to his friend Rat;29 Additionally, Mike succeeds 

in using stacy's body for sex, in a scene in which the 

latter is so "hurried" against her will that the act 

becomes rape. In a later scene, when stacy interrupts 

Mike in the middle of some ticket scalping at the high 

school with the news that she is pregnant, he tries to 

bargain with her over her "body"; i.e., over the price of 

an abortion. They agree to a figure of $75.00 (half the 

cost of the operation) plus a ride to the abortion clinic, 

but then Mike stands stacy up, apparently in fulfilment of 

the "male attitude" that according to him "dictates that 

you don't care whether she comes, stays, lays, or prays." 

This "attitude" of Mike's reflects his assumption that 

females exist to be consumed and discarded by males, and 

the way he uses stacy shows how thoroughly the analogy of 

cannibalism/consumption has penetrated into male-female 

relationships. 

The list of male "predators" who stalk female flesh 

in mall films would also include Tommy and Randy in Valley 

Girl, Gary and Wyatt in weird Science (who scope out a 

29 This "plan" consists of a set of strategies for 
gaining control over the female, ranging from the direct 
to the subliminal: (1) "Never let on how much you like 
her," (2) "Always call the shots," (3) "Act like wherever 
you are, that's the place to be," (4) "When ordering food, 
find out what she wants, then order fer the both of you," 
(5) "When it comes down to makin' out, whenever possible, 
put on Side One of Led zeppelin IV." 
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female gym class), the male workers at the Furniture King 

in Chopping Mall, the male workers (and of course Eric) in 

Phantom of the Mall, or even Bill and Ted, who stalk the 

past for not just "historical figures,1I but IIbabes. 1I In 

fact, in all of the films I will consider, males rely on 

females to fulfill their masturbation fantasies and to 

provide them with the IIpopularityll from which they have 

been cut off. 

* * * 
Chopping Mall features roving bands of mall security 

system robots that go haywire during an electrical storm 

and become IIKillbots,1I mercilessly preying on trapped 

teens. Unfortunately it is Kelli Maroney (the weaker 

sister in Night of the Comet) who makes a return to the 

mall as Allison, and the attempt to package her as a 

stronger character is ineffective. She, like the other 

female characters in the film, makes most of the dumb 

mistakes, screams loudly for help, and has to be rescued 

by the males. In Allison's case, she has to be saved by 

Ferdie, the high school nerd, and the two predictably form 

a couple at the end. 

Chopping Mall is perhaps the first film to take place 

entirely within the mall setting, and presents us with a 

few new modifications of the mall space as the extension 
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of high school activities and as a "fantasy world." In 

the opening montage, for example, we see a teenager 

smuggling albums out of a record store, two teenagers 

passionately kissing on a bench (as senior citizens watch 

from the next bench), and older men shoving kids out of 

their positions in front of video machines in the arcade. 

Another kid skateboards through the atrium area, weaving 

in and out among a train of beauty queens in bathing suits 

who wear sashes promoting the mall: "HAVE A BALL," "TAKE 

THE KIDS," "THE FUTURE IS NOW," and "PARK PLAZA MALL." 

They ride down the escalator, which permits their bodies 

to be put on display for the film audience, and for a teen 

worker carrying a box up the adjoining escalator; 

predictably, he spills the box. 

One of the things that is noteworthy about this 

montage, and the film itself, is how rapidly teens are 

represented as having pervaded and domesticated the space 

of the mall by 1986. Teens and younger kids are the most 

populous group represented in the montage, followed 

closely by senior citizens. Teens also appear to be the 

only group to have succeeded in channeling the atrium into 

a kind of street. Furthermore, the shops along the sides 

of the atrium appear to have assumed the status of houses 

in the minds of the teens. Two of the characters work in 

shops run by their fathers, and the other characters "call 
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for them" at the shops after work. The party at the 

Furniture King (owned by Ferdie's father) houses the 

"house" party of other teen films: Ferdie and Allison turn 

one area of the showroom into their living room, watching 

t.v. on a couch, while the other teens make for the 

bedroom furniture. 

The montage sequence with the beauty queens also 

extends our notion of the mall (atrium) as a potential 

male fantasy world that commodifies females and puts them 

on display. We can compare the escalator sequence in this 

film to one in Weird Science in which Kelly LeBrock stuns 

the male teenagers as she ascends. In Chopping Mall, 

sexism runs through the whole film in the male workers' 

references to the females--they present opportunities for 

"snagging skin"--or in the token shot of a young woman's 

breasts during the party that the teens hold at a 

Furniture King store. 30 In addition, an employee locker 

room complete with shower has been surgically implanted 

into the mall in another sequence, apparently with the 

sole purpose of creating the opportunity for a little 

extra fetishistic scopophilia. This blindness to sexism 

is not only typical of Hollywood, but a distinct 

30 The Variety review of Chopping Mall described this 
shot as characteristic of director Jim Wynorski's 
particular "fetish." 
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characteristic of the students observed as part of the 

Shopping Mall High School study. "We found numerous 

examples of male teachers using sexual innuendo with 

female students," reads the educators' report. "In one 

physical education class it was common knowledge that the 

way to get a good grade was not to wear a bra. Despite 

mandated equality, the treatment of females is 

surprisingly and routinely chauvinistic" (339). To put it 

in Maitland's words, sexism was something students 

commonly perceived to be an "acceptable cultural form." 

Female popularity and Male Control 

"Popularity isn't perfect. It almost feels 

like a job sometimes." 

--Cindy to Ronnie in Can't Buy Me Love 

"I want to rent you. II 

--Ronnie to cindy 

In Weird Science (1985) the mall functions most 

basically as the extension of the high school, where 

groups of teens seem to congregate in great numbers in the 

central atrium and act according to the rules of their 

high school cliques. But additionally, the mall setting 

creates the opportunity for two computer nerds, Gary 
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(Anthony Michael Hall) and his friend Wyatt (Ilan Michell

Smith) to achieve "popularity" through the strategic 

deployment of the woman whom they have created on their 

home computer (played by Kelly LeBrock). It is to the 

important development of this paradigm of male/female 

popularity that I now turn. 

The "mall" sequence in Weird Science is brief, but 

manages to establish an economy for the entire film. 

First we see Wyatt and Gary trying to gain a measure of 

prestige in the eyes of a perfume counter clerk (who 

happens to be a girl from their school) by buying perfume 

for their new "girlfriend." The two go a little 

overboard, however, by asking for three bottles. We then 

see Kelly LeBrock purchasing some "hot" lingerie to wear 

for the boys before cutting back to Wyatt and Gary 

fantasizing about their new creation in the mall atrium. 

The two have just stopped feeling like nerds when a group 

from the high school dumps an icee over their heads from 

above. This causes them to temporarily "go into a social 

coma" until LeBrock comes to their rescue. She first 

dazzles Wyatt and Gary's ememies on the escalator by 

displaying her physical "assets," and then, by making a 

fuss over Wyatt and Gary, succeeds in launching a 

popularity campaign for them. We could say that the 

formula for male popularity appears to be about the same 
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in this film as it had been in the Tom Cruise film Risky 

Business (1983): the sexually exotic, "possessed" older 

woman plus the "hot" car = popularity. In Risky Business, 

the "possessed" woman is a prostitute; in weird Science, a 

robot; in Can't Buy Me Love, a.rented cheerleader. The 

woman typically becomes a active agent in the male search 

for popularity by inspiring him to use a father's car 

(Risky Business), by actually creating the car (Weird 

Science), or just by fixing it up (as in Better Off Dead, 

1985, in which a French foreign exchange student named 

Monique gets Lane's--John Cusack's--Camaro running again). 

Males in these films do not have a direct line to 

"popularity," but can only achieve it through the 

demonstrated ownership/control of a sexually exotic female 

(typically a cheerleader). "Popularity," then, is 

ultimately a kind of prestige granted by the high school 

crowd in proportion to the amount of one's assets-

physical "assets" and designer accessories for females, 

financial capital, a car, and a submissive female for 

males. Inviting everyone present in the mall scene to a 

party at Wyatt's house before zooming the boys away in a 

"hot" car, LeBrock ensures that their popularity 

"campaign" will be carried further by quickly touching 

base with the most important cultural subcultural rubrics. 

Wyatt and Gary merely reinforce the impression that they 
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have made later on at the party by successfully parading 

LeBrock a second time; they subsequently undergo an 

elevation in status and win girlfriends for themselves. 

* * * 
Can't Buy Me Love (1988) illustrates the complete 

saturation of consumerism into the high school world of 

Reagan Era teens. It carries the motif of the male 

fantasy to possess and consume and the male 

commodification of the female body to its logical extreme. 

In Can't Buy Me Love, a male "purchases" a female's 

services at a shopping mall. Cindy Mancini (Amanda 

Peterson) is the high school cheerleader, who, although 

not a "Valley Girl" proper, shares Julie's obsession with 

clothes and surrounds herself with a group of friends with 

interests identical to hers. When we first meet Cindy, 

she and her friends have just returned from the mall, 

loaded down with shopping bags, and she is reprimanded by 

her mother for having used too many credit cards. Cindy 

shrugs her off, apparently regarding the shopping spree as 

a necessary getting-ready-for-the-business-of-school 

expense. She marshals her cheerleader-clique friends to 

her room in a manner that would be cleverly satirized the 

next year in the comedy Heathers (1988), in which each of 

the friends named "Heather li is ranked by number according 
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to her position of IIpopularityll in the clique. cindy's 

duty as head of the IIcool clique,1I like Heather Number 

One's, puts her in the position of an executive. Her 

friends answer her private phone line as though they are 

at an office: IIHello, Cindy Mancini. 1I These friends also 

appear to be virtually interchangeable, because their only 

function is to accompany cindy everywhere so that she will 

never be seen alone; when their leader leaves the room, 

they just sit watching t.v. blankly and do not talk to 

each other. 

Mrs. Mancini gives Cindy a lecture on IIresponsi-

bility,1I wondering why she can't be more like lithe Miller 

boy,1I Ronald, or Ronnie (played by Patrick Dempsey).31 

After her lecture, there is a cut to a shot of Ronald out 

mowing a lawn on a riding mower. He has just completed 

the quite incredible task of mowing his 286th square mile 

of grassy yards in Tucson, Arizona; this has earned him 

$1500 over the summer vacation, a sum he plans to spend on 

a telescope. But what Ronald, a IInerdll would really 

prefer is to become IIpopular,1I so he asks his friend 

31 Here we have another example of a fairly direct 
IImirroringll of the dominant culture in a teen film. 
Ronald not only shares his nickname and central pursuit 
(of popularity) with Ronald Reagan, but his is a IIgipper ll 
tale that involves rising against the odds. Later, he is 
dependent upon Cindy to preserve his image at the school 
in a way Reagan was thought to be dependent upon his wife 
Nancy. 
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Kenneth (Courtney Gains) what he thinks it would take for 

him to achieve this. The two are riding near the high 

school on their bicycles, and Kenneth gestures towards a 

muscle car and an attractive girl, saying "Now there's the 

answer, buddy. If you want to be popular, you need one of 

those ••• and one of those." When Ronald despairs that 

his $1500 wouldn't buy him more than the wheels of the 

car, Kenneth drops a remark that telegraphs the shopping 

mall scene to follow: "You can rent 'em, you know." 
I 

In the mall scene, Ronald offers to "rent" Cindy's 

services. He is on the verge of purchasing his telescope 

when he spies cindy through the scope. The scope shot 

here recalls the male fantasy of using high-tech equipment 

to "monitor" the female in the mall, and the positioning 

of the scope and the male salesclerk's exchange with 

Ronnie contains overt phallic references. Cindy is 

walking into a clothing store, where she will try to 

return a new suede dress of her mother's that she stained 

at a party. She had overruled another one of her mother's 

warnings by borrowing it in the first place, but again the 

immediate social "requirement" of making an appearance at 

a party had seemed like a good enough reason at the time 

to her. Once again it seems true to character (or rather 

to the "Valley Girl" stereotype) that cindy's life crisis 

occurs over an article of clothing, or that she would 
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display no moral scruples about what she is willing to 

sacrifice to repair the damage: "I will do anything," she 

pleads in tears to the salescle~k. Although the 

salesclerk is not buying, Ronald is, sputtering out "I 

want to rent you" and handing his $1500 over to the clerk. 

Cindy agrees to submit to Ronald's fantasy of control by 

helping him to become "popular" for a month in exchange 

for the money. 

She tries to accomplish this task, first, by 

employing some of her "feminine" talents. The next day at 

school, she mousses Ronald's hair, rips the sleeves off of 

his shirt, takes off his glasses, and pulls his collar up. 

She later takes Ronald shopping in the mall, where she 

teaches him to "accessorize," pulling him from one shop to 

the next. Apparently Cindy has no scruples about 

providing Ronald with such "essentials" as sunglasses 

using several of her mother's credit cards. Again, (as in 

Valley Girl, Night of the ~omet, or Bill and Ted's 

Excellent Adventure) the teenage female in the mall movies 

appears to consider designer items "necessities" and 

"essentials" and to think of credit cards as passports to 

popularity rather than "real" money. All of these 

additions to Ronald's wardrobe and appearance may have the 

effect of getting more attention from the females in the 

school. To win the respect of the males, however, Ronald 
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has to encourage them to think that he and Cindy are going 

out--that she is "his." Cindy warns Ronald that there is 

to be "no hand-holding, no kissing," but grudgingly agrees 

to sit next to him at lunch, which wins Ronald the 

admiration of the cool clique. When Ronald begins to show 

up at the local hangout and to parties with Cindy, he 

encourages the members of the football team to think that 

he and cindy are "more than just friends." 

What seals Ronald's "popularity" for good is not so 

much the fact that he is "dating" Cindy· (that astonishes), 

but rather the way in which he abuses cindy in front of 

the school during their staged "break up" at the end of 

the month. The violence of the conversation convinces 

everyone in the school that Ronald is absolutely "in 

control." Cindy has sincerely begun to like Ronald by 

this point in the film, so there is no logical reason for 

the breakup at all, and indeed, a subtext of sadism 

emerges as Ronald completely controls the terms of the 

breakup, cutting off cindy by shouting, "I'm tired of you, 

period" while she cries a few "real" tears. "It's awful 

the way Ronnie annihilated her~' is one student's 

appreciative comment upon the breakup. To the females in 

the school, Ronald's new appearance and new found 

association with Cindy makes him a "heartbreaker"; to the 
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males, the way he consumes and crushes cindy finally makes 

him one of the guys, lithe Ronster." 

Can't Buy Me Love thus neatly draws the female and 

male consumerist fantasies together through the paradigm 

of "popularity." This is first and foremost constructed 

as a "job" for females. As Ronald observes to cindy one 

day as he washes her car for her, "Cheerleading's hard 

work. You do it well." Cindy is beginning to think that 

perhaps Ronald isn't such a "spaz" after all by this time, 

and has some doubts about the superiority of her own 

clique, answering: "I guess • • • but what I mean is I 

don't do much else except shop and hang out." The warning 

that Cindy attempts to give Ronald when they are about to 

"break Up" is that "Popularity isn't perfect--It's almost 

like a job sometimes," and that "Whatever happens with the 

popularity thing, stay yourself." In fact, it turns out 

that Ronald loses his celebrity status in the high school 

when Bobby, Cindy's ex-boyfriend who is now a star 

football player in college, returns to a high school party 

and calls Cindy a II prostitute II for going out with Ronnie. 

This public devaluation of Cindy's position seems to 

threaten her popularity, and in defense of herself, she 

chooses to announce the fact that she had charged Ronald 

$1500 for her escort services. Ironically, it is by 

admitting that she has been accepting Ronnie's money that 
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she defuses the prostitute remark. It is not troubling to 

the crowd that cindy has allowed herself to be "rented"; 

on the contrary, the revelation of the high price she can 

command for her services instantly restores her respect in 

the school. 

It also shows everyone in the "cool clique" that 

Ronald has been separated from the "nerd herd" where he 

really belongs. His money spent, his girlfriend exposed 

as a hoax, Ronald is reduced so low that he is shunned 

even by his school's two lowest cliques, the nerds and the 

"mutants." Relegation to this "clique" is strongly 

streaked through with class connotations, since the 

popularity game appears to be played according to the 

rules of a simple market economy. It comes as no surprise 

that so many of the teen films of the decade, like Can't 

Buy Me Love, also conflate high school cliques with social 

class in their attacks of cliquishness. 32 Unlike Cindy, 

who appears able to tap into a virtually unlimited line of 

credit through her mother's cards, and who has plenty of 

leisure time to "shop and hang out," Ronald is frequently 

shown working hard. His father is an aluminum siding 

saleman. The "nerds" drive their parent's cars or ride 

bicycles, and the "cools" have their own cars. Ronald's 

32 Cpo The Breakfast Club (1985), Some Kind of 
Wonderful (1987), or Pretty in Pink (1989), for example. 
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dream of "popularity" is therefore, in a sense, a working 

class consumerist fantasy, and the sudden turnabout in his 

"fortune" causes him to slight his old friends socially. 

One day at lunch he decides that he has had enough, 

and makes a speech against cliques that wins kudos from 

not only the cool clique, but from the entire school, 

teachers and superintendents inclusive: "Cools, nerds, 

your side, my side, man, it's all bullshit. It's tough 

enough just to be yourself." The film thus closes with an 

attack against cliques and the "popularity" system, and 

indeed, the message implied by its title did seem to warm 

many high schoolers' hearts (if the reactions of my own 

students who attended Tucson High may be permitted as 

evidence); yet, very characteristically, it never really 

questions the differential positionings of males and 

females within that system. The "Valley" stereotype which 

dictates that females are shallowly consumed by commercial 

desires for clothes and accessories is merely absorbed 

into the film without comment, and we are given no inkling 

of what an alternative "acceptable form" of behavior for a 

young woman might be; the film never questions the 

necessity of using another's money or of "accessorizing" 

in order to survive. The New York Times reviewer of the 

film, Caryn James, asked: "If Cindy now knows how empty 

popularity is, why doesn't she dump her hypocritical 
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girlfriends, who put the moves on Ronnie?,,33 Toward the 

end of the film, cindy appears to understand the super

ficiality of her relationships with her friends, but can't 

make the decision to abandon them--apparently they are 

still too "valuable" social connections for her to 

discarded. 

Nor is the movie's larger attack against the paradigm 

of popularity (by now, clearly the subcultural synonym for 

dominant culture "consumerism") very well articulated. 

James asks further: "If Ronald learns his neat little 

lesson about love, why is he rewarded with a happy ending 

that reunites him with cindy and the cheer leading crowd?" 

Although Ronald acknowledges in his speech to the school 

that "I tried to buy my way in," he is last shown riding 

off into the sunset with Cindy on the back of his riding 

mower. This is the kind of "punishment," of course, that 

Ronald has been seeking all along. Although he appears to 

have achieved his goal by throwing in a little personal 

charm along with his capital assets, in a way, money has 

helped him, too. Cindy's surrender to him while he is on 

the job seems to reaffirm, allover again, Ronald's value 

as a provider. 

33 The title of James' review of the film, which 
appeared on 8/14/87, was "Popularity." 
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Perhaps this is the definitive message of the 1980s 

teen movie after all: that money cantt buy you love, but 

it certainly helps, and itts best to have your cake and 

eat it too. 34 What can be said for Ronald is that he 

has succeeded in ttbeatingtt the popularity system in the 

school by faking it to get in (if you can beat the system 

to get ahead, do it).- But Cantt Buy Me Love clearly fails 

to interrogate the consumerist prerequisite itself by 

asking the question that it could have: ttWhy should Ronnie 

even bother?1t 

Exposing the Control system 

"Water street [Pavillion] brings a fun atmosphere 

that comes with the festival marketplace, much 

like other festival marketplaces around the 

country. It 

34 Since we have also taken the teen films as our 
text for the adult consumerism of the decade, it is 
important to add that this message shows up in the It adult It 
movies as well. Indeed, consumerism permeated into other 
cultural sites in addition to the mall: into domestic 
space War of the Roses, civic areas (the tough, money-run 
Gotham and NYC of the comics in Batman, Dick Tracy, Dark 
Man), and of course, into white collar business and the 
Exchange (Working Girl, Wall Street). If there is a 
single axiological line over which most "adult" movies of 
the decade center, it is the machiavellian conflict 
between ethical choice and greed. As in the teen films, 
the outcome in the adult films is often a compromise. 



--the Convention and Tourism Bureau 

President of Flint, Michigan, 

interviewed in Roger and Me 
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And you dreamed it all/and this is your story 

/ Do you know who you are? / you're the dream 

operator 

--lyrics to the song "Dream Operator" 

(True stories) 

In one scene in The Phantom of the Mall, a mall 

worker (Buzz) coaxes a newspaper photographer into the 

mall surveillance room with the lure of ' a big story. Once 

there, Buzz delays for a moment, playing around with the 

controls that adjust the picture on the monitors. "Listen 

to what it does to your body," he kids as he switches on 

the muzak and sways back and forth to the melody. Just as 

the reporter grows impatient with him, Buzz flips a second 

switch that filters a subliminal message to shoppers out 

of the muzak track: "the sales clerks are my friends • • . 

I can buy anything I want on credit . shopping is fun 

• I like to shop • • • the sales clerks are my friends 

. I like to spend money • • • shopping makes me feel 

good •.• spending money makes me feel good." Buzz's 

dramatic expose comes to a rather undramatic end, however, 



when Pete (the photographer) informs him that there is 

nothing illegal about the messages. 
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Mall "control rooms" had been depicted in earlier 

movies like Night of the Comet and Chopping Mall, but 

these scenes are not presented with the same tenor of 

"revelation" or of an expose as in this later film. 

Phantom of the Mall attempts to construct a discourse that 

exposes the hypocrisy of the mall in the small town. The 

title cut, for example, casts the story of mall expansion 

into economic terms. The song (reminiscent of the rock 

and roll classic "Twelfth Flight Rock") divides this 

development into four "phases." "Phase One" of mall 

expansion means making room for the developers at the 

expense of the town residents--"Sorry, son / you're in the 

way / now you're out, well-done." According to this 

movie's scenario, the mall's corrupt owner has hired an 

arsonist to burn down Eric's (the "Phantom's") house, 

resulting in the death of his parents and Eric's own 

disfigurement. "Phase Two" refers us to the entrance of 

the Mayor (played by Morgan Fairchild in the movie), who 

covers the owner's trail with a patriotic speech at the 

Fourth-of-July mall opening ceremonies; in actuality, 

Fairchild has ties to the evil developer and hopes to 

profit from his crime. The lyrics "Phase Three / four 

stories high / a place to shop and a place to die" and 
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"Phase Four / the final stage / victims hired at the 

minimum wage" obviously refer us to the mall itself as a 

place which lures shoppers and robs teen mall workers of 

their humanity. Interestingly, the song seems aware of 

the profit motive underlying the mall and disowns this 

("Don't need no frozen yoghurt"); 'however, it is 

characteristically blind to sexual exploitation, 

containing references to the Mayor's breasts and to the 

"foxy outfits at Hotdog On a stick.,,35 

The story also follows the paradigm of female fantasy 

and male control fairly closely, as in the earlier mall 

films, and indeed, even extends the predatory male fantasy 

to new limits. As in Night of the Comet and Chopping 

Mall, the control room functions as a place to extend male 

masturbation fantasies electronically. In Night of the 

Comet, the zombies drool over the females as they watch 

them shop; in Chopping Mall, one of the mall controllers 

flips through a Playboy as he watches his screen; in 

Phantom, one of the controllers begs out loud for the 

women in the dressing rooms he monitors to take it off. 

predictably, although the way the control room places the 

35 The sexism is also marked in the way the song 
subdivides the floor space of the mall into zones for 
fetishizing the female consumer: "First Floor, the power 
of zoom / checking out cleavage in the dressing room," 
etc. 
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mall operators in a position of superiority over both male 

and female shoppers is constructed as a bad thing in 

Phantom, the film does not examine its own predilection 

for male teenage voyeurism. The technological 

breakthroughs of mall control systems have become a useful 

way for the film to extend its own adolescent tendencies, 

permitting its teenage audience to indulge its fantasies 

of control over females. Eric (lithe Phantom") uses his 

ability to enter and exit the mall control rooms and HVAC 

units to extend his scopic power. He sets up his own mall 

control room with pilfered equipment and begins to monitor 

his ex-girlfriend Melody's every move on television. He 

steals a wardrobe of clothes from department stores for 

her, and (as if relying on the power of the stereotype), 

expects this to be enough to win her back. When he 

eventually captures Melody, he tells her that she can 

never leave him because she belongs to him. Thus, even 

though it can be claimed for this film, as I have, that it 

attains a kind of second level of commentary, Phantom 

remains hypocritical by questioning one form of predatory 

fantasy but not another. 

On the other hand, his choice of victim, more 

creative and brutal forms of slaughtering, and a first 

name may have succeeded in making Eric popular with some 

of the members of his teenage audience. More importantly, 
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the rhetoric of the city planners and their "selfish 

dreams" are finally subjected to the horror film's 

revenge. "I.. • have • money" the mall manager 
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sputters to Eric a second before Eric tor9hes him with a 

flame thrower; Morgan Fairchild gets thrown out of a store 

window and is impaled in the atrium in the next scene. In 

Chopping Mall, by contrast, the worst offenses that the 

teenage victims appear to be guilty of are premarital sex 

and stupidity. After finishing their victims off, the 

Killbots spout "Have a Nice Day," which only seems to rub 

the consumerist discourse in their faces (after all, like 

the zombies in Night of the Comet, the Killbots are only a 

new species of mall workers gone haywire who think that 

they are still doing their job). In short, the only rule 

for the deaths in the earlier films had been is survival 

of the fittest, whereas Eric's victims in Phantom of the 

Mall do not seem innocent of corruption. 

Two "adult" movies of the second half of the decade 

also offer mall exposes of a kind. One of these is David 

Byrne's True stories, which similarly brings a "subliminal 

message" of consumerism to the surface during a fashion 

show sequence that takes place at a mall. Byrne, the 

onscreen narrator, begins this section of the film (titled 

"Shopping is a Feeling") with the comment that the people 

who live in Virgil, Texas are "wise to advertiser's 
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claims." And yet, as the announcer's sales pitch at the 

fashion show tapers off into non sequiturs, eventually 

becoming a dreamy song that lulls the crowd into a state 

of appreciation, Byrne's comment clearly becomes more and 

more ironic. The lyrics in the announcer's song suggest 

her manipulation of the crowd overtly: "My face is a book 

/ but it's not what it seems" or "Let go of your life / 

Grab on to my hand," for example. 

What is remarkable about this fashion show sequence 

is the way the announcer's discourse seems to become 

double-voiced, masking and unmasking the producer's 

intentions at the same time. Although the announcer, Kay 

Culver (played by Annie McEnroe) does indicate that the 

show has been produced ("From the dream factory • a 

bonanza of beauty"), the refrain of the song is 

duplicitous, insisting to the members of the audience that 

they are the dream operators. The duplicity illustrates 

the way the mall advertisers hope the consumer will "buy" 

the image of themselves that they are being sold and make 

it their own. This duplicity also extends to other 

levels. During one verse, Kay might be addressing the 

female consumer with her song, 

When you were little / you dreamed you were big 

Musta been something / a real tiny kid 

You wish you were me / I wish I was you 
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Don't you wake up / the dream will come true 

and inviting them to participate in a narcissitic fantasy. 

At other times, she might be offering herself to males-

"Now I'm your dream / You're the dream operator"--in order 

to accomodate perceived differences in attitude or in 

"feelings" toward shopping among the members of her 

audience. The fashion show itself, however, becomes a 

visual trip through the absurd in which the costumes 

appear to designed to check the narcissistic or 

fetishistic viewing habits of spectators of either sex. 

Children and adults walk out in shapeless outfits made of 

fur, grass, leaves, wood, bricks, etc. Byrne's casual 

remark becomes a reducto ad absurdum as the people of 

Virgil are mesmerized by Kay's salespitch to the point 

where they are willing to buy, buy, buy. 

"Let them hang themselves" partially describes 

Michael Moore's approach in Roger and Me. Moore's modus 

operandi in his interview with the Convention and Tourism 

Bureau President of Flint, Michigan is to let the video 

tape run. The President is clearly not a very good 

salesman, trying to make the city's new waterstreet 

Pavillion sound alluring by describing it as "a lot of 

glass, and steel, as well as plants, and different colors 

to make it festive and fun and exciting." The interview 

sequence lays bare the sacrifice that had had to be made 



in Flint 'co construct the Pavillion--"We took a four

square-blo'ck area, tore it down"--and Moore underscores 

the profit motive beneath the Convention and Tourism 

Bureau President's rhetoric, 
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It's more than just another building in downtown 

Flint. I like the color and the excitement of 

it, and it's very good for tourism in our area-

the major stop for bus tours in our area. They 

can pull up, park the bus, and unload forty 

senior citizens or so . . . , 
by cutting to a shot of the senior citizens upon whom the 

man hopes to prey towards the end of his speech. 

Whether in the form of a crude expose, ironic 

commentary, double-voiced discourse, or through the use of 

lampooning and visual counterpoint, all three of the above 

films expose the salesmanship beneath the patriotic, 

economic, and aesthetic arguments typically offered for 

the mall. Specifically, they (1) identify a new class of 

mall "controllers," previously absent in the mall films; 

(2) underscore the profit motive that drives mall 

developers and owners; and (3) expose the insidiousness 

with which the consumerist message is filtered to 

shoppers--through the "zombie effect" of the mall's 

lulling environment. "Save the city," "give your 

community something that it can be proud of," "create a 
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new center for your town so that folks can have a chance 

to get together and hear what each other have to say"-

these had been the kinds of justifica't.ions that were given 

for bringing the mall to the community. Yet for the most 

part, according to its commentators, the city planners 

only succeeded in dotting the American landscape with 

consumer monuments, commercial villages, and "ersatz" 

carnivals dedicated to the proposition that all spenders 

are not created equal. 

Paul Mazursky's Scenes From a Mall (1991) neatly 

caps the 1980s decade by offering a more thorough 

carnivalization of the mall marketplace. The film's star, 

Woody Allen, occupies a somewhat storied place in Bakhtin 

criticism because of the "degrading" use of food36 and 

comic use of heteroglossia in his own films37 • An apt 

subtitle for Scenes From a Mall would be "a search for 

private discourse." Allen's character speaks a blend of 

business talk, promoter's sales talk, and legal advice--

and this only when prompted by his beeper. His tone 

36 LeBlanc, Ronald 0, "Love and Death and Food: Woody 
Allen's comic Use of Gastronomy." LeBlanc discusses how 
Allen, in both his farces and serious comedies, tends to 
identify eating/sex as a signifying pair and to 
continually oppose these to the pair war/death. LeBlanc 
applies Bakhtin's discussion of folk culture and grotesque 
realism to show how gastronomy, for Allen, becomes a truly 
serious, "life-affirming" activity. 

37 Stam, Chapter 6. 
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undergoes little modification as he interrupts his 

networking to exchange words with his children or with his 

wife. Bette Midler's character, on the other hand, draws 

upon the rhetoric of self-help books and marriage 

counseling in her discourse. Throughout the film, a mime 

roaming the mall shows how stylized the couple's verbal 

behavior has become by immediately copying their gestures, 

walks, etc. 

As in Sleeper (1973), a fool's "redemptive cycle" 

puts both of these characters back on line. Both take 

sidetrips through the "lower body stratum" that cause 

direct speech to rise to the surface. Allen's redemptive 

cycle begins with a knee to the groin, continues in his 

sexual exploits in the mall cineplex, and finishes as 

curses (along with sushi) suddenly vomit out of his mouth. 

He leaves the Christmas present that he has been dutifully 

toting all through the mall behind, a bodyboard which is 

perhaps a symbol qf his character's commercially 

catechized body. He then proceeds to run amuck in a mild 

way by breaking proprietary rules concerning talking in 

movie theaters and parking. Midler's transformation scene 

employs the carnivalesque trope of the hysterical woman 

"bodying forth" her circumscribed desire. Her character 

collapses to the ground and then begins to talk in 
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"double-voiced" discourse, breaking into huskier tones as 

she dreams of IIdancingll and self-indulgent spending. 

Ultimately the couple achieves a coming together by 

arguing openly in a crowd, becoming a public spectacle in 

the mall. Their Punch and Judy sequence climaxes in a 

literal punch as Allen decks the mime. Eventually, their 

angry speech cools and a new common goal, divorce, permits 

them an opening for their first real dialogue, which 

gradually cools into common topoi, talk of their children, 

and the task of resuming their lives together. 

Yet, while it lasts, their argument constitutes a 

minor folk rebellion of sorts, proving that it is possible 

to engage in a conversation in the consumer paradise 

without wholly surrendering to one's beepers and phones. 

Angry, abusive speech inflects a discourse randomly, in 

passionate bites; consider Jimmy Porter's discourse (in 

John Osborne's Look Back in Anger), which embeds social 

topoi as its launching points but refuses to stabilize 

into any pattern. Rather, carnivalesque speech of this 

kind is marked by its vitality, and references to physical 

activities (arguing, copulation, swearing). The argument 

scene in Scenes From a Mall has the effect of relegating 

the consumer environment to the background. 

The mall itself, interestingly, reflects the trend of 
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homogenization and international expansion of the late 

1980s. Its merchant profile is a dumping ground of 

cultural stereotypes for sale--we are bombarded by English 

Christmas carols, an Indian movie, a Japanese restaurant, 

a French restaurant, Mexican mariachi bands, etc. The 

very institutionalization and commercial circulation of 

popular forms and stereotypes like these create an 

environment where thinking and talk is stale. But, we 

might ask, who does a "popular" stereotype belong to when 

it has become so widely distributed and thoroughly 

commodified? Here, as in other Allen films, the rule 

seems to be that if the shoe fits, it isn't the right one. 

Allen, by trade, is a mimicker of stylized language and 

behavior as well as of intellectual systems (such as 

Freudian psychoanalysis) that describe human phenomena "so 

right" as to rarely be tested against living examples. 

Scenes From a Mall may, in one sense, be viewed as the 

apotheosis of the mall because of its institutionalization 

of popular beliefs and values. But at the same time, this 

formal rendering of the "religion of consumerism" suggests 

its fundamental "divorce" from human experience. 



The Next Generation 

"And the children do the shopping • " 

--Kay Culver in True stories 

By Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure (1989), the 

shopping mall film has become "historicized" within the 

teen films. In the film, two teenagers give their 

celebrity guests from the past a mini-lecture on the 

mall's importance to today's society, and then release 

them for an hour or so in a megamall (Metrocenter in 

Tempe, Arizona) to learn all they can about our world. 

It seems like this would be a slightly different 
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proposition in the 1990s than it once may have been, 

however. In this essay, I have shown that the early films 

introduce and colonize a new t~rritory for teens that 

becomes throughly domesticated by the middle of the 

decade. But as the end of the decade drew near, 

Hollywood's identification of the shopping mall as the 

territory of the high school "rat" \'las not as common. 38 

38 Perhaps more premonitory of the 1990s is a scene 
in which Bill -(Alex Winter) hands money to his younger 
brother Deacon to escort "Napoleon" for the day. 
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One cause for this has been traced to the recession 

of the late 70's that made department store malls less 

economical to build and helped to reinstate the 

"pedestrian integrity" of glass-roofed, narrower arcades 

(Maitland 38-42); in other words, less "fantasy world" 

malls could be built of the type that had been "seized" by 

teens or had inspired critics to their visions of social 

distopia. Mall literature is still marked by descriptions 

of the new services offered in individual centers across 

the country (and now internationaly), but the hot new 

trends of automalls and mallwalking have hardly, as yet, 

fulfilled the grim promise of Kowinski's "To live and die 

in the mall" expansion of services scenario. 

A more direct cause for the marginalization of the 

subculture may be traced to the shifting trends in 

demographics following the end of the baby boom. The 

decreasing proportion of teens in the population has 

prompted mall managers to refocus their sights upon older 

shoppers. This new target group possesses half of the 

disposable income in the United states, and has been said 

to favor "comfort, security, convenience, recognition, and 

socialization" over excitement (Turchiano 36). Since many 

of today's shoppers have younger children and 

grandchildren in tow, malls have begun to offer daycare 

and childcare services, theatres, Camp Snoopys, and Kiddie 



Jungles. The family and the 14-and-under crowd have 

firmly moved in and are in the process of becoming the 

mall's new consumer-citizens. 39 As advertisers target 

increasingly younger groups of consumers with new-found 

"discretionary incomes," social analysts may again find 
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themselves posing the kind of questions about these kids 

that Kowinski raised in the mid-1980s. 

The history of Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure 

serves as a good illustration of the way a younger 

generation of kids is being handed the consumerist torch. 

Originally packaged for teens, the film succeeded in 

reaching a younger audience as well, and is now seen on 

saturday mornings as a cartoon alongside the Valley

speaking Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and "Yo, Yogi!." 

The latter is an updating of the "Yogi Bear" cartoon 

featuring younger versions of the characters who live and 

work in "Jellystone Mall." My copy of the Bill and Ted 

video was introduced by a Cheerios commercial featuring 

kids on skateboards, a "Cheerios Presents" profile of a 

youngster who helps out the homeless in his neighborhood, 

39 significantly, there appears to be a 
corresponding trend in the movies to represent mall 
shoppers as either younger children or adults. Consider 
1990's Honey. I Shrunk the Kids (a funny-thing-happened
on-the-way-to-the-mall film) or Kindergarten Cop (which 
features a long mall sequence) on the one hand; Scenes 
From a Mall (1991) on the other. 
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and an ad for "Bill & Ted's Watch & Win Trivia Game." The 
" 

ad explained the game and mentioned the 1-900 number of a 

"Bureau of Massive Brain Usage il along with the 

instructions for kids to phone in their answers to 

questions (with their parent's permission, of course). 

The advertisers further hope to lure younger consumers 

with prizes that include Bill and Ted t-shirts, a new 

skateboard, even a trip to Paris. Perhaps, if ad 

campaigns like this one succeed, there will be cause, in 

the not too distant future, to speak of "hurried kids," 

"the shopping mall junior high," or even "the shopping 

mall grade school.,,40 

Envoi: On Patterns of Colonization 

and Carnivalization 

The representation of a shared place or "hangout" in 

teen films is more the rule than a novelty, of course. 

Teen groups had previously gathered on beaches, in cars, 

40 Another splendid example of the way mall 
consumerism has been extended and is being "taught" to a 
lower age group is Milton Bradley's 1989 game "Mall 
Madness," designed for players ages 9 and up. The game 
includes a scale model of a department store mall and a 
central speaker, or "Voice of the Mall," located in the 
atrium. The Voice of the Mall instructs kids where to go 
for sales. Each player is given a bank card to be "run 
through" when they need more cash or wish to make a 
purchase. 
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and in diners in the movies before the shopping mall came 

into vogue (although from Kowinski's description of the 

mall, it appears that the shopping mall may have been the 

first place to "have everything" that could sustain a 

community's material needs). Likewise, "Valley talk," 

still with us, is phenomenologically nothing very new; 

teenagers have for decades spoken their own patois, from 

1960s psychedelia to 1970s ghetto chic. Indeed the 

commercial "values" and "dreams" of teen subcultures of 

the 1980s also seem more reactionary than revolutionary. 

The general outlook of an Alex Keaton (Michael J. Fox's 

character on Family Ties) compares fairly closely with 

Andy Hardy's, for example, for its consumerism, sexism, 

and jingoism. 

The replication that we can observe in behavioral 

patterns brings up the question of recurring patterns in a 

cultures' organization and utilization of space. If the 

the 1960s truly were beholden to the 30s for many of its 

artistic resources and topoi, and the 80s to the 40s, we 

might consider whether the same kinds of social forces may 

have been at work, in different eras, in the redlining of 

suburbs, in the fencing off of ghetto districts, or in the 

creation of escapist consumer paradises. Furthermore, we 

might further investigate the social conditions under 

which macro-patterns such as crowding, dispersal, 



hierarchical division, and reallocation of resources 

occur. This appears to be one promising line of 

intersection between rhetorical studies of film and 

structural anthropology. 
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Secondly, we may need to take into account patterns 

of colonization and upheaval within decades. Dawn of the 

Dead (1979) and The Blues Brothers (1981) crashed into the 

shopping mall as a refuge from the troubled city of the 

1970s, injecting into the movies the discourse of city 

planners who had envisioned malls as the solution to urban 

economic woes. Scenes from a Mall, in 1991, appears to be 

a bookend at the other end of the commercial 1980s. As we 

have seen in this chapter, the tone taken by the films of 

the decade shifts from hushed appreciation of the 

"consumer paradise" and almost reverent colonization, to 

stylization and ironization, to gleeful destruction and 

carnivalesque degradation. This pattern appears to recur 

in other decades as well. 

Consider the lost "innocence" of the river that a 

broad survey of the decades yields--Night of the Hunter 

and Picnic (1955), Deliverance (1972), River's Edge 

(1987). Consider the small towns shot up and painted red 

in the westerns in the late 40s--early 50s, the domestic 

space infected by the Hitchcocks and Pinters in the late 

50s--early 60s, and the hauntings that transformed the 
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suburban "dream home" into the site of hysterical horror 

movie outbursts. Or consider how the 1960s highway of 

adventure and peaceful self-discovery gets sidetracked in 

violence in Bonnie and Clyde or Easy Rider. The result 

seems to be not an end of decade dismissal, but rather, as 

Bakhtin says, a degradation, a gradual subordination of 

the shrillest visions of the city and suburban planners to 

our lifestyle. The public space is tested, evaluated, and 

thrown into relief against a network of vital activity. 

What has been overexposed to the life of the community at 

large is gradually decentered in the Hollywood vision. 

The shopping mall becomes, once again, a place to shop-

when one has the money. 

More removed mysteries to consider as we continue to 

define film decades and patterns of cultural upheaval 

include the possible role of the road as "transitional" 

genre between decades of American film. In 1960s films, 

the road is a dominant trope, with the traveling bands' 

stops on tour constituting beckoning advertisements for a 

lifestyle as well--the BeatIe films, Monterey Pop (1967), 

Woodstock (1970), Gimme Shelter (1970). But in between 

the decades, the road may also serve a transitional or 

prelude function, with recent films such as Rainman, Wild 

at Heart, Thelma and Louise, or My Own Private Idaho 
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(1989-1991) beginning to transport us beyond our consumer 

worlds--to someplace else. 

Environmental issues began to reappear in newspaper 

headlines in 1989, from the Garbage Scow to the Exxon 

Valdez, to border-crossing environmental issues (acid 

rain, ozone depletion), to natural disasters such as the 

earthquake at the World Series in San Francisco, Hurricane 

Hugo, etc. Hollywood has responded by bringing the earth 

closer to us in ecodramas such as 1990's Dances with 

Wolves, 1991's Robin Hood, Grand Canyon, etc. In the 

meantime, the economic recession (and presidential appeals 

to shop at the mall that have gone unheeded) are calling a 

realist aesthetics into being. We are currently 

experiencing a move toward realism in its simplest form, 

as Hollywood takes the antithesis of its own 1980s 

formulas and pronounces death upon the 1980s yuppie in 

1991 films such as Regarding Henry, The Doctor, Doc 

Hollywood, and Other People's Money. But for the time 

being, we remain a decade "under erasure." 

Another trend is towards stories retold from new 

perspectives: Dances with Wolves, 1991's JFK and Bugsy, 

feminist road films and westerns (e.g. Thelma and Louise, 

Thousand Pieces of Gold), gay subculture studies (Paris is 

Burning, My Own Private Idaho), and the work of Spike Lee, 

John singleton and other young African-American 
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filmmakers. It must be remembered, however, how quickly 

Hollywood's "visions" have reverted to the monocular and 

become the projection of the dominant social group's views 

of the world, always generalized and flattened out by the 

studios in order to sell. As we move into the 1990s, 

perhaps the best that can be hoped for is that Hollywood 

visions of community, in keeping with the new perspectives 

emerging in our changing culture, will remain more 

dialogic. 
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